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weather has had a tendency to curtail
the demand.
I'lie company’s manager
says that thus far this year there have
been about ■jou.uun tons of ice shipped
t rout the XIaine houses.\ rthur Frank
hurgin, the son of Landlord Frank \V.
hurgin of the Windsor hotel, Bangor,
was instantly kilitd
Thursday by falling into a shaft at the Cash mine, l*tescott. Arizona,
lie was go years of age
md bad served during the Spanish war
with the Fluted States army in Cuba
I and the Philippines. The body will lie
brought to Bangoi.The people of
-'! whi.is are preparing to erect a suitable memorial over the grave of Ilannali Weston, an nenie woman, who
rendered notable service in connection
with the first naval battle of the Hevo; lutionary war in carrying from her
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Hazael Mi-Keen is critically ill.
W H. Howard went to (Mono
Tuesday.

Bangor Monday.

II. C. Marden was in Portland and Tliomaston last week on business.
Miss Josephine K. Patterson
ton a few days the past week.

was

Miss Lydia M. Sleeper returned Tuesday
from a trip in the west.
Miss Winnie Sanborn is ill with scarlet

Benjamin B. Lovett of Boston is visiting
friends in Belfast and Searsport.

1

Mrs. Mary Hall Boss of Mt. Desert was
guest of Miss Maude Johnson last week.

lieuel W. Robinson, Ks<j., of Camden was
in Belfast yesterday on business.
Mrs. Horace F. Howell arrived last week
from Boston to visit triends in Belfast.

Miss Evelyn Wood returned home last
week from a visit in Brunsw ick and Richmond.

Mrs. John A. Hartshorn leit Moudav to
her son Heorge in Middletown, c?.
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Mrs. Wm. Crosbv arrived hone- last Thai
da\ from a visit in Portland and v.cinit.v

Miss Kdith Williams arrived last week
froiii Brunswick to spend her vacation in
Belfast.
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The Republican caucus last Thursday
night nominated as a candidate foi Representative, Clarence (>. poor, a well known
business man of this city. Mr. Poor served
one year as Alderman, when he was chairman
of the finance committee. lie was
then promoted to the mayor’s chair, and was
re-elected the following year. Paring his
administration tlie city debt was refunded,
a new bridge built across the
harbor, and
the sew ei system extended. Wit-li this experience. and the qualifications of a successful man. lie should be an efficient representative of our city at Augusta.

tory.
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Treworgy Acquitted.
x• urs and the schools that
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1 n the four years now Sarah Ware has failed. William A. Trewor- j
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lease has been go.The g>
Two-base hits, Coombs, Manix.
of Buck sport, who was charged with Goode.
has recently eoli- the murder, was acquitted by the jury Fri- ! Bases on balls, by Coombs. King; by Gor; icton
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In the party were
ug.
It is said that Attorney General Seniors’ j
about salt air was verined. One game in
Hill and Congressman
in the Treworgy |
argument before the
1 ild
Ladies' Home ns- trial was one of the jury
ablest ever heard in Wiscasset was followed by two in lielfast in
-11 formed in Lew iston
the State.
The logical way in which he ! which our boys were victorious. Belfast
x
Mrs. Wal- marshaled his facts, aud the clear and con- won
mg ollicers:
J
Friday's game, 7 to 4. Larkin was in
in w hich he presented them ;
C.
Little
manner
vincing
pres.: Mrs, II.
tlm box for d innings, when Gorman came
tlie jury, is said t<» have been nothing less
1 Fuller, vice pres.; Mrs. t
than masterly.
Hancock county lawyers! in and relieved him. The score:
sec.; M is. I lelen Wake
and others who heard it >a) that it was' the BELFAST
A.B. li. 1II. P.O. A. 1
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It- Ht-orge ll. Armstrong
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The Maine Historical ident
Roosevelt, to Secretary Moody, whose
tlie invitation to family originated in York, and to other
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celebration of the notables who have special interest in the Belfast.4 2000001 x— 7
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of the incorporation celebration.' Among those who will parti- Waterville.0 0100 2 100—4
v
Stolen bases, Duckworth, Ring, Cowing,
York and will make it cipate are William Dean llowells, Samuel
L. Clemens, (Mark Twain,) and Thomas Phelan, Manix, Girard, McConnell. Twomi. tu'.y•
> the
year.Ice ship- Nelson
summer residents of York: base hits, Goode, Murphy J.
Home
Page,
jennebec houses of the and the day’s program will be one of great Nolan. Bases on balls, off Larkin 4;run,
off
\ have not been very historical importance and interest.
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During the
son,

game

in behalf of

Saturday William .MB-

some

the close of Saturday > game MBs
Reynolds, whose wonderful ball
throwing was reported m The Journal July
loth, gave an exhibition of all-round ball
playing. She showed herself proficient at
the bat, and all the varieties of fielding
work and catching.
Alter

Marion

The Watervilles won Tuesday’s game
with the Fairtiehls, 11 to J.
OBITUARY.
Mrs. Mary Ann Bowen, aged So years,
passed away .July 10th, at the home of her
son-in-law, Mr. A. K. Fletcher of North
She

was

the widow of William s.

Bowen, and after his death lived with her
daughter, Mrs. Klma Fletcher, who died two
Since then she has had the
years ago.
best of care from her >on-in-law.
Mrs.
Bowen was born in Swanville, and was the
youngest of a family of ten children. She
lived to see them all pass on to the Heavenly
home.
She joined the Free Baptist church
in early years and was a devout and consistent member all her life. The funeral
was held at the home Saturday, conducted
by Kev. Havid Brackett of Brooks.
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Devotional Service,
Conducted by Rev. David Brackett,
Brooks.

10.15

Greeting,

10.3*1
10.45

Response by the President.
Report <>f Secretary and Treasurer.
Roll-call of Schools. Reports from
1 >elegates.

11.30

AFTERNOON.
1.00

1.15

g.00
g.3ffl

Praise service,
Led by Rev. C. II. Bryan Northport
“Our Primary Work.”
MaudftE. Mathews, Belfast
To be followed by discussion.
Address. “Without a Single Enemy,”
Rev. E A. Mason, Oakland
Music.

Everybody's Hour,

Five minute talks, to be followed by
one minute discussions.
All are expected to take part in the
discussions of the topics, which
are to he opened as follows:
“How to Increase the Attendance,”
Dr. T. X. Pearson, Morrill
“The Home Department,”
Mr. II M. Prentiss, Belfast

“Grading,”

3.3«)

4.00

Rev. W. A. Luce, Unity
“General Exercises,”
Rev. T. P. Williams, Nearsport
“Lesson Helps,”
Rev. F. W. Barker, Brooks
Address. The Sunday School as a

Spiritual Force,
Rev. J. W. Hatch, Winterport
Election of
Reports of Committees.
officers

Closing.

Following is

a summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
Weather Bureau for the week ending July

29,

1902.
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he
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lion, ami Mrs. !. II. Jackson went to
Portland the hirst of the week, where Mrs
Jackson is t*» have treatment for her eyes at
the Kye and Far Infirmary.
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Situation.
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factories have r*-tu:
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almost fail npor.dion, contracts con.
ward free!, from wholesalers attic- ..iivm
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W. s. Shallenberger, .Second Assistant
Postmaster (K-mual, ami a party of friends
a yacht Julv god and
came to Belfast in
made a brief informal call at the post olhc •.

Col. Isaac B. Rich, manager of the Hollis
ami Colonial theatres in Boston, ami
one of the foremost men in theatrical circles
in New England, visited Capt. Frank <J.
Arey in Brewer last week and called on
acquaintances in Bangor.

much

i!a■
the question owmp t*> the mo.
advance of hides, which has harm- d Hit
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tone of tie* leather market.
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ception -»f medium mad-- tan-. I' uu
view July L’titln

Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Bind and children arrived Saturda> to spend a few weeks at
their cottage at Little Iiiver. Miss Kate
Lew is arrived a few days earlier.

Charles Howe of >*. I’aul, Minn., is visiting his sister, Mrs. J. W. Lawley on Milrni
lie went west about twenty year.*
street,
Hiago and this ,.* his lirst v -it home.
youngest daughter, Mi** II m i• t lb w.- *•!'
Augusta, is with him.

was so

d place that he bought

The Shoe

boot and shoe store.
Mrs. A. M. Patterson and two children
and Miss Belle M. ( lements left Monday
far Whiting, Iowa, after a \ sit of six week*
in Belfast and Wahlo.

Hellas! and

ai.:-- to

wit!:

ing f«*r a vacation of two wee Its from New
York, where he is employed in a wlndesal*

Representative

Nominations,

The Hemoerats have made tin* to ..a up
\\
('lass
towns
--u.
nominations:
Knion and Washington, Most- 1* sp, .i tu
•! *>1
Warren; class towns ot Rod p- t
Heorpo, Joseph II. * ari'-tou of 1c
■
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|

street
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aven
Tin- Republican represented i
i 1 no-ton,
tion fpr the class towns of
Cushing, Frieiniship, Crieliaven. M p m
I li anas
cus anil Musselrid^e was held in
; l'inaii
\u-Ci
ton July ..‘.'-tli and John M
asiou was nominated b\ acclamation.
■

j

The Republican represented iv<-- an -a- lor
the class towns of Camden, \pph-ton and
Hope was held in Camden Jul\ JJmi and
Marcellas F. Tax lm of
largely attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Keene and Mr. 1 Hope was chairman and (Jenr^e 1. ilodp'
Charles C
man of Camden was secretary.
and Mrs. L. A. Wright of Somerville, Mass., .Wood, who
represented the town four years
arrived Sunday morning to visit Mrs. sign, was nominated by aeelamat ion.
Keene's brothers, Dr. K. A. and Edmund
Men Shipped on American Vessels.
Wilson. They will spend a week or two at

Quantabacook

accompanied

by

Belfast

friends.
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conductin^ u lame
Boston ami v. ;u
; liis h;other.
trmud Mi*s i-’ann‘ sheep ranch.

S.W.

Wind, Sky, etc.

is

were

dames s.nmiiton and son of v.in F; cm ,-<•<
visiting friend' in Belfast.
He was
formerly a law student with Hon. G. f.
Johnson.

id**.

Rev. S. L. Hanscom tells the Commercial
reporter that lie has definitely decided to be
a candidate for the office of sheriff of Hancock county at the coming election. Mr.
Hanscom will be nominated by petition and
several papers are now being circulated for
signers in different portions of the county.
Bangor Commercial.
Mr. Hanscom was formerly pastor of the

r
®

Mo
v

t:

a*-*‘oinpanieii

Mr. G. L. Morrill. Brooks

Music.
Address
Bible Teaching supplemental to That in the Sunday
School.”
Rev. G. S. Mills, Belfast
Appointment of Committees.
Offering for expenses.

ho is i!
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White arrive*! last
.Mas.*., ami are

■

10.00

w
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Mrs. fled M. vpb*< retuned hoim yes
terday from Boston, when- she 1ms been for
she
treatment,
improving gradually.

Maurice F. Davidson amn-d last Fr:da\
Waldo County Sunday School Association, j
from New Van, m spemi a shoit vacat.-e
:
N
uni }
\s itli
la* pa.
lohn
The annual convention of the Waldo
1 >av idson.
County Sunday School Association will be i
held in Brooks village August goth.
Mi. and Mrs. h. it. min:. Mr. and Mrs
Ali 1
friends of the Sunday school are in\ ted. 1 >. A. Parker ami M ms Madeline Burrow.*,
There will be no postponement on account were at the s-*;e.de 11 mis* No;: h I slosh* ir**,
of weather.
Kach school is expected r:, last week.
send * report: also an offering to heip deMrs, F. F Tvviss am! dang* :*-r Doiothv.
fray expenses. Picnic dinner. Fare on the and Mis* »«ertrude St rout, a: \ •••! •; week
Belfast branch 1/ cents per mile cadi way. from Laurence to
spend tin* summer at D.
Following is the program:
H. Mrout'm
MOUSIN'*;.

*ook.

M Bar
d K isas
'Iln
visiting Mrs. A. \. small.
schoolmates at Kents Hill.

Mis.* Lora Ilea’ returned home >;tiurda>
from Boston, a here *!m
minuted from
Miss Pierce's school of *ti-nog!apli;.

slop.

:

Quautahu

WentW'irth,

two

I

to

Miss Add.* W.mt worth arrived from Bos
Tuesday to care for her lather, W. J

Mr. and Mi s. Albei t (
Bui gess »ut<
tained a party of friend* at their cottage at
Pitcher's pond Thursday.

j

party

ton

Mrs. William IDams of V-w York arrived Saturday to visit her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Harris.

Mr. and Mr*, den. {'

Batter son.

Mrs. George W 1 liapman returned '1 uesday from Massachusetts, where she has
been the past two caiv
%

Mrs. Annie M Hinchman of Detroit,
Mich., arrived Saturday to visit her mother,
Mrs. Margaret White.

j
t<<

Belfast Weather Report.
Miss Mary G. Tilden died July 22d at the
home of her brother, Gen. Charles W. Tilden
of Ilallowell, at the age of 72 years, 5
months and 28 days. She was born in Castine, a daughter of the late Charles K.
Tilden, and lived in that town until thirtyyears ago, when she went to llangor to live.
She has been with her brother in Hallowell about ten years. Gen. Tilden is the
last survivor of the family. Funeral services were held in Hallowell, and the remains were taken to Castine Saturday for
interment.

Miss Mildred L. Prentiss of Brewer arrived last Thursday to vi.-it her brother,
Harry M. Prentiss.

Thursday from Brockton,
stopping at tlm Head of the

<»

I’attee, with her son and
l.mma, are guests of

and

Arthur A. Th"mj*son of Bangor visiteo
friends in Belfast d imsdav and went with

••

1

Mrs. Harriet (
Lancaster died at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Henry W.
Staples, on Bay View street, Friday night,
July 115th, after a long illness of paralysis.
She was born in Prospect, now Searsport,
a daughter of Thomas
February US,
She married
and Betsy (Ridley) Park.
( apt. Sewall Lancaster, rad they had seven
children, of whom four remain; Sewall of
Searsport; Edward X. of Camden: John E.
of Stockton Springs;and ManelyH.of Bangor.
Thiy adopted one daughter, Ella M
now the wife of Henry \Y. Staples of Belfast, who has been to the mother in her declining years and last sickness all that a
loving and devoted daughter could be. Mrs.
Lancaster leaves one brother, James *R.
Park of Searsport, and one sister, Mrs.
Two brothers
Abigail Moore of Monroe.
have died this year, Thomas and Jonathan
(i. Park.
She was a Spiritualist medium
and healer and was well known in this vicinity for her work in those lines. She was
very kind hearted and charitable, never allowing an opportunity to do good to pass
Funeral services were held
unimproved.
at the home of Mrs. Staples Monday afternoon, Rev. A. A. Smith officiating.

hay

Mrs. K.

Jacksonville, Brunswick ami • harlc-ton
Mrs. arm* 11a I of Last .>«»ne-rv ii.-. Mu*.*.,
and from Waldo bounty more than •_’<),oon j return* d hone* last
Thur*da> from a visit
Now a few small cargoes to Boston J
lier i»ar**nts. Mr imi Mm s .*. Wood.
and tile islands a mig tin* Maim* coast make j
Mi. ami Mr*. < hail*** \. Han imaii w.-re
tl
sum iM.al of Waldo's hay
shipment-.
the arr.vai* at Batli on tin steamer
among
There is a larg** decrease in the numh.*i of
j Kenmdiee mu a, da \ 111• •: i. n_ ! nuu I -1*>n.
lenses kept, bat the average value lias in- !
W. P. Draw ford was in the cit> Dm lirst
creased more than 1J pci cent, and the I
of the week ami left t<> join hi* fain;I\. w!m
average value of tin* different classes of coi;s
1
»*iel
ha.- increased in even greater proportion, are s111111 m*i ag at Ma;' .'* ! '**lut,

of the younger base

ball enthusiasts, presented pitcher Borman
with a shavin r set.

Monroe.

tons of

Mrs. Walter II.

daughter. David

Frank K. Johnson and friend Frank m
Binks are visiting Mr. J's uncles, deo. K.
and s. W. Johnson.

: r«un

this week
tin- shoe

\>rthport.

Mi' Milliner 1’. Lothrop and m.ii Mimnei
of New York are vi.-itiiifi Mr. 1.
sister,
Mrs. F. W. Bote.

Miss Kninia Mui eh arrived
last Thursday fora vacation
in Belfast ami Morrill.

,u

I". .1. fuller of Quincy, Mass., returned*
home Saturday from visit' in li.-lta-t and

1

The inventory of personal property by
the assessors of Belfast reveals some interesting facts in regard to the live stock
industry. As compared with live years ago,
{before the creamery was established' the
statistics show a marked increase both in
the number and value of the dairy stock
kept. Fewer old cow s are kept, and there
is a large increase in younger stock, the
ages at which dairy stock is most profitable.
Very few oxen are kept here, and the number varies but little from year to year.
There is a decided falling off’ in the number
of sheep, but a large increase in swine,
owing to the larger amount of skim milk
available for feeding the young pigs. The
creamery is a help to the farmers in many
respects. It furnishes a cash market for
the products of the farm; causes more
young and growing stock to be kept, and
mote corn and grain is raised at home for
feeding them. As a side issue s '.ine raising is found to be a profitable way of disposing of the skim milk. All this results
in increased fertility of the farms, and is
much more satisfactory than the old method
of selling the hay.
Twenty y ears ago there
were shipped from Belfast more than H,-

n

factory.

Miss Maude M. Matthew.- arrived home
Tuesday from Brew.-tm, Mas.-., ulcere she
visited relatives.

Belfast’s Live Stock.

s

Percv iM'inkwater has arrived home from
Waterville and will work in the sL*e fac-

Wm. I\ Bay and laughter of I'amlnidje*
Mass., visited friends in Belfast the past
week.

Lewis B. Hazeltine
parents, Mr. and Mr-,
the past week.

at

Hugh 1). McLellan left Monday to spend
few days at Buzzard's Hay.

a
a

Miss Grace Whiting arrived home last
week for a vacation, from Brockton, Mass.

v

fever, but is improving.
Mrs. Ada B. Warren is cn’icalh ill
her home on Court street.

Pred II. Wood and son Arthur of Skowliegan visited relatives here the past week.

—

Mrs. Belle Sprague arrived M >nda\ from
visit in Hampden.

a

in Bos-

Daniel II. Lane of Boston visited relatives in Belfast the past week.

[

...

PERSONAL.

—

W\sni\'rros, July Jo. Reports to the
bureau of navigation'show that during the
past fiscal year shipping commissioners at
the seaboard shipped lOK,5f»4 men on American vessels, including repeated reshipments
Of
of the same men on different voyages.
this number C.o,KoO were shipped on steam
vessels and 4*2,995 on sail vessels. In the
foreign trade 49,090 men were shipped and
in the coasting trade 59.494. Of the men
shipped :’*4,957 were born Americans, 14,915
naturalized Americans, l«i.:ti5 Norwegians,
Swedes and Danes, and 15,S97 British.

places where they exchanged notes.
The new reporter would have nothing
The Democratic voters of Waldo County are
to do with this arrangement, and so, by
A copy of the Baltimore Sun handed
hereby notified to meet by delegates in convenwas thrown upon his own re- tion, sit the
choice,
me recently for an item relating to
sources.
He came into the office <*n
Court House, Belfast,
shipping w as found to contain also the one
occasion about midnight, and when
FRIDAY, AUuUST 1, 1902,
obituary of an old friend, from whom I he handed in
his copy I found that one
at 10.30 o’clock in the forenoon, to nominate
have not heard for many years. tY hen
BACK NUMBERS.

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

Democratic Cooat; coonatioa

and social ethics.
1902. (The citizen's library.)... 304. Ad
Arnold. Sir Edwin.
The voyage of Ithobal. 1901.812. Ar-4
Bangs, John Kendrick.
Uncle Sam, trustee. 1902. 972. 9 B

Democracy

assignment, that of reporting a Sunday candidates for Senator, Sheriff. Clerk of Courts,
May, 1 s<»<>, school entertainment in the northwest- ! County Attorney, County Treasurer, Register of
County Commissioner. Also to choose
i Deeds andcommittt
editor
on
position
night
e and transact any other busicounty
ern part of the city, had not been atBanks, Nancy
which
ness
may properly come before said conBaltimore (iazette, Thomas II.
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proof
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the c.izette was a four page paper.
1 In- lirst leading matter on the lirst
page was an editorial summary of the
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news,

prepared by the night
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ler type.
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tin remainder of the page,
the inside pages were Idled with advertisements and miscellany, and the local
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Death From Smallpox.

When the John

Chicago

was

Worthy

School

of

created there was no law-

Bangor, Mi:., .Tulv c4. Mrs. James"
II. Bean of Somerville, Mass., (lied at
the home of Mrs. Mudgett, her mother,
in Ilampden, Wednesday, of smallpox.
She was buried near the house, that
night, and the premises have been

prohibiting Hogflogged.
news was on the fourth page.
Soon society beard of it, raved, foment- thoroughly fumigated.
were lm display heads, and the locals
Mrs. Bean arrived at ThomastOn
ed and sprinkled protests in the newsfrom Massachusetts on July .i, and
wore set solid with small cap sideheads.
and
afternoon
teas, appalled came to Ilampden 10 days ago.
It is
AVlmn J took the night desk I found papers,
but not speechless, were agog with in- thought that she contracted the disease
that there bad been no classification of
and the great city council, in someiville. She was accompanied
the telegraphic news, which was given dignation,
by her two children and her husband is
stirred by the femine (luster, put, as it also at
from
as
it
came
to the compositors just
Ilampden, having been called
were, a gag on society’s mouth by enhere by her illness.
the Associated Press, witli such headan
ordinance
making corporal
acting
as
"Interesting from New punishment unlawful. Then the solitary
ings
Jteliel' in Six Hours.
known
otherwise
as the solitary,
York." "South American News," etc. cell,
or vernacularly, as “the hole,” came
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Diseases
The locals were colorless. Reporters
into existence—solitary confinement for relieved in six hours by“ \k\v Great South
were not allowed to express an opinion
one, two or three days, according to the. American Kidney Cure.” It is a great
the statute books

There ging. and

so

the institution

estimate the size of an audience.

offense. But it was found that offenses
were committed for which solitary confinement of any length of time would
be too severe, but which still ought to
be checked by proper reprimand. To
supply this want a new and peculiar
In
branches of the city government were punitive device was contrived.
course of time it became known as
voted annually from $100 to $goO. Then
“ploughing,” a term suggestive of anythe notice of a new building or of the thing but prison life. This new punishremodeling of an old one would some- ment consisted of continuous walking
about the four sides of a large rectangutimes yield a tlve dollar bill. When I
lar hall, the walking being incessant
learned the situation I always favored under watch of a guard, and of a duration sufficient in length to permit the
tbe reporters in such matters.
sufferer to hear at least one meal gong
During the year 1 had to breaK in to
which he could not respond.—Thomas
some new reporters, and one of them A.
Steep, in Leslie’s Monthly for AuHe was 22 or gust.
deserves a paragraph.
or in

Theii pay was from *12 to *1* per week,
but some of them had other sources of
revenue. Those who reported the meetings of the school board and tbe two

22, years of age, had failed in business
and turned to newspaper work. He
wrote a legible hand, but his sentences
were

long and hopelessly involved, and

at first

I

had to rewrite most of his

copy. But he was

untiring

in

pursuit

of

and responded promptly to every
call. The old reporters had a way of
dividing up the labor of collecting certain routine matters, and had meetingnews

uld Trail. 1902.
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For Infants and Children.
lbs Kind You Have Always Bought

B-Ev

brated

The

Staples’

Cele-

Halter, also dealer

kinds of

in

all
Belfast Savings Bank, formerly occupied by s
KHSKixi;, where I shall manufacture tlie >!:.

Harnesses, Blankets,Cur-

ry-Combs, Cards, Brushes,

Etc

Halter, and all kinds of Harnesses.
with neatness and dispatch.

,

Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Belfast and
that 1 have taken the store second d«>or above the

vicin.ty

II 224-5
11 25-15

President of Princeton.
Professor Woodrow Wilson, the new
president of Princeton university, is
the lirst president the unm
rsity has
bad who i> not entitled to write “Key.’
before his name.
11 *> is a native of

IlNuremberg.
(Mediaeval

ot

l'Ol.

idyl.
Hough, Finer.sou.
The Mississippi bubble. Illus-

222.20

trated 1902.

11 81-2
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surprise

on

account of its exceeding prompt-

ness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female. Relieves re
tention of water almost immediately. If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., 1 )ruggists, Belfast Me.

ly

A somewhat novel case in law is liketo arise as the result of the severe

On that afthunderstorm duly 15th.
ternoon Charles Vigue of Waterville
hired a horse of C. II. Libby to go to
North I'ond, where he is building a sumThe horse was valued at
mer cottage.
The storm came up very suddenly and air. Vigue hitched the animal to
A bolt of
a tree and started for cover.
lightning came and struck the horse,
A
law
suit may
killing him instantly.
result for the recovery of the value of
the horse, although Mr. Vigue claims
he is not responsible for the action of

811.

THE
K til5-4

M 2*-2

>ppenheim. \athan.
Mental growth and control. 1902.

Pratt, Silas < i.,

15o.

Up

may be worth to you more than S100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Iy47
Druggists, Belfast, Me.

■

<t,r>r.

Lincoln in story.

19ul.B-L 08 p

Maxim’s

Roosevelt, Theodore a ml others.
The deer ijamily. 1902. t American sportsman’s library ).
7‘.tp. W-l
Sage, Dean, amt thnrs.
salmon and trout.
1902 (American sportsman’s library!.. 799. W-■>
Samhs, Edwyn.
I plain! game birds. 1902. (American sportsman's library). 799. W-J
Stephen, Leslie
Life of George Eliot. 1902. (Eng-

1

young men of Marion, I ml.,
have been comrades ever since they
were
boys. They fell in love with
sisters; were married April 7, 189!*: left
their wives July 7, 1902; filed bills of
divorce July 10, 1902. This was a pair
of real psychical twins; and this anecdote teaches us that the real article in
Hoosier novelists has come at last.
Two

Immediately.

Colds are sometimes more troublesome in
summer than in winter, it's so hard to keep
from adding to them while cooling off after
exercise. One Minute Cough Cure cures at
once.
Absolutely safe. Acts immediately.
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup, throat
anp lung troubles.
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copy free
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Flying Machine.

|

Hyan.

y ear,

This Beautiful Bed

I Sir Hiram Maxim of London, one o1
Maine’s most distinguished son.- cables
the St. Louis fair managers that lie expects to get iiis living machine to soaring m time for the world's lair. As
soon as his health will permit he will
go to woik upon m w experiments for a
living machine. Sir Hiram is slowly
recovering from an attack oi bronchitis
and has gone to the south of France for
a course ot special treatment at one oi
|
He expects to return Sept, j
lish men of letters).B-El I s the baths.
1
t. Ills idea, as is generally known, is a !
Warner, Charles Dudley.
machine winch will have either the
Fashions in literature, and other
smallest relation, or none at all, to a halliterary and social essays and
loon,
lie lirmly believes that an effec-|
addresses. 1902.sil. W-7 five machine can he made with which to
navigate the air. He las alreadx spent j
about >7.'>,uon in experiments and is j
too
Old.
Olney
quite as strong as ever in his belief oi ■
final success.
It is extremely probable
Kdward Stanwood. editor of the : a
little later in tne year, if his health is :
Youth's Companion, writes in the New I fully restored, that he will come to >t.
Holds and enter male fully upon the !
Yolk Tribune:
the hem*
If the Democratic party is to put for- matter, giving the committee
lit of bis experiments and ot his great
ward its best man as candidate for
of
aerostatics.
President in U«M it will tiiul no better knowledge
than liiehard Olney.
But there is one
j
No Combine in Farming.
point, which seems to have been overlooked m considering his availability—
The census bureau lias just got together
11is age.
Mr. Olney is not an old man. its figures
showing tile condition of the great
He was horn on September i:.. lsur,, and
agricultural interests of the counti) in l!*oo,
is therefore not quite sixty-seven years and it shows that in this greatest of all inold.
But in hum he will he sixty-nine, dustries, the basis of all our life and activand should he he elected and serve un- ity, there are no combinations or trusts, and
The number of farms intil the end of his term, in moil, lie would can be none.
in ten years at a higher rate than
he more than seventy-four years old. I creased
population, and the average size is 14» lucres,
think I am correct in saying that neith- or
less than a quarter section of governer of the great national
parties ever ment land.
nominated for the Presidency a man so
There are .">,740,000 farms in the counti)
valued at .Mo,07.">,000,000. Here is a huge
old as Mr. Olney will he in 11*<*4. The
oldest man ever elected President was capital scattered all over the land and held
b> millions of owners, all independent <>I
William Henry Harrison, who was
and competing for an honest
sixtv-seven years old in |s4(i. .Jackson each other,
while providing food and materials
living,
was sixty live when elected the second
for those engaged in other industries. The
time, in is:’,2; Buchanan was sixty-live products of the year lsi*4.*, including those
in lsr,ti, and Taylor was sixty-four in derived from animals, were valued at s4,1S4S. The oldest candidates who were 74o,ooo,n< ii 1.
There is no concentration of wealth in
not elected were Clay, sixty-seven, in
1*44: Scott, sixty-seven, in ttaa, and this and no chance for monopolies. There
is not even a tendency in that direction, and
Cass, sixty-four in Isis. John Sher- the mild
alarm raised a few years ago about
man's nearest approach to a nominagreat corporation farms and an agricultural
tion was in Isss, when he was sixty-five. tenantry has been dissipated by experience,
1 do not recall any candidate for the as many other alarms are destined to be.
vice presidency who had attained the Among an intelligent and energetic people
least of the ages just mentioned, ex- like Americans the few are never going to
control tlie many.—Mail and Kxpress.
cept Thurman, who was seventv-tive
years old in isss.
There will be a large number of candidates before the Maine State bar
A Well-Known Schooner.
examiners at their next meeting, which
comes in October.
Among the recent
The schooner Thomas llix is in the liowdoin graduates who have studied
with
loaded
lumber.
This
anstream,
law, mainly at Harvard, and who will
nouncement means but little to those ! then face the examinations, are Frank
unfamiliar with the marine affairs of (J. Farrington, ’1*4.,of Augusta; .lames
this port, but to old ship masters it calls E. Rhodes, ’1*7, of Rockland; Howard
to mind the vista of years during which Ives, ’us, of Portland; H. H Jennings,
the Thqjnas llix has been a familiar ’1*1*,of AVayne, and Frank H. Hutton, ''.»•.*,
figure in Hockland harbor. On more of Augusta.
than one occasion, before the building
of the breakwater, she has weathered a
The Right Reverend Robert ('odman,
wintry hurricane at anchor in the har- Bishop of Maine, will consecrate Saint
bor. Many ship-captains famous in the
Cuthbert's church on MacMahan Is
archives of local marine history have land, on the l'east of the Transfiguratrod her deck as master.
The Thomas tion. Wednesday, August li. Holy comllix was built in Thomaston in 1847—5.7
munion at 7::io a. in. Consecration
years ago. In those days she was con- holy communion choral; 10:3n a. m.
sidered quite a vessel, although not of The organist and surplice choir of men
course ranking with the old-time clipand boys of Holy Trinity church. Marl
per ships, which have made Maine ship- borough, Mass., will sing the music of ;
famous
the
the
building
through
exploits
day.
of the lied Jacket and others.
It was
these considerations that caused the
“Prosperity is the Issue" is the title
Thomas Hix to be viewed with a large of the great speech of I nited States
amount of veneration yesterday.
Iler Senator Jacob H. Ballinger of New
dimensions are:
Length, 77.4 feet: Hampshire, recently delivered in the
breadth, 27.5 feet: depth, 8.5 feet; gross Senate at Washington. The speech has
tonnage, 90; net tonnage, 04.—Hock- been issued in document form by the
land Star, July 23.
American Protective Tariff League.
The Hix was recently in the packet Send postal card request for free copy.
Ask for Document Xo. 75. Address W.
business between Belfast and Boston F.
Wakeman, General Secretary, 135
under command of ('apt. George F. West 23d Street, New York.

Acts
Anti Dlurellc

FAMILY
Virginia and is forty-six years old. He
graduated from Princeton in th« class
President Wilson was unaiii
motisly elected l.y the heard of trustees
of the university at tin- suggestion and
earnest desire of the retiring president.
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portraits.
Macmiilaii'> new geography readers.
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the elements.
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Edited by \. Waterman
biography In U. Bead.

Horotln
Vernon of lladdon
Hall. Illustrations by Christy.
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528. J

ous

(

Kstablislied in 1 >41, for over >ixty years it
York WKKKI Y TRIRUNh. known ami read
in the Union.
< >n November 7. lOd, it wa> ehamied :
tin

FOR

tin■ Countess of llchester and
Lord stavordale, with numer-

Majoi.

FARMER'

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE

astronomer.

1002.

Kingston, William 11. (i
Ernest Bracebridge, or school
days.
Lennox, Loth/ Sarah.
The lifeand letters of Lady Sarah
Lennox. 1745-1 s-jo.
Edited b>

■■

School.

STAPLES,

Manufacturer of

A novel.

1901..

of the press:

a

L.
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Foa, Eugenie.
The boy life of Napoleon. From
the French by E. S. Brooks— B-X 1(> f
Folks, Homer.
The care of destitute, neglected,
and delimiuent children. 1902. 802.7 F

Killed."

Punishments of

log. itecoi lections oi
forty years. 1902.

I) 49-2

sailor s

Verse.
and

trot lull to rrincv Nirolas of Givoeu lias
•just boon aiinoui!' •!. Sin* is tin* only
* daughter of Gran i l»uU
Vladimir, thr
to sensationalism,—ot which it i> un«7.:ir's undo.
doubtedly one form, -or whether it relb ts a grow ing tendency of the Ameiican mind. U
refer to the habit oi rePresident's Maine Visit.
cording accidents and other interesting
occurrences as happening not to mortals
Maim* I-’air. Ilan^or,
rn
simply as such, hut as to possessors, or Will >i>«‘ak :«t
prospective possess!irs.of w orldly goods,
Aug. 27.
in the journalistic" scare-heads it is
Ilit‘ date for President Roosevelt's
not John Jones ot Jonesville who has
visit to Ranger has h>rn definitely fixed
been run over at the railroad crossing,
Wednesday, Aug. -7. which will be
but "A liicb Man Killed." It is not Miss
at Hie Pastern Maine
Governor’s
Marigold wl.o has been struck by light- State fair. day
ning while riding on the old MarlborThe President will eoine to Rangor.
ough road but -the "1 laughter of a Mil- it is
expected, at about noon on that
lionaire".
The Son of a Wealthy Confrom Kllswovth. where lie is to be
tractor" lias been hurt in an automobile day.
lie will lie
the guest of Senator Ilaie.
smash-up: "The (iieat-aunt of one of
<low 11 ill, the
i thelliehest Men in Laurel County" has accompanied probably by
entire Maine delegation in Congress
fallen out of a second-story window :
\
other prominent men.
Millionairess” has; come near getting and numerous
arrival the party will lunch probdrowned: "The Second Cousin of a Mul- Ppon
ably at the Rangor House and early in
ti-millionaire" lias written a play.
the afternoon, escorted by President
Is this sort ot thing plain snobbishReal of the Pastern Maine state Fair
ness in themakerot the scare-head, and
to the fair
in that part ol the public which is sup ! Association, will be driven
grounds at Maplewood Park, where
possedly pleased with this method of President Roosevelt
is to deliver his
identification,or is it a sign of a general
in Maine. This, it is undergreed for lnoiiej and ol curiosity con- only speech
stood, is to he an important speech, and
cerning those who have it*/ There are an immense
assemblage from all parts
those who hold t lint snobbishness is conot Maine will lie gathered at the park
lined to the inhabitants of 'countries
I’he President will speak
that have a monarchical system of gov- to hear it.
from a platform facing the grand stand.
ernment. and to the lew in other conn- !
of the speech all
tries who toady to foreign aristocracies, j iHiriug the delivery
the fair program will
There are those who hold. also, that the departments of
lie suspended.
the possession of much or little money
is not an important distinction in the
minds of Americans. But we have noHappy Maine.
ticed that those persons who have traveled farthest and best are apt to come
Prosperity is singing its song among
to the conclusion that there is a good the pines of Maine.
Aneraol electric
deal of similarity in human nature.
railway expansion is in full swing there.
As a matter of fact, when you get Lines are spreading in all directions,
three persons together of varying abili- and the demand for timber has sent
ties and culture, you are in danger of forest valuation up, making a total
having immediately, an upper, middle, gain for assessment purposes of sto,and lower class, as the English call it; noo.oon. The granite industry is also
and if there came a fourth and fifth per- experiencing a boom, thanks largely to
son into the
group, perhaps you will I Xew Yorks bridge building plans; and
have in addition your upper middle class on the coast 45.000,000 lobster eggs have
and your lower middle class. -1 low inter- been carefully harvested to the end
esting it is. by the way,to bear an Eng- that the salad, broil and “a la Xewlishman speak of himself with perfect burg” may not become vanished joys of
equanimity and self-respect, as belong- the land.
ing to the lower middle class!
.When it is added that the season at
Human nature is indeed "much of a Jiar Ilarbor and other Maine resorts is
muchness*’ but if there is any exhibition exceptionally flourishing, the picture of
of this muclmess, which ought to be of- prosperity is
Pine
Tree
complete.
fensive to the inhabitants of a de- hearts are in happy condition for the
mocracy it is the kind exemplified and "Old Home Week" of next month.
typified and glorified in the journalis- Xew York World.
tic scare-beads to which we refer.

The
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Illustrated.
King, Ben.

called upon to note a curious tendency
ol some of our newspapers, and to questioi. whether it is to he charged purely

on

1902.

Doyle, A. Conan.
The hound of the Baskervilles.
Another adventure of Sherlock
Holmes.
Evans, Mobley Dunglison.

Practical talks b\

A. 1'.

news

occupied

Up and down the sauds of gold.

Jacoby, Harold.

The observer of American manners is

followed the editorials,
occasionally sub-editorials, in smal-

B 87

towns.’. 9488k II
Holland, Clive.
My Japanese wife. A Japanese

tur\ in the August number comments
on "a growing tendency"
to snobbery
.1

218.14

Devereux, Mary.

story
lustrated.

I Aider this title the editor of the Cen-

in

Helen Dawes.
Little Miss Phoebe Gay. 1901....
Bullen, Frank T.
Deep-sea plunderings. 1902.

The

Then

editor
and

“A

a
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Harte, Bret.

in >sii, having served if years as assistant manager and four years as manager.
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Main currents in nineteenth century literature. Yol. 2. The
romantic school in Germany.
1902
809. B 7-2

Harland, Ilenn.
The huly paramount.
1902...*

;i:e. remarked one day that
fact that he was the oldest newspaper
people ill the city than he1 man in Baltimore." In a letter from
did. ..lie; !.c seemed to think that this
him bearing date of Baltimore Oct. go,
But
was a u atler of choice with nit*.
lss.'i, lie says: "Yes, my dear friend. I
For a
Is not:
it was business.
have passed my half century in newstier work was piled
time, ai 1
paper life and but few are left who
! i irned in as much local
upo: 1,
were in it in my early days.
You have
m.i""f
any reporter on the paper, bad
your quarter century. May it exthe two morning editions to
.mu .'.r.'
tend as long as mine lias.
Your paper
at ! \. m.. for the southern
pros'.
lias the appearance ot prosperity, so
r! c city edition at Irom (to.',
no
the years may pass lightly." At this
1 aoiieiully called at the office in
.c
time Mr. Hooper was in charge of the
tin a" :!., in. and at 7 r. >i took my
Baltimore office of the Associated
:ai ely laid a breathing spell
desk
Press, from which position he retired
thcrca

Huston.
tale of

Braudes, George.

—

—.

A

tale of the last century. 1902...

clergyman

proceed- script

reported
reported the common
made the acquaintance of the

and for

Oldfield.

forty,

special

clergyman
succeeding
wife, informing
important
dustrious news-gatherer and lie was at
admitted,
once employed on the Baltimore Sun.
clergyman
As soon after assuming the duties of
night editor I was given charge of the
city department it became necessary to
acquaint myself with the city, and
here Mr Hooper rendered me valuable
reporters
1 went the rounds of the city
service
during
pulpit
with a lower case j.
His orthography
not of the best, hut lie was an in-

was

a

tended to. When his attention was call-

vention.
I
Kaeli city and own will be entitled totwo deleed to the matter he said he had forgot- gates and one additional delegate for every forty
\«>i»*s cast for the Democratic candidate for Govten it, and before 1 could assure him
| ernor in lsHM): and for a fraction of twenty votes
of
a further additional delegate.
that it was of no
consequence ;! in excess
Cp<»n this basis the following allotment lias been
lie was out of the office. He went some made:
9 Northport.- 3
two or three miles to the house of the Belfast.
3 Palermo.. 4
Belmont
3 Prospect. 3
Brooks
and
in
4 Searsmont
Burnham.
4
4 Searsport.
the
3
her that he must Frankfort
i Freedom.
3 Stockton Springs— 4
see her husband on
business, Islesboro.
4 Swanville
3
1 Jackson
3 Thorndike
3
lie was
shown to the
3 Troy..
Knox.
5
4 Unitv. 5
where the
soon made his ap- Liberty.
Lineolhville..
0 " aldo. 3
write
a
reand
was
induced
to
'i on roe.
pearance
3 Winterport
4
Montville. 4
port of the affair, with which he re- Morrill
3
100
turned to the office. This 1 can vouch j The county committee will be in session at the
the Court House, at nine o’clock a. m., on the day of
for, but not for the story told
the convention to receive credentials of delegates.
that lw ascended the Total number of delegates eligible to seats in the
other
convention 100.
the services
of a church
Per order Democratic County Committee.
FRANKLIN A. GREEK, chairman.
manuto ask the
for the
Dk. A. E. KILGORE. Secretary.
Belfast. June 28th, A. D. 1902.
of his sermon. A few years
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man who puts on stilts does not inhis actual stature by the breadth of
a hair.
He feels taller while he’s on the
•tilts, and when lie’s off them he feels
shorter than he ever
felt.
Stimulants are
the stilts of the stomach.
They make a
man feel better for the
time being, but he
feels a great deal worse
for them afterward.
The need of the man
whose
stomach is
"
weak
is not stimulation but strength.
Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery
perfectly answers that
need. It cures the diseases of the digestive
and nutritive system
which make the stomach wweak.”
It enables the digestion and
assimilation of food, so
that the body receives
the nutrition on which
depends its strength.
crease

'1'oiulence of The Journal.
W. 1.. June 20. i>.h)2.
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very

early Spaniards called
Hispaniola. Santo l>o.
:u portion, has nearly

"I took two bottles ot
Dr Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery for stomach
trouble,” writes Clarence
Carnes. Esq., Taylorstown,
Loudoun Co.. Va. ''It did
me so much good that I
didn’t take any more. I
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was

deposited in the new vault, in the
same cathedral, and locked with
three
separate keys—one to be held by the
bishop, one by the ministry and the
other by the governor.
On certain
fiesta days it is still brought
forth, with
stately ceremonies—to witness which is
worth a special trip to Santo
Domingo. !
The three representatives of
church, ! closely Mr. Bryan’s course:—“Nearly
State and city bring their
heavy iron every issue of his paper, the Commoner,
keys, and each is accompanied by a 1 reveals Mr. Bryan as a common scold.
body of priests. They spread a gold-, Men of liis own party who once believed in him and stood by him are fast
embroidered cloth upon a table in the 1
being driven away by this practice.
centre of the dim old church, and
upon From being the undoubted leader of
it they place the glass case. The
little his party Mr. Bryan, by continually
lead box inside of it is opened and all chiding every democrat who does not
think as lie does, lias degenerated to a
peer solemnly into it. Anybody who factional basis in
politics. This fact
j happens to be
1
present is privileged to was sadly commented upon and regrethandle at will the pitiful dust and few ted by Illinois democrats at our recent
State Convention. Mr. Bryan’s scoldcrumbling bones, and then the box is
ing shows that lie is not a constructionclosed, the glass case locked with its ist. but that lie chooses lather to lie a
three ponderous keys and returned to thorn in the llesii "I the party.
'What ins purpose actually may lie I
the silence and darkness of the
vault,
do not know. The one theory 1 can
amid the thunders of the Te Drum. Cm
suggest is that he is willing to stand by
you imagine how it feels to viuialh and see tiie
party defeated ill IP"!, witii
bold in your hand a few inches
the hope that lie a ’ll he .Pile to rally to
ot
chalky substance which is believed to Ills support the disaffected elements in
his own and tin llepuh: an party lor
have been part of the
living oluinbus- the nomination m r.n~.
Fanmk li. \\ m;h.
It 1
i.:t
ant t" me mat he plead
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istory of Santo
Domingo, and to havi represented his
illustrious tat hoi 111 other important
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hiei -11(111111 be

Western World,
was

near

the south-

island, where the

■

:,y into the sea. and
stretches from Ihe
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:.t

ilicit

cit>

ol ^anto

y oldest on the liemisiins and ehurehes and
|. li liartholemew • olPecan to build

>

111

flic
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out from spam with a retinue of
in Tin!', to rule the island
which his father hah found,
lie built

came

crowded il with gay young courtiers:
and on the bill above it lie erected its

a monastery
for Francestime before that a antipodes
cans. .1 rigorous older that had always
iral stone and shell
defended the Columbus family, and
c.celed on the other
tilled il with gray cowled monks. >0
lea river: and opposite
rapidly did the city grow in wealth and
ru
con: menced operthat even in that early
fort and garrison- consequence
it was nearly as large and much
day
111c
masse- -aid over
moie alive than the sleepy old town of
; n it was
put into it.
today, with its present population of
». a htyli wall was eont.d it. with a square thirty thousands or thereabouts.
Generally the first thing a travWI-r
the
entrance
to
does on landing at Santo Domingo is to
ns
o| which may
visit the Columbus cathedral, where
possibly the dust of America's discovn- stately, but now
erer still reposes,
it occupies one side
e center of what litof the main plaza- and a picturesque
W cstein iiemispbere
it is. with its domes and belfries,
is place liobadilla pile
and grand hall arched and groined, and
in the year ir.nij. to
numerous little chapels to all the saints
weed misconduct of
in the calendar. The rusty bells, as old
taunt any semblance
as the church itself, are rung by ropes
■cation, he threw the
.i

of the fortok him in chains to
Admiral never
mceon

re-1

■

well earned title of
(iiiini

New

hen lie came this

w

i.

and tlie

iy ace. he stopped at
water and provis-
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that hang down on the outside of the
building. 'Their discordant clamor on
the

sleepy

summer

long

visions of

air

lines

brings
of

to mind

black-robed

under shovel hats, and sandalled
monks in cowls and hempen girdles,

priests

shuttling

down

through

the centuries to

the matin and vesper call of the hells.
1 here is ail old. old cross in the cathe-

grief to rind his
dral, so gnawed by “the insidious tooth
city, the pride of j
of time" that it looks like hone—said to

in-

i-

fred Milner, who has l»een governor of
Cape « \.l. !-.y a.ikI high eoiumissioner of
South a: r
si-a-o ix»7
lie was made
a peer of Lug'..iid Iasi year.

►

■

followers

magnificent palace, as palaces went
in those days near the city gate, and

I
Promotes

■

the ilesh.

He died

■•member, in the year
nest that His body be
i Himmgo and buried
liut his wishes were
1 long afterwards,

too sacred to trust to the hands of a

heretic nation. Scores of tine old paint-

Vacation Days.
Viu-atinn time
here and the children
are fa hi.,
ring an of doors. There could
be no healthier place lor them. You need
only to guard against the accidents incidental to.most open air sports. No remed\
equals lieWitt's Witch Hazel salve lor
inick 1 > stopping pain or removing danger
ol serious consequences.
For cuts, scalds
and wounds. "1 use lieWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve for sores, cuts and bruises," says L.
11. Johnson, swift. Tex. “It is the'best
sure
cure for
remedy m the market."
plies and -itnidiseases. 1’owvare of counterfeits.
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Another Gift tiom

Andrew

Carnegie.

It
that

was

lie

suggested
should give

to
to

Mr.

the American

special fund, the
income of which should be applied to
the preparation and publication of reading lists. indexes, and siodi other bibliographical aids as would he specially
useful in the public libraries of this
Library

Association

a

country. The main part of the income
would be expended in employing comprepare the lists. The
cost of paper and printing would be
met by sales to the libraries.
It was

petent persons

to

represented that such a gift would be
wisely used by the Publication Com-
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the close of the war When the mold had been rubbed out of
and Spain, the last tlie inscriptions, that on the outside
oiled this island to the read: “I>. de la S. Per. Ato:” and on
a aided
tirst to remove the inside, “illtre V Ks do Baron de
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tardily-appreciated Christoval Colon,” which, freely trans‘ha. rather than to al- lated means, “To the illustrious and esauder a foreign (lag. teemed Baron Don Christopher ColumAstonished at this wonderful
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head,

for you, for every hair of
your head is a friend.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor in
advance will prevent the
splitting. If the splitting
has begun, it will stop it.

party, but he might persuade a big element that the party cannot do without
him. lie can inveigh against imperial-

ism

and trusts and money politics,
without, after all, doing much good for
the candidates themselves.”
When in Chicago, just before lie left
for the East Mr. Bryan said there
would be harmony in two groups in
the democratic party in the next campaign. and when asked ii such harmony
could win. replied he did not know, that
only the future could answer that.
This remark is taken here to mean
that Mr. Bryan is not xpeeting to get
on common ground with the ClevelandII ill harnionizers. and that lie expects
the party to be beaten at the polls in
1004.
It is supposed that while he is in Boston he will Ifave a conference with
Dcorge Fred Williams, one of his leading lieutenants in the Kansas City Con-
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If your druggist cannot supply you,
semi us one dollar and we will express
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not know when he was
was to be the character or the purpose of the meeting in
Boston, at which he was to speak
under the auspices of the New England
Democratic League. It was said that
he did not even know who was the
president of the league that asked
him to make the Boston speech.
Butting these two facts together, the conclusion was drawn that lie is taking advantage of an Eastern opening "to do
some more scolding,” and to resume
touch with certain men who may he
able to help him out in ids alleged
plans for inns.
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In response to this suggestion
Mr. Carnegie sent a check for $100,000
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Kitchen Goods,
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million would not cover the number of
robes sent east each year in the forties.
In im;s Inman,Sheridan and Custer rode
continuously for three days through
one herd in the Arkansas region; and in
I860 trains on the Kansas Pacilic were
held from nine in the morning until six
at night to permit the passage of one
herd across the tracks. Army officers
relate that in 1802 a herd that covered an
area of seventy by thirty miles, moved
north from Arkansas to the Yellowstone.
Carlin and Inman and army
men and employes of the fur companies considered a drove of 100,000 buffalo a common sight along the line of
the Santa Fe trail.
Inman computes
that from St. Louis alone the bones of
million
buffalo were shipped
thirty-one
between 1868 and 1881.—From The
Buffalo Runner by A. C. Laut in July

H

U

Thirty Years

books.

then unsightly eruptions and finally serums
illness unless a remedy is applied. I>eWitt's Little Early Kisers prevent this
trouble by stimulating the liver and promote ea."Y, healthy action of 'he bowels.
These little pills do not act violently but by
strengthening the bowels enable them to
perform their own work. Never grip or
distress.
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KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN.

Douglas Wiggin always goes to
in the spring anil stays until i
midsu inner, but she never fails to spend j
Kate

1

Europe

part of the year at her home

on

the

1

Saco river.

(Juileote is an ideal country home, and
Mrs. 'Viggiu is no city stranger there,
she has identified herself thoroughly
with the little village where she passed
her early childhood, and has done a
great deal for the community.
She plays the organ in the old church
and sings in the choir. She teaches iii
the Sunday school, lends her house for
church and social festivities, and gives
with open hands wherever it is needed.
A village improvement society is one
of hsr pet hobbies, and each year she!
gives an entertainment whose, proceeds j
go toward beautifying the village. She ;
reads from the manuscript of her newest unpublished book and she presses
into service the talents of any friends
who happen to be in her bouse party, i
The evenings would find favor even 1
Saco river considers;
in New York.
them record-breaking and buys tick- !
ets lavishly, with a comfortable inner!
knowledge that the bread will return in
the shape of park benches and river terraces and clean streets and other village
improvements.—New York Sun.

imposing discovery,
cathedral ately informed the island authorities,
For Over Sixty Years.
a small leaden
casket, who hastily called together the repreAn Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
hones, supposed to he sentatives of foreign countries in Santo
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
'i |>iier
used for over sixty years by millions of
Columbus, was Domingo. The combined body of church
mothers for their children while teething,
uni
conveyed to Havana, and state, after making a careful exwith perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
Juried in the cathedral amination, took' an oath that to the Outing.
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
w*tli the greatest
best of their knowledge and belief, these
pomp
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
on
human
in
30
minutes
Itch
cured
by in every part of the world. Twenty-five
rites. And there it re- were the remains of the great discoverWoolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never cents
a bottle.
Its value Is incalculable. Be
"dred years, until after the er himself, and that the Spaniards of fails. Sold
by A. A. (Howes & Co., Drug- sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
Me.
Belfast,
between Spain and Uncle 1795 had by mistake removed to Havana gists,
Iy47
Syrup, and take no other kind.
ag"

the catholic fathers immedi-

In-
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l*or in July
Mr-. I*.
Lint up in Au.* 1.
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turn t.*

mittee of the Association, and that the
results would be of great value in pro-
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been taken from its side,
quarters of a century befoie.
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Ml. Bryan did
Carnegie here
just what

■

had
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Mot N.vh c otic

vention.

ings. the work of famous masters, line
the moldy walls, and all the dim alcoves
and chapels are fairly packed with the
at lie was tirst interred
hones of nobles, knights, courtiers and
••t San Francisco, in
Millions of Buffalo.
who came over from Old Cas'.-moved to tlie Cartha- soldiers,
In the forties, when the American Fur
-More than a quarter tile in the fifteenth century to help set
the new world going.
Company was in the lieyiley of its power
>i what remained ot
1'ntil about twenty years ago nobody there were sent from st. Louis alone in
me.'
were put into a
a single year 100,000 robes; and the comil across the Atlau- doubted that the remains of Christopher pany bought only the perfect ones. The
Columbus
were taken from this cathe- hunter
ault in the catlieusually kept an ample supply for
dral and sent to Havana.
In making his own needs,so for every robe bought
in
Flie remains
ago.
tlie
company three times as many
close beside the vault that by
’olumhus, who had repairs here,
were taken from the plains,
st. Louis
had been vacated, a second little vault
was only one port of shipment. Equal
"-tore, at Montellano.
was discovered, containing a time-stain- quantities of robes were
being sent from
arought and placed in
and Hudson Bay. A
AH that was mortal of ed leaden casket, precisely like that Mackinaw, Detroit,
which

»

^

Opium.Morphine norMuteral

■

accurate copy was made and sent instead—the treasured bit of wood being

Digestion Cheerful

ness and Rost Contains neiilw

Hillings, the president of
the American Library Association. The.
pe of his ambition,
announcement of the gift was made at
he the identical one which the first
nid misrule, overrun
monks of the order of Sail Francisco the recent meeting of tiie Association.
ie hunters and the re-1
de Assis set up over the chapel built at “A unique gift from a unique man,"
and criminals of
the l iver's mouth in l-l'.'g. The original who deserves the best thanks from all
(c:less to remedy matin the welfare of libraries.
cross was lent to the Columbian cen- interested
; the jealousy of his
tennial in Spain, and safely returned to
the weak injustice of
Poisoning: the System.
its rightful place; hut when it was again
It is through the bowels that the body is
e had so greatly benefor the Columbus exhibit at cleaned of impurities. Constipation keeps
-ailed away in sadness, requested
the world's fair in Chicago, U. S. A., an these poisons in the system, causing head-aw his beloved
ache, dullness and melancholia at tirst,
eapied
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Hair-splitting splits
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splitting
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Always Bought
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^Vegetable Preparation for As

r

y earned back
I e strangest

mistake was made at tie second removal, and that it vi as t In- iiot 11 > of his
si n.
Diego, which wcarried to Cuba
and have evct
nee heen so extrodi11 g > Columbus "as
y honored.
seems

The Kind You Have
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al-

1'hose who 1 .or given the matter
ago.
most carelul attei.1:011 hi
ve that a

!u

For Infants and Children.

Worms .1 onvuisfcjos.reverirh
n ^
II n ►
ness aiul l oss or SUEI’
"I am afraid said a certain sn.ill !>••> s
"t Nebraska
I
I
I
convention am ■ 11-1 i 'a n”!uiiiatn>n tor toother, that you areovereatiug. V. u’"
F3C Surilc Siimituiv f
j
< m' el norof tli a’ Mali
I !e then said you a little apprehensive.-"
“Xo was the Miswi r, after due b
that it !
wen
deleated I■ • r II ivernm
tie would t! ereb\ in* eliuiiuat -d from liheratinn. "I'm ot afraid Van know
Wasuimr
lie
ladies
are natural y timid.''
a
n
liuced
to even
national poiitn aim
ton 'tar.
a i|tiesti"iial'|e 1111111• 11.-«- w ithin his ow n
Slate
II-dei iaren t iat he wished to
"How did you happen to be so small'-"
remain a n.itnaial tactm
asked the angular female wlm bad ac
I In' view was reneeteil to-uay in the
expie'-ioiis of other democratic lead- companied her curiosity to the dime I
.
er', who say Mi. Bryan is not after the museum.
I 'residentnil nomination m l'.io-l because
"My nurse stuffed me with condensed
a
I
was
the
milk
when
kid,-'
the centaur company, new vorr cm»
lie can plainly see. 1 rom rcent developreplied
ments in t!,e West, that he lias lost his
midget.
grip where toimerly lie was strong,
notably in Illinois, whose State Convention never once mentioned his
name, in speech or resolution; in Indiana. where the Kansas City platform
w as ignored, and in Wisconsin, where
it is expected the example of Illinois
and Indiana will be followed.
"Democrats should not make the
I have used Ayer's Hair Vigor
mistake of thinking Mr. Bryan is perfor thirty years. It is elegant for
of
out
national
said
manently
polities,"
a hair dressing and for keeping the
REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS
one Illinois leader, now strongly ophair from splitting at the ends.”—
posed to him. "lie is a young man.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam boiler
J. A. Gruenenfelder, Grantfork, 111.
He lias ipialities of leadership. He has
Insurance and Inspection.
magnetism. lie is ambitious. If the
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrate! s and Trustees.
party fails of victory in lh04, I can see
where he might come again to the
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.
If the hairfront
I think lie sees it. too, and 1 believe that is w hy he is in the East.
is done on your
"1 don’t think he will deliberately go
own
it loses friends
about
the defeat of the
gorous

thing about it is that there are grave
doubts in the minds of many .1- to

not

CASTORIA

Lieu-

s

■

career

present expedition prove futile.

j

«

:.k!

III., July i*. “William J.
is in the East as a party disturbwith the ultimate purpose of obtaining for himself the democratic nomination for the Presidency in 1908,” say
leading democrats here, and this statement is taken to express the composite
opinion of the Western democracy—
not only that faction which always has
been against him and the principles he
advocated, but also the faction which
was stronglv for him in istW and again
in 1900.
Said one democrat, who lias watched

Chicago,

Bryan

er

then

s spoak
ii• 1M*r
\
whether the discoverer’s remains were
.ibi'ie a i|Uter pato.s. 1
ever disturbed attei their
burial in
!l. unintelligible to
'into Domingo nearly live centuries

•

Hri. Peary to Seek Her Hniband.
Mrs. Peary wife of Lieutenant R. E.
Peary, the arctic explorer, will soon
start north to^bring her husband back
to civilization.
Mrs. Peary says that
if the noted explorer returns in sufety
he will not mnke another attempt to
find the north pole even should his

FOR »9°8.

William J. Bryan's Mission ill the Hast.
[Special to the New Yolk Herald.]

South

lowed the I>ons to take away everything ol value including the pin ions
hex ef lim

PLOTTING

was

States, and several
American republics.

The sole motive for substitution is to
permit the dealer to make the little more
profit paid by the sale of less meritorious
medicines. He gains; You lose. Therefore accept no substitute for "Golden
Medical Discovery.v
The sluggish lirer is made active by
the use of Dr. Pierce's Pleasaut Pelieta.

mixed Africans.

•odem'e. 't one

nuow

iiuiuiv

can
eat
most anything
now. I am so well pleased
nowi.'inaiiK vou ior vour

kind information. I tried a whole lot of things
before I wrote to you.
\ gentleman told me of
vour
medicine, and how it cured his wife.
Thought 1 would try a bottle of it Am now
glad ihat 1 did. for I do not know what I should
nave done had it not been for Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery

square miles and
nr population of iuin.to wonder why the
2oi

1 he Black

Diego Colon. The leaden
then placed in a glass
case and
carefully sealed with the
consular seal of England,
Germany,
Fiance, Spain, Italy, and the United
casket

The

Tragedy and Dark Ito*
City in the New World.

of

«»l.l« -t

the unnes of

stomachs on sons.

j

Dr. Emmons’

s

r.\.A

M’INDSOR

iikak oi

HOTEL.

Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds o!' anxious worneu. There i> positive-

Monthly

lv no other rente iv known to medical science
that will so quietly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate in egularilies from
any cause relieved immediately, Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or interference with work. Have-relieved hundreds of
cases where others have fain d. The mostdiflicult cases successfully treated by mail,and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particulars ami free confidential advice. Do not out off
too long. Allletters truthfully answered. Remember this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively leaves
no af ter ill elfect uoou the heaTWi. Sent by mail,
secure!v sealed, $2.00. Monev letters should be
registered. 1»R. .1. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tre
mout .St., Iio-ton, Mass.

'tate Prison

Carriages and Harnesses
specialty.

a

Also medium grades iron, nil.ei linns

please,

Swan & Sibley Cc.

all and see me, il
there are others.

they

do not

:;nrjo

H. C. WARDEN.
Truly

Wonderful

How

Quickly

CHAPMAN’S

JOBlSP 14 5 OK

Golden Crown Oil

CRAIN,

RELIEVES AMi
..

:

DEALER

IN

Second-Hand Goods

FEED,
SEEDS and

CROUD and all LING TROUBLES.

GROCERIES
OF

ALL

«5o.

KINDS.

Parties having FURNITURE,
CARPETS,
STOVES, or anything to sell
by sending me a card will receive a prompt
call. Antique Furniture a specialty.
33 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

Importers
dealers in the fluest

ol

Salt.

For Sale at

quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

p

A girl to do general housework with or without cooking. Apply to
MRS. C. O. POOR, 28 Church St.
29tf

BOTTLE

a

Great Bargain.

My road horse. “Fred Miller.”
Ono dratt colt, l;: months old. mare, weight over
siHi lbs., sire, Jamaique.
weight of dam non to

I

LOdlS.

1500 lbs.
^

sr*^111'

One
one

Price ST5. if sold at once.
t0,> bu^*»y. (newteost $225.

1110,1

33,35,37 Front St.. Belfast. Me,
Iff

Price

Brewster top buggy, cost s4-J5. Price $75.
set double road harness, post
$00. Price

One set double work

$35.

TELEPHONE 4-2.

PER

AT THE DRUG STORES.

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

WANTED!

ft RES

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

harness. <»ost $4.s.

Price

One single road harness, new.
Two road carts, prices $15 and $20.
All in first-class condition.
4w20*
B. L. PITCH FH. <>urney’s Mills, or
f. W. PITCHER, 5 Franklin St..Belfas

Meanwhile a prominent
city is adorned by the
ruins of a brick building, and the
property, which might ere this have
been utilized for business or hotel

Every Tluirsday Morning by the

A.

>

j BusiHesl^MauagCT.

PH.8BUHY,

Governor,

JOHN F
For

HILL.

U.'pr.wnmive to tile l.egislature.
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During

his lirst term the new nieiu
tier from Maine at traelt ,i atti-i.iimi >jy
labor, hem-tit from the expenditures
j his
etteelive work in 1 elping organize
tlie summer visitors.
We do not be
the enemies of the Dual
-tu! I>ill into
but
lu-r
fortune:
a
grudge-Camden
good
compact and aggressive opposition
;
that
was
alhe
to
(let.‘a
'.aI 11 ..s,(;e
we regret
that Belfast, with her tine I
by a decided inajorii y
natural advantages and attractions, is
his
second
term
the
During
early
o.-t enjoying a like prospe. ty.
But
t iy st rengtlipressiot 1 thus intuit wa \
"ot only has no eflort been made to in- ei ed vvlien, with rare tact. emi rage,
and persistency. lie .reani ed a victory
duci people to
o111c 1 t-re, but those
that was appl nub ! rmn one end e'f
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people, no matter how alluring a breezy oration might make it
seem.
After the experiences ot the
last two campaigns we had not thought |
that Bryan would care to take up finant

e s

cial

issues again very much, at

least

not in the East."
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great promoters
free show catches

In passing a market the other day we
saw a lot ol Mat turnips and took some
home, 'the sight of them reminded us
of a turnip patch which a man had in
a field near where a brook ran and
which gave opportunity for hungry
hoys while fishing to get a luncheon.
Remembering how good those flat turnips used to taste w e sampled one of
these, hut the flavor wasn’t so satisfactory. But the conditions were dif-

ferent, too.—l’iseataquis Observer.
The fault is in the turnips, Brother
report made to the Mayor of Port- Evans. AA’e say this with due allow-

t}i«> multitude,
A

l;> tie
registration

land

chairman of the board of
shows that there are in

ance

for the added zest

given

to "stolen

sweets,” and for the youthful appetite.

hat city 7,>no men over M years old. Of course my
“turnip days" began be\cc»*iding to the tigures of the statisti- fore you were horn, hut the conditions
•iau. Carroll 1>. Wright, this number were no doubt about tlie same.
Either
nultiplied by three and one-half will the variety ot turnips witli which we
give the population of the city approxi- used to regale ourselves lias run out, or
mately, and on this basis Portland is the
has
too old to
•laimiiij

a

population

of itgy.oO, while

the lignin.- of the last census were r,n,] m.
1 l.o Portland Press concludes
that that

gains,
in

or

city

has been

making great

the census is way off.

,-kowhegan

the different

clubs,

women’s and men’s clubs, have united
iii a plan to observe Old Home Week.
will have a public gathering in
They

Coburn Hall. Monday evening, August
4th. to which the citizens and all guests
and strangers in the town are cordially

invited.
tunity to

This will
renew

old

give all an opporacquaintances and

There will be a proform
and
gram of music and short speeches,
an exhibition of paintings and portraits
new ones.

of old residents of the town. This is
The receptions held
an excellent idea.

by the Improvement Society
important feature of our Old Home
Week observances the past two years.
were

here

an

“The law’s delay” is proverbial, but
there are times when it seems that the
public should resent a delay that is apA year and a
unv arranted.

parently

half ago a Belfast case was sent to the

haw Court, was argued later, and was
the doCket at the recent term in
Portland. .Nothing lias yet been heard
from it, and it is said that it may be si*

on

months

or more

before

a

decision is

country

got
produce
turnip needs new ground.
Then the turnips you bought were no
doubt the usual market article, brought
from Boston; not the same thing or at
all to be compared with the generoussized field-grown root of our boyhood
days. AVe try these “city turnips” once
or twice every season, hut have yet to
them.

The

find any that

were

eatable.

Mysteries of Watch Making.
Tire National Magazine in nearly
every number has one or more articles
characteristic great American industries,—those most impressive expressions of the life of the time,—enterprises which have set this country at
the head of the list of producers.
In
on

the August National, Bennett Chappie

tells the extremely interesting story of
how the Waltham watch is made. IIow
many of you know that there are 150
parts in the ordinary watch? Or that
3,740 mechanical operations are required to produce it? Vet these are among
the least astonishing of the facts developed by Mr. Chappie during a visit
to the great factory at Waltham, Mass.,
which during its half century of operation has turned out over twelve million of watches.
The day has passed
when one could keep posted on American affairs by reading literary monthlies. Nowadays, the best talent is employed in industrial enterprises, and no
part of the National is read with keener
interest than its
articles on great

American industries.

Mr. Luckenof New York and friends took
buck board ride to Camden Monday, and
were highly pleased with the scenery.

a

E. P. Elwell and a large party of friends
went on a ride round the Turnpike Sunday
in C. o. Dickey’s buckboard, and reported a
splendid ride and time.
F. P. Glidden, who form *rly regaied the
readers of The Journal with stories of going fishing and catching deer, has gone to
New York city for employment.
The services at the church Sunday afternoon were conducted by .John Pendleton
aged is, who preached an excellent sermon.
It would have done credit to a much older
person, and was listened to with the closest
ttention by the large aaudb-nce.

Sparkling Water L »Ig *, No. s7, (i T.
elected officers Saturday, July
us fo,lows:
C. T., John
l’endl* ion; V.
1',
Peulah Rhodes: 1’. <
I.. Frank I Dickey ;
Chap., F. A. Rhodes Sec., II. W. Flweli.
Asst.
Sec., Klise F.hveR ; Financial Sec.,
Ever At Pird : Treas., Klin Priest ; S. .!. Ik.
Sadie Orcutt ; Fuard, Jes>e Rird; Sent.,
Alton Peckett; Mm., Rilpli Whitmore;
Dep. Mar., Lena Rird. A vote of thanks
was given by tic* rising of the
lodge
to P:other Frank 1. Da key for th able
and etticient inann.u in winch lu had tided
the chair of ( hief Teaip •; the past two
quarter and for good w u k accomplished
for the cause of temp •[
ic
Th oflicei
elecr will be installed >a: nrday eiaming,
A ag. gnd.
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James Prolian, who has employment in
Poston, arrived home Saturday, for his
usual yearly two weeks vacation.
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Saturday a from business visit in PosA.
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most earnestly wish he had ma-le
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expense.
example, the editor of the Fredrieton j
I! oporter sa \ s of a con temp-ora: v:
Way the contemptible and despic
aim- sellout of .Timmy and his baggage
to the grits, on tlie very eve of an
I'Ve' ion contest, is too f res 11 in
the!
miin!> ot the pule c to need more than I
to make people smile.
to bt referred
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vitiated or morbid fluids cour'
ing the veins and affecting the tissue*
They are commonly due to defective digestion but are sometimes inherited.
How do they manifest memselves?
In many forms of cutaneous eruption,
salt rheum or eczema, pimples and boils,
and in
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Humors?
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All lines of business, every trade
skilled and unskilled

industry,
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They
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It is a striking coincidence that the
very few good political generals in the
house are men of quiet demeanor.
Xone could he more so than Gov. Bur- of the railroad. For a number of years
leigh. lie is modest almost to a fault, past (iov. Burleigh’s chief interest has
yields graciously to his elders in Con- centered in his newepaper, the Kennegressional service, but witlml is the bec Journal, one of the strong, inlluenmost tenacious of men in carrying out tial Republican papers of Maine. In this
what he undertakes.
When one would property he owns a controlling interest.
think him in retreat he is doubling on Associated with him in its ownership
bis tracks and preparing for an assault and management are his son, Clarence
with new energy,
he went diligently B. Burleigh, who holds the position of
about the unpretentious duties of serv- managing editor, and Charles F. Flynt,
ing his constituents as soon as lie arriv- a practical printer of long
ed m Washington and kept piling up who is in immediate charge of the busiresults, which increased his reputa- ness department.
When Congress is not in session the
tion at home for usefulness.
Whether
it was a question of better postal facil- governor will he pretty sure to he found
ities for some little farming community at his desk in the Journal building, or
on the northern border of his district or in the private ollice ot his summer coturging the inlerests ot the great granite tage on the shores of the beautiful hake
quarries along the Maine coast in some Cobbosseecontee, where he spends a
government contract, he watched the portion of the summer months with his
matter with 1 ic same zeal.
family.
When the appointiiients for the Select
11 is in li is home, surrounded bv his
Census
on
were
made
in
Committee
the Fifty-sixth Congress, Burleigh was children and grandchildren, that (lov,
He is a
named as m x! in the last of the Repub- liurleigh is seen at his best.
lican membci
this did not happen by dear lover id little ones, and is never
accident. In l-on Reed ami Dingley happier than when enjoying a romp
had exerted t
msclves to the utmost with his grandchildren. Their noise
to cany an
pportionment lull in the and play never disturb him or Mrs.
house that «■ n,d insure for ten years liurleigh, nor are they ever too busv to
listen to their confidences and enter
more lour lb -n-.-■eutatives for Maine.
Iniiiaii) Stai' especially those of large withh cordial sympathy into their plans.
Hot
believe in giving the children a
rt presentat m
a reduction of one member uouid la
aarded as a trilling mat- good time, and nothing pleases them
ter: Imt it ha- ecu a question of great more than to see them enjnviug them
It is nut surprising.’therefore,
moment in Maine, where the pride in selves.
the Cong re
mal delegat ion is v cry that the members of their family count
the days when they are absent, in
great.
that a loyal welcome alwavs av.ads
A
a nit ml
ol t In* ( misus < omm
them on their return
tee (iov. Mui
was in an advantage(lov. liurleigh was elected to the govous |'o>n ion
organize for an appo
t iomneni
won id si ii i
i...
give Maine ernorship of Maine in is.ss aftei holdfour include!' or another decade.
He ing, foi nearly the mil constitutional
A
and Mi. i,::
neld took up the task i cried, the ollice of state treasurer.
m e,
mom:
for it was known tireless worker, with a phvsique hat
would
do
credit now to a professional
Haiti!
1,’fpi! wan leaders we1, e averse athlete,
at present near
although he
to inerea:■ ii
He* membership of the
nine
1>
lifty
years old, Ins administra!
worked
shoulder
to
11 <tution
was
a
const
met ive one.
distinctly
sheinder. dm Hnrletgh laid the plans
Portland, the largest city in the Mate.
deemed that the
of i!
«•!l• 11i'/ 11 a :
ml its chief eomniercialiccnt re. 1 as
light iiiii-.i i w -<n. a at all. through tin;
long been desirous of becoming also
(>
..i. i.; Set itois; made the com
«>| t-e
St tes.
et ill the seat of government. The matte;
fnalU
cihed
Ha
'Ie|iees 1 halt hrmighi
the culminated and was
!l!o!
limn
New York and while lie was goverunr and ver\ !aivly
dee i\e
a ough his eitoi'ts.
w
lie this
;nr
t!.
l’ennsyA ai.
spirited contest that was waged on this
i question not only the strengt! n| Ino\\ u
personality, but also the 11 d uei;e<
!"t !us newspaper, which has alwavs
licet >i powert u factor in mold
politic sentiinent in Maim
Not only dal the Slate capita', remain
at A ugust a hut on the recoin mend at mi
ol (lov. liurleigh. and in the 1 are of a
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r Washington, 1). C., l’ost.]
Men of many brilliant talents have
been sent to Congress from the little
State of Maine, far down East. With

a

HOl’SF, KKLKASI',
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Reputation

j
j

-5v in
the forenoon, to nominate
'indiil.it
ne N-n;»tor. M eian. clerk of Courts.
.;> A Horne> t ounty IM usurer. Kegister of
i11,111 Coinin'"
lie1
!>■ i'
Also to eiioose
»uni> fnmitti e and t’au-ai-t nti> other buxjv
l• 11 nia\ proper’) i-onie hi f'lie stlil eontio'
■

Organizer Before He Caine to Con-

gress an«l has Maint ained that
Since He Caiue Here.

j

Convention.

On S'tt>n <ht!j, Atnjust
n

as an

whose name for ten years had been
with products for the year 1 stilt valued almost a household word in the Fine
He was then known all
at f
l.ri.'-.and Illinois comes second Tree State,
over Mew England as one of the best
with s:t4.->,b4ii.bii.
Iowa has over sit per
organizers in all that section, a man of
cent, of improved farm lands, P per honorable
political methods, unusually
w
cent, more than Illinois,
Inch is again quiet in his execution of plans, but uniAs modest and
second on the list.
Tlie value of the formly successful.
j courteous a
as one would come
products and of the lands of the North | across in a figuretravel, hut with com
day’s
Atlantic States has fallen off during
manding presence, he took the oath of
the last ten years, but the loss has been oiiice on a .Inly day live years ago.
Coming to Washington in the closing
more than offset by the development of
days of the special session of Congress
the northwest and southwest.
which passed the Hinglcy tariff law, lie
was of necessity assigned a seat in the
The Koekland Star had in a recent
’'Cherokee Strip" on the Femoeratic
issue three columns concerning the side of the House, lie thus at the start
became
generally acquainted with the
summer visitor-- at Camden, the new
1 members of tbe opposition before lie
the
cottages just completed,
improve- did with the members of his ou n party,
mints in building and grounds, the anil friendships then Inrtned have provclub I onscs, the yacht licet, and the un- j ed of great value to him in his subseCen. .1. A. Walker, then
A con- quent work.
ceasing round of festivities,
one of the two Republican representaservative estimate places the value of tives from
Virginia, was hjs first sealthe cottages built during tlie past w in- mate. The grim old Confederate war
l'ior
conceived
an instant iikinc fot him
ter at ovei sgr.ti.noo. What this means
and became his .staunch and lota) supto a place hardly needs to lie pointed j

I'le h’.p "!'!;>•;in voters of W.iiilo County are
l»**i •-!•> i.i.’iMcl to meet bv do!, gates in eonven: >11. at the
rol'RI

industrious

Participation of Ex.-Gov. Burleigh in Politics. tjuiet Worker at the Capitol. He had
Gained a Wide Reputation in New England

What

cordial support, '’'here was no personal
the campaign.
I bitterness because of
Gov. Burleigh and Mr. Milliken were
good friends till the day of the latter’s
death. In fact, Mr. Milliken’s last dinner in Maine was eaten at the governor’s residence.
When the vacancy
arose Gov. Burleigh was eventually
! nominated by acclamation in the sum| nier of iso7. There were two or three
I other candidates at the start, but they
promptly withdrew, the game light lie
had made live rears before having convinced tiie people of the district that he
was entitled to the nomination.

er,

1‘OOlt.. ltelfast

Republican County

i

CLEVER AS A MANAGER.

agricul- j occasional exceptions, they are the pick
tural bulletin of the census bureau, just from as sturdy and brainy a race as
nourishes
and, once surviving
published, stagger the imagination of j the ordeal anywhere
of a nominating convention,
tlie average man, long surfeited with I come to the House of
Representatives
the statistics of
colossal industrial tor practically a life tenure. It has
he
a
to
marvel
that such
ceased
long
farm
combinations. The total value of
men come to the front.
products for tlie year in which the cenWhen the break first came in the fasus was taken was *4,“:19,11.S,000; the
mous delegation of four Maine Repubaverage income for eaeii farm was 8U.V>; licans who were new members twenty
and the average farm comprised 14b years ago. the vacancy was filled almost
unanimously with a strong party leadacres.
low a heads the list of tlie states
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[louse aiill gave him geneiMl ltvugni !
ion as an exeeptioi ia!]y aide a mi astute :
political general, lie was neently put ;
tpon the Republican
Congressional
executive onimittee.
Ex-Gov. Kilwtn (
llui'leigli eiiyns;
polities heart and sioil. As a hoy, even j
before he had finished hi> education in
the
common
schools of Aroostook
I 'utility, he was writing votes at March
town meetings, where the rudiments I
•t self-government are so well taught.
Perhaps it came to him naturally, {for
his father and his grandfather before
him had participated actively in the
political fray and risen to some 1
eminence in the legislatures of Maine
and Massachusetts,
respectively, liesides holding other ollices of honor anil
emolument, lie was still a mere hoy,
tall and slight of build, who had roamed much with Ins father over the forest
lands of the northern part of the State
learning to be a surveyor, when he
hurried down to Augusta and enlisted
in the District of Columbia Cavalry.
Dr. Hrickett, still a practicing physician at the State capital, examined him
for the service.
lie stripped him of
his clothes and ran him across a great
hall and hack again, observing the result.
"My hoy," said he, “you will
never do for the army: you’are not
strong enough,” and by that decision
the doctor lias often claimed he saved
to Maine a prominent governor. The
result was a bitter disappointment to
the future Congressman, but Adjt.
Gen. Ilodsdon kindly gave him a place
in his ottice. where lie served until the
close of the war.

|

|

[

When his four years as chief executive of the State had expired in isug
(!ov. Burleigh had aspirations to come
to Congress. The late Seth I.. Milliken
of Belfast was then the member from
There were evithe Third district.
dences of more or less opposition to his
The battle that ensued
renomination.
was a notable one in Maine political
annals, probably the fiercest and most
hotly contested of any for Congressional
honors since Maine became a State in
1820.
Milliken was a man of strong popular traits. He knew nearly every voter
in the district, which comprises a portion of the counties that Blaine represented many years, during which he
was three times Speaker of the National House. Burleigh had an acquaintance equally wide. The laurels of two
terms as governor, which had been exceptionally successful terms, were fresh
upon him. His organization was supported by warm personal friends in
every town and hamlet in that thrifty
Yankee section. The final result was a
victory for Mr. Milliken by a very narrow margin, one of the other candidates throwing his strength to him in
order to bring about his nomination.
How clearly (iov. Burleigh had foreseen the final outcome of the contest
in its closing days is evident from the
fact that he had at that time already in
type an editorial for his paper, the Kennebec Journal, exhorting the Republicans of the Third district to give the

nominee of their party

BURLEIGH.

'I'iie

i urning p.t
in t lint contest
in l:it- (11■ 11-11s ( I'liiinittee. t’liairii! iii
of
Illinois
had a hill for
Hopkins
Yd nieinla*is. as at present, based
upon
a population id
a,is.'its for each ineniliov.
Hiirii-i.jh
a
had
liill
("■r.
providill—* h»r a,'!', nieinhers, iiased u]iiin a
population ot lh-t.lNg, the .smallest
uiimlier that would allow Maine to retain four members of the House. When
the da\ lor voting in the committee
came iliere was
pending a third proposition to amend the Hopkins bill, so as
t" provide for a
membership of
based upon a population of iho.hos.
t his would have taken care of all the
Mates represented hy members of the
committee, with the single exception of
Maine. All were playing politics, and
the argument was circulated
quietly
that it the intermediate
proposition
was adopted it would be a
step toward a
larger representation, such as the lturleigli bill proposed, when the apportionment was taken tin in the House
1 iif r<'ii unit tee oi thirteen was almost
equally divided. At lluv. Burleigh’s
request, ('hairman Ilopkius agreed to
vote on the Burleigh hill, the intermedi
ate proposition, and the
Hopkins bill
in the order named. The Burleigh bill
was beaten--7 to n—and so was the intermediate proposition. That u as where
tlie surprise came.
All his friends supported tlie intermediate proposition,
which would have eared for their States,
but to their amazement, he voted
against it. Hot words were spoken
after that vote. Burleigh stuck
by ids
position. He hail canvassed the probabilities tlie previous evening with his
ow n
delegation, and reached a perfect
understanding as to what he should do
in that very contingency.
“If tlie intermediate proposition
had carried,
Maine would have been weakened
by
the loss ot Indiana, Ohio,
Kentucky,
and South Carolina,” said he afterward.
Then tlie Hopkins bill was
adopted by a vote of 7 to ti, and the
committee went before the House with
a report divided on those lines as between tlie two extreme propositions.
It was known long ago how the House
decided by a good majority for the Burleigh plan. Not a cog slipped in the
arrangements. The voters in Maine
have not gotten over rejoicing yet at
tlie way the governor carried out his
‘‘•Imi-

apportionment campaign.
has been a business man all
his life.
lie has for years been largely
interested in the wild lands of his native
State, especially in Aroostook County,
but he never purchased timber land
without tirst making a personal inspection of the property, audit is said of him
that he never lost a dollar through those
transactions. Ilis father, lion. Parker
Prescott Burleigh, who died at a ripe
old age a few months ago, was his pre-

Burleigh

decessor in similar undertakings. Gov.
Burleighwas interested with his brother
in constructing the Bangor and Aroos-

took railroad into the Aroostook wilderness,a development that has marked an
era in the upbuilding of that wonderful
section of the State. This brother, A1
bert A. Burleigh, was the first presidenta united and
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ing at Bar Harbor,which is in bis district, and the summer home of numer
ous Washingtonians.
When be first
came here be began to ask for a good
sum to complete the improvement on
the Kennebec lliver, an historic and important commercial waterway of the
State. This request was lately realized
in an appropriation of sM.ooo.
Toward the advancement of the State
as a paradise for sportsmen he has been
an active worker, sending hundreds of
thousands of iisli from the commission
here to stock the lakes and rivers which
are numerous in Central Maine, more so
perhaps, than in any other similar area
in the world.
lie takes an almost boyish pleasure,
whenever opportunity affords, in fishing
tlie trout brooks of his nat ive State. He
likes also to hunt partridges, but cares
nothing for large game, and frankly admits that he could never derive any
pleasure from shooting a deer.
Pointed

Paragraphs.

An amateur is a person who has
entered the lirst stage of ignorance.
If a man iiuds that marriage is a
failure he puts it all in his wife's name.

The wings of riches enable them to

highest
lly
Exceptions prove the rule; that’s why
the golden rule is so lirmly established.
An Irishman says a woman always
takes the cork out of a bottle by pushup and roost on the

branches.

Price

address on Wednesday August
‘Jo, there will he numerous other famous
speakers present. Matters are looking up
at Nortliport and during tin* past few years
there lias been a steady advance each season
and we look fora continuance of tin* present prosperity ." The otlicers of the Northport Wesleyan Grove ('ampmeeting Association, under the auspices of which tin* exer-

give

an

most noise.

Thomaston.

Gold-brick purchasers are born often
enough to keep the manufacturers
from going out of business.

apt. uenneu m
the steamer Golden Rod was noli tied by the
Northport (’ampmeeting Association that
he could not land his passengers there on
Sunday, and the excursion advertised to go
from Bangor to Northport on that day came
The message from tlie
to Belfast instead.

hoy

his choice of presents and
one that turns out the

Life may be worth living and it may
not—-it all depends on whether it’s your
life or the other fellow’s.
talks
knowingly of the
inconstancy of women and then proceeds to get mad if one of them proves
lie is right.
A

man

Stops

the

and works oil

Cougli
the

Cold.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a cold
in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25
cents.

30c. each. -I

Shrubbery

he’ll take the

(live a

A

TULIP BUL

cises are held, areas follows: President,
Rev. 1. 11. W. WharlT, Machias : secretary.
Rev. 11. W. Norton, Nearsport : treasurer,
Hon. F. 11. Nickerson, Brewer: trustees,
Rev. 1. H. W. W harlT, V F Bragg and H.
F. II.
Nickerson,
R. Dunbar, Bangor,
Brewer, N. A. Nickerson, Orrington, G. B.
Farrand, Rockland, and Rev. T. F. Jones,

ing it in.

\\ I

*
"Tie*
•mmiti'-e
Cami'-mlauiNi..
charge of the arrangements lm tie Ninth
!i. \\
port campmeeting,” says le v. 1
WharlT of Machias, cha. man of the con.
Rest imp->rt.-d H-ek.
mittee of arrangements, “is doing ai! in ;ts
Per Dozen, 2oc., o
the
tin"
have
the
to
meeting
year
power
:t>
best ever held on the grounds, and
elTorts it is having the hearty ro-operat ion j
*
of all the preachers i»f the Penobscot valley
who usually attend.’’ The arrangements j
for the campmeeting were m iginally in j
charge of lh*\. Joshua M. Frost, formerly At a!»eiit half the pr
Rl 1.1
I
:t.’-iits
pastor of Grace church in Bangm and now i
Y IU Nl» \ V I
I II M
of Burlington, Vt., hut upon his departure
it was decided to lea\e tin preparations :n
Price, Medium Size, 3<'
the hands of a committee of which lh-v.
1 arge Size 4,">c. ear
The im-etings
Mr. WharlT is chairman.
will l»e held s x full days, from August Is HARD Y PKRIvNM AL F
kinds.
tobeginning Monday at -‘o’clock in the
evening.
afternoon and closing >aturday
if *S 'ml in y-Mir order“We haven’t our program definitely completed,” said Mr. WharlT, “hut you may
state that besides Bislmp Maiialmti, win.
will

It’s easier to make records and wills
than it is to break them.

\

CRIMSON m

■

public

ALL K
I 111.

Srsi»AY Kxciiisions.

WILLIS E.HAM

was received at Bangor Saturday night and is said to have been most
premptory in its character. Whether or
not the boat would have had a right to land
there in face of the association’s disapproval is an open question. “L think 1 but

echo the voice of the large majority here,”
said a prominent Northport summer resident to a Bangor Commercial reporter in

*
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writes from Ellsworth
be manager of a new
be opened in Belfast next
«■> from Eastern Maine,

The sloop liosa and Ma\ was in port last
eek w ith seallops taken near Spruce 1 lead.
She had on board what the skipper called a
sponge tree, hauled tip in that vicinity, that
measured
feet long and more than a foot

the 1 lelfast Band speak
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«)i the prospects of
again in the near future.
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meet with Mrs. <
Hubbard, 4 Park
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Pensions have been granted as follows:
W idow’s, etc., Maltha Getehell,
ISearsmont,
$12; George 11. Raker, dead, Hampden, >17;
Samuel A. Shute, 8andypoint,$12; widows,
etc., Julia A. Hailey, Knox station, $12;
Rufus E. Patterson, Northport, $lo;Charles
V. Ililton, Palermo, $14.

Robert Loui>.
Treasure Island.
Warner, Charles Dudle}.
Their pilgrimage....

Hr. F
c. g,i\ of
has joined his lamil\ at
Mis. R. S. Frier’s and is to spend his vaeaion in this vicinity... Mr. and Mrs. (;*«,. |
White, who reside in Rrockton, Mass., tlie
-« eater part of the year, arrived Iasi Thui
da} to remain during the* summer... .Miss
< harlotte Roberts of
Eairlield is visiting
then w ere eight coiise.-i,’ i\ day > w ben bay I;
he! aunt, Mrs. C. A. Hopkins... Mr. a>
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Cuticura Ointment,to instant-
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ly allay itching,
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and soothe and
heal, and Cuti-

StLs
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Resolvent
Pills, to cool and
cleanse the
blood, and expel
humour germs.
A Single Set, price 3>J, is otten
sufficient to cure the most torturing, disfiguring skin, scalp, and
blood humours, rashes, itchings,
and irritations, with loss of hair,
when all else fails.
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Soap, assisted l*v ('iticl’KA
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CUTICURA RESOLVENT PILLS
(Chocolate Coatcl area raw. tasteless. odour-

1 li>7._»i

liijuid
other

in

'F

MASONIC TEMPLE,

MILLIONS USE

uiature series «*i paint
vols.
Wat!'-an.. t.v.i.i.W-2
'■>

SWIFT & PAUL’S,

CrTU'lTKA
OlNTMKNT

suit-: itute for the
elehrateil
fnii’iitA UrsuiA r.NT, a- we’d us lor all
purifiers and humour cures. Cut
‘pocket vials. 01) doses, price. ‘Joe.

less. eeonomical
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...TWENTY CENT CHOCOLATES....

cura

240.17.1
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ened cuticle,
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..SWIFT & PAUL’S.

The set, consisting of Cuticura
cleanse the skin of crusts

237.10
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1 i 'h*a man's luck....
I.::tie : :vers
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Ari/ording to seaso.’i.
Sharp, J 'alias Kurt*.
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duly

LA!li, eta d A Hu- huneb and did
not spoil as would natian'ly be expected.

External and Internal

Treatment, One Dollar.

Cocms of Nature. 808.1 It 9
Holland. W J.
The butterfly b<*<’k
.595.7. II 7
Long. William J.
I
Ibi’" i't wood f.>ik.5‘»o. L s-i
W
•i.-vness wujs. 590. E s.j
Maeteibuck. Morris.
Eife of the h<-.595.7. M 2
Cl'

Rroeklyn, \. V

Utb !«• tlie
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American sportsman's library edited b> C. Whitney.
vols.
The deer famih
7'.'!*. W_i
i plain! game birds. 7'.•*.0 W-2
Salmon and trout. 799. \V-;j
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N all’ in Yen if,
el.. I. Me.I by Mis>
I’ettetla ere
Win. a
their >"i«»
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Complete

W’iggin,

Cbanning'’s
transHistory.
portation. temporal} repairs, etc., were
discussed, and left in the hands of the subcommittees and superintendent. Adjourned
Ei
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SWEETS!

I HUMOURS

Stevenson,

Advertised list of letters in the Relfast
post office July 2!»: Ladies—Hattie Huzzard,
Mrs. Mary O. Hodge, Mrs. (). E. Chapman,
Mrs. Rose R. Hall. Gentlemen- Mr. \V. \.
Rrow n, John F. Rrooks, Simon Margulins,
P J
Nelligan, Mr. Will Otis, (2 letters
Mr. 11. A. Smith, Mr. R. M. Wood.

Nojrrn

I) 05

batch

Nature.
1 he
making of a country home..
Roberts, Charles G. I>.
1 he heart of the ancient wood..
Smith, P. Hopkiuson.
Caleb West..

!

!

148.24

G 40-2

Due summer.

Bobbins is reI'm S, 11003. Com mi fit k.
The regulai
of -ad-walk,
meeting of the School Committee was hcl<j
ug Ei out street at the
L. ].. Hentuer reftis- d an otter of "•_*jhh»
walks
Monday evening, July 2srh, with six mem
many of the*
for his horse Henry
Titer, last week.
bers present, chairman C. s. Rick!. ;d in
;. 't*ii
street
have also reHenry l iter has a record
luj as a 4- the chair. It was voted to
adopt the fo!lowyear-old, and reached t! <* same mark this ing new text books: Wentworth's \f-w
!
ti a; ner. w hose work
season on the new ( amdcn track.
Helms ! School
Algebra, Earned's English History.
mention* d in the .Bnnstarted in seven races and won them all.
;•
a ift «'!
attent "li last
l S.
Matte. of
■»•

■

alty

Troop

Glasgow, Ellen.
The battleground.
Heagan, Alice <
Mrs. Wiggsof the Cabbage
Howard, Rlanche Willis.

on

; ITCHING

This

Dorothy South.!.
Garland, Hamlin.

side of his house.

fashioned secretary for sale.

in diaim t-.-i.

E. I

one

Three old-fashioned blue and white bed
to the Girls* Homo are
offered for sale and may he seen at Miss
< arrie
Cutter’s, No. 14 High street. At the

w

t

Head

FICTION

The management of the Girls' Home
wish to acknowledge the gift of f.v from
Walter Poor, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. o
Poor.

week umb-r

!•>

1

greater part of

The reception which was to be held next
the auspices of the Belfast ImIt
proveliielit Society lias been postponed.
w ill be held latei in connection with an entertainment for tlie purpose of raising funds.

a

x

plump, romping child.
Only one cent a day, think

Thie\»■$ broke into two boats in the harbor last Sunday night and stole tigging,
etc., including considerable eel-ti'diing gear
trom apt. Abbott of Verona.

''eptember.
•<

to

Its as nice as cream.
Send for a free sample, and try it.
SCOTT
r.O W'XI!, Chemists
409-415 Pearl Street.
New York.
50c. and
.00; all dnv_rq'..'ts

will meet this. TliursMi'-. M. (). Littlefield,

to

Everything is working well at the shoe '•uicK, \\ llliani.
Adventures of a house boat.
factory, and the output will soon reach 2,000
I>ixon, Thomas, Jr.
pairs per day.
T he leopard’s
spots.
Horace \\. Pitcher has a handsome crimson
rambler rose bush which covers the Eggleston, George Car}.

week.
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sickly babyr
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tor? Tuesday.

of it.

veterinarian, k illed a tulfasl. one in Morrill,ami
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BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.
Some New and Old

Merrill Atherton had a hand badly jammed in a heeling machine in the shoe fac-

Scott’s Emission

car-load of cattle
last and Brooks Satur-

1'pod

50 Cents

to make your baby strong and
well. A fifty cent bottle of

-ting of the City Council

i

Mrs. Myron Clark of Belmont fell Monday and dislocated her left shoulder.
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Travels in Fmyland.. T rj. R:
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Oliver Pond
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I>v. .!. F. Tilton of Fast Dedham, Mass.,
1 ‘a_• :,[ of the steamer
I'll.-re > a lively summei coh-ny at The It can be produced b\ no other company,
will preach next Sunday, morning and evenm c ;\ ing the excursion,
Dattery, just below tlieeiiy. Mr. and Nl: s. special scenery is provided I'm this pla\,
is... The Baptist
Sunday F > Kibbler and their (laughter <; lady > are and Mr. Klark will appear in the leading ing, in the Baptist Cluireh.
annua* exeui sum y esterday,
role. Tim specialties include the Klark and
o. c
Kev. Fr. Perrier, Professor of Philosophy
.py ii.a their cottage and are seldom
Klaiu musical act ; Cladys Klark, illu.sUat
ist.tie, to Winterpo: t and w thout gue>ts.
in Grand Seminary, Montreal, is assisting
Mr. and Mrs. >umuc!
•ather w as tine and a hnue Adams and Miss (Pace F.
ed 'cups; Frank I'lban. elay moulder; the
Walton, ami
pastor. Kev. Fr. ,1. E. Kealy at St.
niov.ii.' pictures.
tin* trip
There will lie a
The Tnitarian fneiids. are at tin* Pottle
Francis < atholic church.
cottage. Judge
will make an excursion to-j and Mrs. (ien. K.
(■Us
a
im*i
lna
no
waits. Tickets at
peri
Jolmson aie occupying
Services will be as usual at the Methodist
a avine
Lewi> \\ hart on tlieir eottagi1. the
Mixer's,
judge going to and from
chureli next Sunday
The pastor, who lias
i't ne at o o'clock, sailing
Hie city in his ga'olem* launch. :u which lie
I! arbor, stopping at Butbeei away on account of the sickness md
Letter to K fl. Bailey,
takes solid ("inI at The ( oonibs and lligg
•
dea h of his mother, is expected home be■t;ir:i:n.nc by way of Turtle
cottage has been open part of the time, but
/ial/nsr, Muint
fore Sunday.
-M
>] the pari.sh, and all
next week Jordan W. < ooinbs ami family
Hear Sir: You know and see and talk
Tickets. are
rdially invited.
At the Unitarian Church, Kev.
coming dow a to stay some wmeks At the with
Harry
children _’o cents. Tickets
everybodx in and about your town: we Kilty.,
new coiugc uist
pastor, the morning service at 10.4.".
c.mplc’edby !. W. Parker want
" aid.
to
know
1 f the day is not
hevoe lead and zinc, that
you
lire his daughter. Mi s. Willis i;. Fletcher and
o'clock will have special reference to the
lasts twice as lony
as
\''urs:oii will he
the old-fashioned
indefinitely her husband, and Mr. Parker
observance of nid Home Week.
^
Mis*
spends a
lead ami oil .and costs no
The sojourners painter’s paint
good deal of time there
Katherine Bickford and Mr. Emerx F.
more.
W bite will sing.
'I BiuTimAY.
Oak View, j at the I >littery hat he, row, dm clams and
\\ liilt would you expect of a paint sold I
'•
A
1'. Nickerson at [ have a {rood time generally. The location
under this guarantee
“Is the popular ideal of goodness suHithe scene of an interest- is one of tlie nu)st desirable on tlie shore.
“If you have any fault to find with this cienr." v. ill be the
topic of the mid-week
'd. t>,.lul\ 22nd.
either now in the painting or afterThe occaNikamki; Xoti>.
The new steamer to : paint,
prayer meeting at the North Church this,
ward in the wear, tell your dealer about it.
_!itictli birthday of Mrs. he built the winter
at Hath lij Captain
"We authorize bint t«> do what is
right at Thursday, evening at 7.:io. Sunday serJ
'••. “tit w as couimemoratArchibald will be designed for both coast [ our expense."
vices: Sermon by the pastor, Kev. G. s.
If
we could make you a better
y
Mjaimei characteristic of
and excursion business and will be large
paint we
should like to do it there’s nothing too Mills at lo.4"» a. m., subject, “The One
•«1uk View has a beau- enough to earl
y comfortably soo passengers.
good for a postmaster. We can't; it's the Foundation.” The Lord’s Supper will he
'•“iniiiaiidiiig a line view up Capt. Archibald owns both the Mineolaand best \et known. And we've had 1-tv
years' observed after the sermon. Sunday School
Penobscot River, and tlie the
Merryconeag, and has a lease of the apprenticeship.
at noon.
Address by the pastor at 7.;»o p.
Yours
of nature and man served
truly,
Kockland. formerly in the Boston and Ban
m.; subject “The King and the Prophet.”
F. W. Dev ok <&■ Co.
.'••orations complete.
Fully got Steamship company's service between
F. S.
John W. Jones sells our paint.
A 1'ai i.ist Mission.
The Kev. Elias
representing many cities in Bangor and Kockland... .The new steamer
hiisetts and more distant
loiinan, C. s. P., will open in tile church
Noreuibega, intended for the liar Harbor
Transfers in Real Estate.
of St. Francis of Assisi, Court
dated ilie hostess, who perstreet, Sunservice, was given her trial trip Saturday.
“d and greeted each one. The
at lo a. m. a series of lectures
'ihe following transfers in real estate da}' August
Noreuibega left the Bath Iron Works
cn Catholic doctrine.
i'tioii, refreshments such as wharf at Will.
Father Vounan has
The trial was held on
were recorded in Waldo County
Registry 1 ir several
; >earsport housewives me
years been giving missions and
the measured mile course off Southport, and of Deeds for tin* week ending July 80, 1P0U:
explaining the teachings of the church, not
ding were served on the was conducted under the direction of (' B. Sarah
Stanley, Troy, to Anson 1*. Renner,
to Catholics but also to thousands of
what unique entertainment
Wetlmrbee, superintendent of tlie engineer- Northport; land and buildings in North- only
nou-Catholics throughout the United States.
shape of a monster clani- ing department of the Bath Iron Works.
T.
11.
and
F.
F.
port.
Smith, Prospect, to A
-■;ich, which, needless to say, The steamer attained a
speaker id' rare ability, he has been much
speed of 14.4 knots, Peter Pooler et al, Rrewer: land in Prossought alter and has been listened to with
enjoyed by the company, and went over the course
eight times, vary- pect. Deo. Peirce, Frankfort, to Hayward the closest
was the recipient of many
attention. 11 is method istoexing very little.... The Florence was hauled Peirce, do. ; land in Frankfort. Alpheus
1 w ill, including substantial
teinl a cordial invitation to all 11011-Catholics
oil the F.ggemoggin and Belfast route Monto Amanda Pushaw, PittsBaxley,
Renton,
to attend his lectures and to ask
u
the form of money from
iniestions
day to settle some tinaucial difficulties. A field; land in Burnham. M. W. Roberts,
she hopes some day to
regarding the ( utliolie doctrine, so often immeeting of the interested parties in Belfast Brooks, to Carrie F. Divoll, Monroe, land
t»>
thank
them
perfectl}
thus
to receive from
>:tunity
understood,
per
was held Tuesday evening, and matters
in Monroe. B. F. Fuller, Harold F. and an
authoritative source the true explanawere satisfactorily- arranged so far as
they Daisy P. Miller, Searsmont and P. A. tion of many Catholic
practices which may
I ai ri s.
The boat went on her regu- Clooker, Washington, to A. K. Paul, BosA large and eu- are concerned.
appear to them senseless simply because of
lai trip yesterday, the captain hoping to ton; land and buildings in Searsnunt.
yis w. s held by the Relfast
Thus a great many
settle all matters at the other end of the Charles B. Cox, Thorndike, to Sarah .1. misunderstanding.
i hursday evening, duly 24th.
false ideas are corrected and a better undercalled to order by ( has. F. line to-day.
and
land
in
ThornSargent, do.;
buildings
standing established between non-Catholics
dike. I. C. Wallace, Searsport, to Win. (f.
man of the City Committee.
and their Catholic
Sim-iMNu Itgms.
Sell. Jlopang was
neighbors. The Pastor
•
s
w as chosen chairman and
land
and
buildings in Sears- ot 1st. Francis of
launched from (Hlclirest's marine railway Wallace, do.;
Assisi, the Kev. Father
i1 d, clerk.
(hi motion of M. C.
last Thursday and sch. Lillian hauled on. port.
Kealy, therefore asks a hearing for Father
.ng delegates to the county
\ ounan and assures a cordial
Sch. Glendale loaded general cargo for
welcome to
'•tv chosen by
acclamation: Swan's Island
Saturday... Sell. Wesley M
There is more Catarrh in this section of his hearers. Every evening at s o’clock.
A. I’. Mansfield, F. A.iSberthe country than all other diseases put to(Her received slight repairs at Leighton's
gether, and until the last few years was supiiubbard, dohn Stevens, i. A. yard. Boston, last week—About
In life beware ot the stepping stones;
Aug. 15 posed to lie incurable. For a great
1
many
haples, R. T. Rankin, G. 1’. will occur the launching from Dunn it
some of them are
years doctors pronounced it a local disease,
very slippery.
W Fllis, G. T. Osborne, it. 1*.
Elliott’s yard, Thomaston, of the four- and prescribed local remedies, and bv conI». South worth, It. F. Russ.
to cure with local treatmentfailing
stantly
masted schooner Harry T. Hayward, buildpronounced il incurable. Science has prov,
dohnsou presented the name
ing for C. S. (Hidden of Boston and others en catarrh to be a constitutional disease,
" dson as candidate for
Itepre- for the offshore trade. The vessel will be and, therefore, requiring constitutional
he Legislature, and Hon. It.
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufacrigged on the way s and will be practically tured
onded the nomination. May or
by F. ,1. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio,
for sea when she takes her initial dip. is the
ready
only constitutional cure on the mardl presented the name of FxShe is 185 feet length of keel, 40 feet beam ket. It is taken internally in doses from 10
“Mce u. Poor as a candidate.
On
and IP feet depth of hold. ('apt. A. C. Col- drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on
Bis s. Harriman, Esq., the chair
the blood and mucus surfaces of the
In
cord of Stockton Springs, formerly master They offer one hundred dollars for system.
•Bis s. Harriman, C. P. Hazelany case
of the bark Willard Mudgett, will command it fails to cure
Send for circulars and
lb Woodcock a committee to reChina
the new craft-Capt. Alfred Lowell,Capt. testimonials. Address,
: and
F. J. Ciikkey A Co., Toledo, O.
4w. at
count the votes for candiFrank Lowell and others have sold five6jr*Sold by Druggists, price Too. per bottle.
! “sentative.
The ballot resultllall’s Family Fills are the best.
eighths of sell. W. II. Archer to Capt. BenlN
follow s :
nett of Brewer and others. The vessel is
Postal Cards.
l|!,d)erof votes.21 d
By a choice.107 now at Frankfort loading stone for PortsFewer Gallons: Wears Longer.
" Poor
had.lio mouth, X. II.Pendleton Bros, are; stepu dson
You can paint a building with fewer galhad.I0d ping the masts in the C. P. Dixon, which is
1
Uh,"» (>. Poor was declared the
being rigged over from a bark to a four- lons of Itevoe Dead and Zinc than with
1,1 the
caucus. The delegation to masted schooner.X. S. Lord Jk Co. are
Mixed Faints, and it will wear twice as
Mileage Books to Let.
B' convention was empowered to making a flying jib and
gaff topsail for sch. long as lead and oil mixed by hand. Sold
'fancies. Ailjourned.
Udell.
by ,1. W. Jones.

F. A.
T he Authorized

FOLLETT,

Agent,

Si Church Street.
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70 Main Street,
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poods and ~et prices

ill and examine
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EADQUARTER5

Gentlemen and
SAVi: MONEY.

We carry a full line of HITMAN If AIK
SWITCH I s. guaranteed ijualitx. ar low
esi prices.
Any special sizes «»r shade* of
sw itch made to order. All samples matched perfectly. Also a full line of

BOWS

FOR

THE HAIR.
Mis. li. F. WELLS,

Neuralgia,
Sleeplessness

Kvery day’s weal you get it o: your
old rlotlu-s is saving eapiiai. Vl in\
people throw away elolhing hr‘ause
it is a hit soiled, wrinkled, m in need
"f repair.
All wrong.
Send your
elothil.g to us and we will maiv them
as good as new.
AI so.

BACKCOMBS,

PINS and

Fine

Custom

Tailoring,

1

tf:il

14 Main

Street, (Up Stairs.)

lax Collector's

A

Telephone and let

us

attend

Tenement of seven rooms. Kuquire
WILLIAM M. WOODS,
No. 26 Cedar Street.
l!*tf

of

OF BELFAST

NORTHPORT

Aluminum, Bon Bon, Covered

Boxes,

Cups and Saucers,
Plate, Vases, Etc., and Souvenir

your

ea»o.

1

Main Street, opposite

I I! i:I

>

W ITH

Dr. Drake’s

National liank.

ainj:-.
_a

For Me at a

Bargain

That desirable and well located real estate at
the toot of Main street, known as the Daniel
Bane whart property, will he sold low to close
he estate.
Imitnreof
N. F
HOUSTON. Kxecutor
Belfast. December 1!», iihmi.—r»lt

<»K

j
j

COTTAGE FOR SALE |
AT
A 5-room

(lay Cove.

1

t"

I

FOR RENT.

and

DEPARTMENT.

NEW

f’otice.

All taxes for 1001 are now due and liable to
cost.
Taxes on real estate not paid before July
will be returned to tin* City Solicitor for
1.
suit per order of tin* eity government. 1 will Inin my office in Memorial building daily from S.30
to 11.30 a. >!.. and Saturdays from l.:>oto4.30 i\ m
M. C. MILL. Collector.

...

McDonald

Headache,

GOODS. Ladies

FANCY

\

purchasing.

FOR

AIR...

HAIRPINS, SIDE and

(•/iOMi;-.

before

h. E.

■

1

.,

"Y 1

1

1

->|.|•

■

SOIJVFINJIP^,

,.

,.

.i

ft

!

j

-,

29tf

|

NORTHPOttr.

I

MONTY IITI'I N I >!: 1

>.

hey are

SAI- T to use, aurl produce
They have been used in
HTI.FAST l.'i years, and have AI.

no

had elleets.

\VAYS given satisfaction.

cottage m good repair at Satur- I Price—5, lO, ‘iii Petits.
Apply on the premises to
MRS. HELEN A. TAYLOR, or to
room

Tor sale at

JOHN S. FKRNALP. Belfast.

City Drug Store "if..

TO LET.
Small tenement

H. J. LOCKK & SON.
yours truly,

CARLE & JONES,

FRANK P. WILSON,

Card of Tftanks.

Two Stores.

I take this method of expressing my sincere
thanks to my friends, to whose thoughtful kindness 1 am indebted for many favors shown me
dining the long illness of my wife, and for the
abundance of beautiful dowers by which I was
so kindly remembered by them.
HENRY W. MARR1NER.
Belfast. July 23,1902.—31*

COLLECTIONS,
REAL ESTATE,
j

Collections ami returns made
rented and farms sold.
Room

piomptly. Houses
:m"n>

2, Odd Fellows Block, Belfast.

JAPANESE VENGEANCE.

A

did the outside edge, and it was like
in heaven to the Hungarian
band—and he taught me to'waltz before
we

skating
lishi Yoshio. Second

Secretary of Leaged twenty-live and named
alter the celebrated leader of the FortySeven Hollins, stood in the doorway of
a London drawing-room which bore a
considerable resemblance to a Knightsbi 'ilge curio-brocade-and-pottery shop,
and wondered greatly. For in Japan they
use aniline dyes, English and American. and wear, or put on, European
clothing, and endeavor to assimilate
European cookery, and paint up the
names of their streets in English,
lint
they do not hang up English boots and
shoes upon their walls for spill holders,
nor do they cherish English cooking
pots and butter boats as things of price.
<

the season

MISS LAURA HOWARD

other
girls were just wild—and Everlida said
horrid things, and was as spiteful as a
ferret! Hut 1 didn’t care, and we were
secretly engaged at Ascot, in June.
Nobody was to know, because we had
not much money, and couldn’t afford to
marry; but he said 1 was 'all the world
to him!”
Yes?” said Oishi Yoshio, with deli-

gation.

was

over—and

President South End Ladies
Golf Club, Chicago, Cured by
Lydia E. Pin khani’s Vearetabl
Compound After the Best Ihk
tors Had Failed To Help !'
...

Dear Mrs. Pinkham : —1 can thank
Lke
for perfect health to-day.
looked so dark to rae a year or two
I had constant pains, my litn is
ago.
swelled. I had dizzy spells, and never

cately interrogating eyebrows, twisting

you

the halt sheet of cream-laid note paper
in his honey-colored lingers.
His manner was lull of unobtrusive deference
and gentle politeness, and Jliss Iiarehlield looked at him more
appreciatively
than before.
She observed that hi's
hair was as tine and smooth as black
silk, that his eyes were handsome, even
if the corners did tilt toward the tem-

The streets outside had been wet and
drab, and the social atmosphere within
seemed as neutral tinted, if less humid.
The room was full of clacking women,
in furs, and out of them, drinking bad
tea. w;ih much milk and sugar, at tlie
savor oi which infusion the soul of Oishi
Yoshio revolted, and his heart yearned
toi Tokio, tor sunshine, brightness, the
dainty refinements of life, and the hue
and an,or loveliness which constitute

t

the

ple,—his
honey-colored complexion
was a peculiarity one might get used to.
—and that his hands, one of which bore
a
superb emerald signet ring, were
lithe, supple and beautiful in shape.
'A es,” Miss liarchtield went on,” the

engagement

was secret.
AVe used to
meet at places, and on Thursdays he
would come to tea at Clarges street. 1
II.s hostess beckoned him. and lie
live there with my aumt.
He was as
steered his dapper, unobtrusive way to devoted
as anything for quite a long
slim hand fidgeting with his
her.
I time, it was only when Everlida made
neat .ittle black moils'ache. lie was into him, and told him about the
tio.Uiced to a young lady who murmur- up
thousand pounds she had intwenty
ed
mething unintelligible as oishi limited from her uncle,
that he began
h
bowed before net. Hemamewas I t
cool off, and 1 know it was all her
;i
\V
MISS LAVRA HOWARD.
M:-s 1 larch;.i Id, and tin lithe Japanese
Beast!"
•,
;. e
knew one day how 1 w ■>.
bs> rved that she was y m ig and very doing.
Her bosom rose ana tell
>stormily next. I was nervous and
,i
hei wheat-haired, comilowerpc
under the fanciful tucks of her smart
it level. Eng. ,'h style, .''he toid him
co
petite, neither eoubi I
silk blouse, she took off her hat. and
ll at
e
adored everything Japanese, 1
nights. Lydia E. Pinkkamb
stabbed it through viciously with a eta
hie Compound,
and O shi Yoshio ctmid imagine her buyand threw it upon a
long
gold
pm.
unction wit h y< >ur >.» n:i t i
j
:n- pastille 'ticks or paper fans or string
j
chair.
more for
m
than ab. :b- v.
1'ct ; sandals at tlie lirompton emporium I neighboring
"It is over and done with, and there’s and the skill of the d<>et r■|
'.
sale of such cheap and trashy
i'0 use making a fuss." site said.
1
"And months I have
; c.
it.hist.
<1 c said. "Have you
enjoy.-d perfe1 would bet a dozen pairs of gloves to I
e-set
verily believe that most
onis-rvatoiyr" and took him one that Kverilda will be sorry
she
tors are guessing and e\j *• r:
ng
T> < :•
and u a cane settee ill front oi
ever married him,” she said, "though I
d t
when they try to cure a w man
;.
claim
pom! containing goldfish don’t want to be
on Kverilda
b
revenged
an
assortment
of
.ns.
compile..;
a prospect oi Japanese dwarf trees
in any way—a little, round-eyed, silly- mine but
!
I
;
you do not guess.
in tin .: idst t w
ch appeared the roofs
bit of a tiling. And she really wish all
dolly
: only
suffer'ng women
oi
criii sun thm's temple, they fell indidn't mean to behave dishonestly.
know of your remedy : there w be be
to col. vernation.
Miss Harcluield still
When I came upon them—together- less suffering i know." Lai .o
,.\rharped upon Japan and things Jap..li- only a week ago.
in
the
Oriental
tea
ARD. 11°. Xewb■ "YV Ave.. Chicago. 1
es
Her w c ;te teeth si lowed under the
room at Liberty’s, I actually heard her
s
r
--'.nr
tes*
—$5000
fvrfe
g<]■ : k cable el her short upper lip as she
say. "How can 1 be all the world to
Mrs. Pinkham invites all wosc
iisping.y. "I want to ask."
when you ale engaged on the strict
you
men who are ill to write her for
■'ai.ged her tone, and put the ques- i,h 1’. to Flossie ilarclitield?"
Address Lynn, Muss**1,
"Do you know anything
advice.
; s.tivi
"1 thought," hazarded oislii Yoshio,
ait
tattooing as it is done in Japau'r"
giving full particulars.
"that nobody was to know."
>!'!
Yoshio gave a quick glance at
"I told a few of my intimate friends
tic
tinning lace and assented, pass- in
'Miss Jlareh- do it!" expostulated Miss Barchrield.
confidence,”
ne
stim-lingered. honey-colored liekl. "and. of replied
Oishi Yoshio smiled with quiet subcourse,
they—told
er the other.
"Of
1

Japan.

J

"You wear the

••

.,

—

»•

■

■

tattooing

y do know something”, he reiii his slow, correct English.
"It
a:
art much practiced in ray
country among certain classes of indr. cliiai.'
He preserved perfect gravity. ,.nd wondeied privately what was
coming ii-xi.
i t came.
'*
ii
>' a teh me oi anybody— any
: "ii living m London," the
•la] 111 cm
viio eoukrdo it—don't you
g rl isked
know-"
bl ished pink, and looked
evi-ryw! ere.
vaguely. before she
hr. nght the
•ormiower-colored eyes
ha. k to ijsi.i Yoshio.
Fhe perfectly 1.1:11 ko, 1 eyebrows of
tin secretary ..j legation were lifted the
I i- .dth of a i.ally's linger nail.
"I e :.:T -'i tatooing."
He
*.!
a mon.ent: "there is
ig:
one man
1 could give you his address,
a
:e
;:ef. Helices"—the slim hand
young Japanese waved eastward
eal yoiu London docks. He earries
has 1 ness there in curios, and in the
iu speak of he is proficient, though
ie
iO\\
Sailors restirt to
y fijd.
mu
eccentric Englishmen,
"
ir.ietii es
the oblique Asiatic
Hallowed a little "occasionallv
.a',.’-'." 1' sill'!
Miss It
eld’s 1 eeks dei pened
ink
>he was ful
a
her
su
exuhei'iint interest in i
it -jo*I'k■ i .1
eyes.
h
e cried, "of course this old
res near the London locks
Lei" ...
of course he 1
co
a., v\
a■ 1
want at a reasonable \
i.

1

■

■

-■

d
]n

was
~.

'■
’■■■
a- ••
allies to suit all
.-aai ( dsli. Yoshio.
"I'erhaps
me
hut you 1 equinedoneh"

lie shrugged
sloping shoulders
slig
1
is
continued. "It is. no
d> u c.
gentleman of your acquaintance w,
l"s.:es to lie tattooed with ti
or an initial
or
name."
Mi'S Daiehiiejd tosseii her pretty chin
and laughed a little harshly.
"It'is not
1 gentleman." -he said: "li is
1, myself.
I'erhaps ;.o think it a .queer fancy."
Hei chin and shoulders expressed great

:

-me

a

iikLiierence to Hie thoughts of tiiis
little Japanese.
"iSut 1 want to be reminded 01 something"—she caught her
breath a
h
and clasped her hands
nervously together upon her knee—
cruel
and mean and heart“something
less that lias been done—by somebody
J believe in.
rail it a vendetta, if you i
like." oishi Yoshio tried to do so, but
was not enlightened in
the least.
"I 1
want it lo he stamped upon me, so
that;
1 can carry it to my grave."
Her tone !
grew tragic; her sensitive upper iip
trembled: lor tin- moment she bail forfotten l uslii Yoshio. and was alone with
Lei resentment and her wrong.
I've
been badly treated." she broke out. be- !

•oming quite

an

ordinary angry

young
woman in a. mument: “and I don't 111-1
tend to iorget it. And I'm going to
have it tattooed on my wrist'
You can !
see the inscription if you care to," she j
added with a great assumption of indif j
ference.
And she took a half sheet of
cream-laid note paper, folded in lour,
from the pretty reticule—a piece of
I'aris foolishness—that hung at her
waist, and banded it to Oishi Yoshio.
The piece ot paper bore, in a large,
schoolgirl hand, this inky legend:
W. J. 1).
"All the AYorld to Him!”
June lti, 1 boo.
"Not Hood Enough!”
1
Xov. k, lfloo.
‘•In my country,
said oisiii Vosliio,
j
carefully perusing the
""'hen a man lakes a young wife, and
finds himself dissatisfied or displeased
with her, he call return her to her parents or guardian without blame.
But
lie returns her dowry, or he pays an inIt is all" verv simple,” lie1
demnity.

inscription!

ended.
"It

sounds so,”

said the girl with
acerbity, "but. of course the case
Is different.
I was not married to William ,Ioluison-Bradley;we were engaged,
that's ail- and quite enough, too!” she
added viciously.
“For any reasonable man,” said Oishi
some

Vosliio quietly.

"Vou are very kind,” said Miss Darclishe hesitated a moment, then
turned her pretty face and looked full
at the Secretary of Legation.
“Vou would be still kinder,” said
Oislfi Vosliio, “if you would tell me
more about this Mr.-.”
He wrinkled his fine black eyebrows.
“Pardon!
It is elusive—the English name—
William Jowley-Badsonf”
“William Johnson-Bradley,” said the
girl, a slight frown drawing" her pretty
brows together.
We met last March
at Prince’s Skating Rink.
He skates

field.

...

awfully well, you know—figure skating,
and all that. Everybody w'anted him
to take them round on ttie ice—Babs
Mortimer, Flossie Jfaventry and Everilda Fitzharding—they were quite wild
about him.
Everilda fell down in front
of him, on purpose to get him to pick
her up,' and showed all her frills—she
has a way of

doing that, and wears
purpose—and I was
flattered because he preferred me—and

lovely things

on

tlety.

"It would have happened in Japan."
said the >eeretary of Legation, sup-

"it would, of course, be more effective if you were upon the spot. Oh,
certainly, yes! But I have a friend in
Tokio who would arrange.
Or
I myself.
1 go to Japan every
to
visit my father’s wives.
He
spring
died over here some years ago. and
are
to
see
me."
they
always pleased
"Bid he have—many?" asked Miss

pressing

a

twinkle.

"Well. Kverilda said that." went on
Miss Flossie ilarclitield.
"And he—
V. illiam Johnson-Uradley—gave one of
bis laughs and said, squeezing the
hand with which she held the teapot,
and twisting his silky little fair moustache. though I've begun to dislike fair Barchrield slyly.
moustaches only since that day. ‘Oh,
"Only four,” replied Oishi.
come I
"Japan must be a—queer place!" said
say! —those were his exact
a Hi.
words
A sudden look of income I
How can Miss Oarchlield.
say!
you? 1 .ait'.- not good enough!' And terested curiosity came ito her eyes as
she
at that 1 came on. right past their
turned them on the young J apanese
table, and cut him as dead as though diplomat. "Are you married?—if you
he’d been— a black beetle." jshe oh don’t think it's rude of me to ask. And
have you?—"
out a dainty little handkerchief, not to
>he stopped in contusion.
cry into, but to bite and twist between
"Have 1 tout wives?" said Oishi.
her restless lingers.
"I
"And now it’s ali over between us." have not yet one.
1 am a Kuropeanizshe said. "Hut 1 don't mean to forget ed J apanese and buiougto the AmeriWilliam
Jolmsun-Bradlt-v's
perlidv, can Kvangelical Ohi.'ch: therefore any
and—and what a fool I was! >.■ Fm union 1 contract wouid be mouogamic.
1
"But you helitve in Japanese devils?"
to
ave
those words of his
going
tattooed on my wrist, with a fancy said Mi>- Barchlieid. rather mystified
bolder of draeons and devils anil I by the last word.
l o go with those devils." eon"Ah:
thing.- in tl e -Japanese style.
And !
whenever 1 ,nok at that—
tiuued * 'ishigravel). i ul with a lurking
Miss J iarentin',d stopped for breath.. -mile hidden at tin- corners of his lips.
11is 11i h *is;: 11» w,t, sitting on 111*-• i.ai; j there i- another,
lady, who carries
boo settee about three Ieet awav. three little bah> devils in a pouch, who
could
do
the
bnsine.-s
of '.his Jolmwill
listening intently. Due slim paten;
leather booted foot was tucked beneath ! Bradsoii-Y.uule) m what you Kuglish
him. Ins lustrous oblique eves were call a jiff).
You burn a gilt paper
sword and call upon her name. Magalooking straight at the girl.
"Whenever you see that, von will i hara * i- l'udao Kanesada, and the offendremember that you have disfigured I ing party i- immediately seized with
yourself tor life, tor the sake ot a man i such remorse tor his crime that lie torwho is not worth a dead fish.
More, ! gets his food, abstains Ironi bathing,
you wili have stamped yourself as a ! and at last i- reluctantly compelled to
ot
the
rnembet
vulgar class, because in coinniit seit-dispatch. You could not
Japan it is only boatmen, sailors, por- do better than employ her."
ters and rickshaw lueii who wear the
Miss Barchrield lose and began to
tattoo.
But it you are so determined look about for her hat.
\
to be revenged upon this"—he hesitat-I
"You have taken a great deal of
ed—"this Brad'lain W llson-Joulev, or trouble to explain things to me," she
j
what his name may be, why not employ ; said, "and I'm awfully obliged.
But 1
a charm?"
won't call in any of those devils to
Miss 1 larclitield associated The word; William Johiison-Bradky: and, as to
with little golden and enamelled t rink- the tattooing. I've changed my mind.
ets made to hang upon
porte-bonheurs I'd read a story—a book we got from
and watch chains.
Mudie’s, called "Badv Yiuolia's Vic"A charm," she repeated?
tim'—that put that in to my head.
It
"A spell.” explained nislii Yoshio. i was Lady Vinolia w ho made a memo"By reeiting a certain formula of randum oil herself, with a ledhot bodwords, and burning perfumes specially 1 kin. of a vengeance she meant to carry
prepared, it would lie possible, in out on a wicked Austrian duke who
Japan, to be revenged upon an eneuiv had ruthlessly betrayed her. But that
without diverging
from the strict was in the time when people wore ruffs,
dictum of politeness." lie produced
and, somehow, it seems too big a way of
delicate little cigarette case of some treating a man like—"
line woven grass, and took from it a:
Oishi gave his version of the name in
slender cigarette. "You do not smoke? I a musical singsong."" This time it was
No!
But—you will allow me?
The j "Bradjohn Jimson-Leeson."
mind works more smoothly assisted
Miss Barchrield gave a little peal of
by
tobacco." Ho struck a vesta, taken laughter.
from a curious little case
"i on ve never gut that name right
a sea mouse in golden brown and green ; once!’’ she said.
Then she pinned on
enamel, lighted his cigarette, and j her Bond-street hat, and Oislii
tucked the other foot beneath him for her. she had masses of the wonderful
a change.
His eyes were very thought- I wheat-colored hair, and the sleeve klin
ful, and tlie emerald signet lie wore in the cuff of the Secretary of Legaupon the middle linger of his left hand tion caught in a silken strand of it and
glowed and scintillated with living brought a great coil tumbling down.
“Don’t look frightened—the other
green tire, as though it had been the
eye of an angry cat defending her kit- end has roots!” said Miss Darchtield.
tens from a too intrusive terrier.
She looked vaguely about her, her
Miss I larclitield arrived at the mean- I slight arms raised, her hands busy at
her head, and the reason of her perplexing of Oislii witli a little scream.
"\\ by, she said, "do you
really be- itv was plain to the quick mind of the
lieve?
Why. that's witchcraft1' young Japanese.
it would be dealing with the devil'-"
“You need a hairpin/ Excuse me a
Her voice dropped awfully. But the i moment!" he said, and turning aside,
was
thrust
his hand within the breast of his
Japanese
speaking.
“In Japan, in mv country, we have exemplary waistcoat, and, withdrawing
more than one devil.
Plenty of devils, l it with a slender object in its clasp,
tlie big and strong, and the little and held it out to the girl.
she took it with a brief word of acweak, and many of them are remarkably obliging. There is one who could knowledgment. and then, as the beautimake this Willy Jolinbrad—I
glittered in the lamplight, she
forget—j ful thingher
breath in eestaey, and cried,
very uncomfortable indeed.
He is caught
shaped like a fiat, witli crimson eyes, j “Oh, how lovely! But 1 mustn’t take it,
and all night lie hangs upside down of course!”
from the ceiling overhead. Tlie
“It” was a slender stiletto in a narperson— who is being made uncomfortable 1 row golden sheath, with a hilt of
costly
—cannot sleep, for this devil seems jade representing a lotus bud, upon
every instant tibout to fall upon bis I which was perched a little diamond
head”—
snail. Her heart went out to it, her
» oumn
ne get up ami move his soul yearned for it, but she held it out
to (lislii Yoshio.
bed?” suggested Miss Dareldield.
He drew back, ex“In -Japan the beds are spread upon I tending his palms downward before
the tJoor,” said Orsbi.
him
with
a
of
gesture
“Yes, of course,
polite negation.
he could move; but the devil moves, I
"Favor me by accepting! To make
too, and when he looks up—there it is such presents to a lady—in token of rein the old place, and this continues un- spect—is a custom with the people of
til the sufferer goes mad or dies.”
Besides”—his voice be
my country.
“How awful!” commented Miss came low and impressive—"that snai
is a devil. It will work out a revenge
Darchfield.
“It is a good revenge and very cheap,” for you upon this man with the name
said the Japanese.
“You have only to which is impossible to remember.” He
give the devil a little rice. And there leaned nearer to Miss Darchfield, with
is another evil spirit who lives in a gleaming eyes. “You have only to look
gong. You can arrange with him to happy—and to wear that dagger conmake the person you wish to punish be- stantly in your hair. Do you see? He
come possessed with the notion that will notice it, and wonder who gave
the sound of the gong is always in his you that. He will get other people to
ears.
It begins with a droning note put questions to you, but you will anand swells to an insupportable boom, swer none of them; you will only look
and this continues until the afflicted happy, and wear the dagger of the lotus
one drowns himself in despair.
The flower with the diamond snail. And
devil who does this lives in a gong in this man, who, like a person of no
one of our Shinto temples.
You re- discernment, threw you—you who are
peat the invocation and hit the gong—” so beautiful and so proud '—aside like a
“Hut I should have to go to Japan to broken jar for the sake of a little, silly
woman with a baby face, this man will
wASTORZA.
became possessed with the Devil of
The
Kind
You
Kara
a
Btan th*
Always Bought Jealousy! There are many devils in
Japan, but this one is to be found
...
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At a Probate Court, held it Bei: ,*•
for the Counrv ,.t Waldo.
duly, a. 1). 1**02.
rn.I.KV M ST A KRKTT of sai RtAJ
eu in the trust estate miner t!
testament of Kiai.ee> 1) .John*
in said C-mnty of Waldo, de.
sente.I a petition graving that \la
sani Belfast and .le mie M. Patter*
in the State of Washington, n
trustee* nu< o said will. t.
a use. I ;y the declination
; .1
and the deceas- of Mary F Cu:»e;
Ordered. That the said pen: nr.
all persons interested by ai.*r,_
"rdei to l»e published three w*-.
the Repuhli. au .louruai. a new>p.,
at
Belfast, that they mav app*.
« our;. to be held at
Belfast. «-*•
C.-umy, oi the 12:h ilav of A
at ten of the clock before no.,;
if any they have, why the pravei
er should not be granted.
oK< * K doilN>
A true copy
Attest
( MAS. P. H azi

Judge.

Register.

At

Honolulu.
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ance.
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Pi■

.t

-u:: lit-!il ai Helfast. w iriiin ami for
,-t Waldo, ai the sth da\ oi ,Julv

tin-ry
D

A

|

ordered. That notice thereof
si;,-<
Vi-.J Ill the ioj
newspaper published in Beit a*-,
that all per-.-i.s interested mav
Court, t.. be held at Belfast, .'m
August Hex: and ->!.-■ vv e.i
sho
’•'by Cue said
OF' * K doHN
A true c-.pv. Attest
N
('MAS. c. H V/ FI.
vve.-ks

lb*'2

tfVRAH K. <T lills, idtamistra:i
-t the es*atc
Ab'iiic II Curtis, late
Wmterport.
in said (
"f Waul", deceased, bavin*:
pa
I .-ented a onni_\
petition praying tot a In-eu-e t*. sell ,»r
j
I private sale and can. y certain real estate of -aid
deceased described in said petition.
!|

Ordered. That tin* said petitioner cue notice to
ill! persons interested by causu d a
.>t
this
enj
order to be published three weeks suc--es>r.-A in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper ( i.b i-ha
a
Helfast, that they may .ippear'at a Hr.-n..
in. to be held
Helfast. w
County "ii the 12th day oi Ai cast. a. D lot cj.
at ten of the chick before loon, and -V- w cau-e.
ii any they have, why tlie prayer of said petiti-.n
should not he mauled.
i.l-b >. K JOHNSt )N
A true c. py. Altec
1'Has p. 11a/FLTIN't lie; -ter

j

I’r-iOiite

a

A.

C"i:

u

t

i.c o at Re'ta-r.w
Mai .".on he >; h
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Ordered, Tha
weeks
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l-ate Court.

I:us ‘‘L F.” Atwood's Bitters
after eaeh aicai: ;t c ires dyspepsia.
8
bottle.--All detiers.

At a
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I

Proposals for Building Sewer.
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PROBATE NOTICES.

Oriole’s Nest.

ing high, swing low.
Where the zephyrs

At a Probate Court held a t» Belfast. within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 8tli day of
July, A. D. 1902.

go

On their beautiful errands to and fro.
Cradled so fair
In the summer air
Where the green leaves throng
Amid sheen and song,
You shall not find, in a long day's quest,
A fortress stronger, a lovelier nest.

WILLIAMSON, Jr., administrator of
tJJOSEPH
the estate of A. Cutter Sibley, ;ate of Belfast,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at
private sale and convey certain rea estate of said
deceased described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
a: Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the 12th day of August, A. I). 1902,
at ten of the clock before noon, at d show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

n a cavalier's coat,
With defiant note
Poured from fearless challenging throat,
The oriole sits
At his door or flits
Hither and yonder in urgent mood
To bring for his wife and the clamorous
brood
The morsels they ask.
'Tis a yoeman’s task,
Hut a bird of state
May toil for his mate,
And there's wonderful love like a flag unfurled
j
wee little home in the great big
j In that
world.

I

i

A true

copy—Attest:

Chas. P.

Hazf.ltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of July,
A. D. 1902.
TIT INFIELD H. LENT, son of Samuel Lunt,
if
late of Moutville, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying
that he may be appointed administrator of* the

Swing high, swing low,

Where the breezes blow,
And the rains go slanting to and fro.
Cradle of melody,
j1
Kecked like a summer sea
Up where the ripples of air and sun
Mingle and criss-cross, and meet and run.
And we shall not liiui in a week-long quest
A prettier sight than an oriole’s nest.
—Margaret E. Sangster in Every \\ here.

estate

of said deceased.

Ordered, That thesaid petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12tli day of August, A. 1>. 1902,

ten of the clock before noon and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted.
GEO.E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltinf, Register.

at

Turning Down tit** Doctors.
The marvelous cures of Catarrhozone are
being much talked about. Thousands are
daily recognizing the exceptional merit of
this simple inhaler treatment, and instead
of running to the doctor with their winter
ills they protect themselves by Catarrhozone; it kills colds in the head in ten minutes, quickly relieves Catarrh, Bronchitis,
Asthma, Lung Troubles, and cures even
though all other remedies have failed.
Catarrhozone is very pleasant, safe and
convenient to use. Its tiest recommendation is its enormous sale: try it to-day.
Price $1.00, small size 25c., at Druggists.
Sold by Poor & Son, Belfast.

NOTICE —Tlu* subscriber

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that lie has been duly apadministrator of the
of
pointed

WILLIAM

estate

MEYERS, late of S.arsport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
CLARENCE X. MEYERS.
Searsport. July 8, 1902.
NOTICE.

The subscriber

Amended—“What a tiny little egg ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that te has been duly apthat is,” she exclaimed, as they sat at pointed administrator of the estate of
cute!”
too
it
breakfast. Isn’t
LYDIA A. STAPLES, late of Monroe,
“Too cute?” said he, after breaking it:
in the County of WTaldo, deceased, and given
“it’s chick rather; one chick in fact.”— bonds as
the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
Catholic Standard and Times.
Tour step has^ost elasticity because your
blood has lost vitality, which Hood’s Sarsaparilla will restore.
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desired to present the same for (settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment
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immediately.

GEORGE B. STAPLES.

Monroe, July 8, 1902.-
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A. HEAL, administratrix of the estate,
Wesley A. Heal, late of Belfast, in saio (.
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a j»e11tion praying tor a license to sel! at public or
private sale and convey certain real estate 0 said
deceased, described in said petition.

IL>A

\

•.

Ordered. That notice them :
weeks successively, in the Kej"
a newspaper published tn Bel fast
that all persons interested may a
ha te t«urt. tor'l>e hebi at Re! t..
"t August next,amt show
him
whv the said ai-eonut sl
j.i
Ft >. K JOHN
A Tile copy.
Attest
f H AS. V H V /
-•

1

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
order to be published three weeks successively m
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro ate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, oil the 12th day of August, A. 1> 1902,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be grained
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Cuss. P. Hazfi.ii.nf.
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lor the County of Waldo, on the Sth ua\ ot
July. A. 1). 1 902.

copy—Attest
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said deceased descrii e.t i.
p. tituu
ordered, That the sain petitior.ei mve in.tiee to
all persons interested by ca.i-m.
"j y ..t tinorder to be published thfee weeksces-i\ely in
the Republican .lournal.a newspaj er ni 'ished at
Helfast. that tln-y may appear at a Ho i-.itc Coiirt.
to he held at Helfast. within and t<>i -.mi County
on the 12th day ot August, A. D 1 by>‘2
ten <>‘f
the clock befoie noon, and show c.nn-e ;t at v
they have, why the the prayer .d -aid i.*; itione'r
should uot be granted.
CKO. K. JOHNS' »N. .Indue.
A true copy.
Attest:
ClIAS. P. HAZKLTINF. liemstr-.
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Sealed proposals will be received at tbe City
Clerk's onici- until August 4. at :>..;o n. m.. for
building a sewer frotn Connnercial street into the
bay. in aceoniance with the plan of Parks \
Wheeler, on lile in the City t ic k's ottie--. The
('it\ Council reserves the right to aeeeid any one
of the proposals or reject all.
L. II Ml KCH. Citv Clerk.
Belfast, duly 14. 190'J.—.twill
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B fast,
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any tin y have. why the \ raver
County, on the 12th .lay of A
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it
n> they have, why •! e prayer f -aid petition- I
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er Simula not be granted.
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GF.< e u'HNSON. Judge
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•-• of St"> kton S
in
said
of
rings
County
Ordered. Tl.at notice there- :
Waldo, deceased. :ir, mg presented a petition
praying that she n. t\ be mpomted administratrix week* successively, in the lhi
a newspaper p lbltshed in Bellas
of the estate of said deceased.
that all persons interested mav
Ordered. Thai the -aid petitioner give notice to bate
Court, to be held at Belfast
all persons intcre-ted by causing a copy of this ot
August next, anil sin w e.t
order to be pnbii.-h.-d thiee weeks sm ces-iveiy in have,
why the said av oi.nt *1
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
i.Ki
K JOHN
! at Belfast. that they may appear at a Probate
A true copy
Attest
to
be
held
at
Belfa-f. within ami lor -a id
| Court,
Chan P Ha/fit
County, on the 12th uav of August. A. 1> l'.*"2.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show c use,
WVU.ln* ss. li
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why the prayei d -ant petition,
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fast
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er should not be granted.
>• Mu !m. a.l’uiMstratoi
-1: :)
GEo. E. JOHNSON fudge.
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\ true copy
Arte.-!
deceased, having presei n -I in*
Ciias. p. Ha/.1 i-tink. Register.
«'o..nr of administration
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P. HAZKi.riNK

At a Probate Court held ai Be.fast, w,-the County of Waldo, on the 8t'l
A. D.1902.
M. LEVENSELER. sister
\J A. Luce, late of I incoluviUe.
of Waldo, deceased, havn.g
j.r.
praying that F. M Levenseler n; ^
administrator of the estate of sa;-i
Ordered, That the sain petition.all persons interested by
.r,.-n_
order to be published thre< u.-ekV,
the Republican Journal, a newat Belfast, tin:t they
im:\ ..p.
Court, to be helo ar 'Belfast. \\'\:
v
County, on the 12th day <
at ten of the clock before no.if any they have, why the
tioner should not be uranteii
OEoKt.h E. ,l BNP,,
A true copy. Attest:
Ch \s. r. Hazti.i
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Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived ;lt
| New York July lo from Carrabeih*.
Edward May. arrived at San Fratui>co
I

1

■

perhaps,

theirs."

Rut the

Etliel, Hodge, arrived at Sagua June 10
j fron Philadelphia.
.Mabel 1 Meyers. N Meyers, arrived at
New 5’ork July l. from Pernambuco.
• 'live Thurluw. sailed from < oloii. Jul\
7 for Enba and 1 lYladelphia.
Penobscot, sailed trom Singapore Ma\ io
for Boston or New York.
Rebecca Crowell. M G How. arrived at
Buenos Ayres July 7 from BridgewaTer,N >.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Coicord, sal vd from
I New \ ork Jan 11 for Port Natal.
>acliem, Nichols, arrived at New 5' >rk
| Feb •_> from Hong Kong.
lover.
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Buenos
This was not denied bv Miss DarehAyres prior to June5 for Boston.
field.
*
schooners.
"Goodby, and thank you so much!"
she said, profit-ring the ungloved hand.
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
“By the way." 'he remarked, with a New York July 20 for Boston.'
studied appearance of casualness, "we
Henry Clausen, Jr, cleared from Philalive at No. 50 ( 'larges street, and, if you delphia June 25 for Boston.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, sailed from New York
should happen to be passing on Thursio for Brunswick.
day at four. Aunt would be glad to give July
John C Smith, arrived at Jacksonville
you a cup of tea. It isn't Japanese, but July t* from Philadelphia.
she buys it from the importers. And
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Philaperhaps you would like to hear”—she delphia July 10 from Fernandiim.
her
head
a
curious
little,
moveMary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from Bosgave
ment, and the diamond snail upon her ton July 2J for Charleston.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn. arrived at Turks
jade lotus sent out a white and crimson Island
July 20 from Philadelphia.
throb of radiance—“you might like to
R F Pettigrew, sailed from Port of Spain
know how the charm works."
an
June
for Washington.
"Flossie!" called a matronly voice
Willie L Newton arrived at New York
belonging to a stout lady standing with July o from Fernandina.
several other stout ladies near the door.
"I'm coming
Auntie!" responded
The census report regarding tlie manMiss Darchlield in her shrill, fresh ufacture of artificial ice shows that
voice. She looked back at Oishi Yoshio there were 7>0 establishments in
operaover her shoulder,
and the diamond tion in the United States in loop as
snail gleamed again. "Don't forget the compared with 222 in 1an increase
address No. 5o (Targes street"
she of 504. or 254.1 percent. This process is
said.
still making astonishing strides.
then she u ent away, and Oishi Yoshio.
.-—-—___-being a methodical young Secretary of
Legation, made a note of the address,
m Japanese, in
his private memoranTRY
dum book.—The Sketch.

1

:.

—yes.

with eyelids that dropped a little shyly,
and a dickering smile hovering about
her sensitive mouth.
"Of course, it's very sudden, and—
and I'couldn't dream of doing such a
thing—without consulting Aunt," she
said.
"You did not consult her in the case
of this amjoiiwiihad— and the rest,
whose name 1 utterly abhor and cmiteiu
as I loath his despicable personalty I"
cried oishi Yoshio hotly.
"True." said Miss Darchlield. draw
ing her furs about her. "Rut it is a 'little sudden don't you think?" She
thoughtfully put on her glove.
"Love is always sudden," said the

1

'unn

ilaggt-i

words—will you not say the words?" iie
found himself pleading.
Miss Darchlield stood before him

..

certa

the sky—and it is the worst of all.”
At a Probate Court ne it at Belfast, within and
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
for the County of Waldo, on the Sth day of
Oishi’s white teeth showed as he caught
July, A. D. 1902.
hand
closed
SHIPS.
his breath; his slim, supple
J. LEMAN and Mel\ina Mitchell, having
as
wrist
the
Abner Coburn, arrived at Baltimore
though
upon the girl's
ELIZA
presented a petition representing that thev
and Charles E. Sherman. Mrs. O. L.
lingers were of jointed steel, and his JuneG22 from New York.
Mrs.
A
Hopes, 1). Rivers, Penarth for Nagas- Alta Simmons. Mauton GreenleafDouglas.
"lie will grow
dark eves gleamed.
and Henrv
aki ; spoken June 0, in lat 14 N, Ion 20 W.
Greenleaf are heirs livi g in different States, of
come
back
to
will
he
you.
jealous,—and
A Ivan Sherman, late of
A* J Fuller, Everett, Wash, for Cape
Liberty, in said County
Then vou will say: "Billiam Wohnsonof Waldo, deceased, and praying that Per-v LeTown, ar at Fort Townsend July 20.
administrator
of
the
man,
estate of Alvah SherJadlev, vou are nothing to me! The
A.
S. Pendleton, arrived at Calais
Aryan,
man, may be authorized to sell at public or private
mat on which I wipe my feet is more June 15 from Southampton.
sale certain real estate ol said deceased, describ
honorable in my eyes. For your love—
Bangalore, Blanchard, arrived at Port ed in said petition, and distribute tlie proceeds
Oct 20 from Nagaski.
among said heirs alter paying expenses.
keep it. give it to whom you choose. I Townsend
E
B Sutton, J P Butman, sailed from New
it.
For
I
am
loved
Ordeied, That the said petitioner give notice to
will have nothing of
York June 10 for Manila.
all persons interested by causing a coj v of this
not
and
old,
by an honorable man, rich,
Fort George, Chas. C. McClure, arrived order to be published three we -ks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
very respectable—Europeanized Jap- at Honolulu .June 21 from Port Pirie.
anese,
belonging to the American
Gov. Ruble, arrived at New York June 24 ar Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and f«• said
in
favor
from
Church,
having
Town.
Evangelical
Cape
County, on the 12th day of August, a. I) 1902. at
the eyes of authority as second secreHenry B Hyde, cleared from Baltimore ten ot the clock before
noon, and sh w cause, if
tary to the Legation of Japan, and May 17 for San Francisco: spoken June 21, any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be grante l.
3t2H
with him 1 am about to contract a lat f> N, Ion 20 W.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Jndg
N S W May :>o,
Luzon, Park, at
A true copy. Attest:
monogamie union.’" He released the coai lor Manila. Newcastle,
('JUS. P. HAZKLT1SF.. Register
girl’s wrist, and pressed his palms to
Mai\ L Cushing, arrived at San Frangether, bowing almost to the floor. cisco April IS irom Honolulu.
"Tell me. my almond flower, my delight
Manuel Llaguno, H C Nichols, sailed from At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, w ithm and for
the Comm ot W ddo. on the second Tm*sda\ oi‘
of spring, is not that what you will New ^ ork April 11 for Hong Kong ; passed
July. A. 1*. 1902
Anjer prior to July 17.
saw”
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
hesitated,
certain instrument,
.'liss
Darehtiem
to be the last
then,
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
A !i and testament purporting
ol EreneiickA Stevens,
"I'll try your prescription,” she said,
Paul Revere, Whittier, cld from Balti- late of Monroe, in said County ..i Waldo, dewith a flash of her eyes and teeth. "I’ll more
ceased, having been presented o r prohaie
April 21 for sail Francisco.
wear the dagger with the diamond snail
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May ;*u from
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested bv causing a copy
Newcastle, N. S. W.
this order to be
every day."
S H Carleton, Amsbury, passed Neah Bay,
published three weeks sueoesive'v n; the Rej tibshe trust the exquisite, deadly tiling
ln-an Journal, published at Bel’tast. that tl «-v
June
20
from
San
Wash.,
Francisco
for
Taand
with its golden sheath
jeweled hilt, coma.
may appear at a Probate Court, t be held at Bi ifast, within ami for s lid Coup \, on the se oml
through her wheat-colored hair. Oishi
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
with
sudden
dizTuesday ol A'..gust '.ext. ar ten of the dock
Yoshio, overwhelmed
March 5 [nun Manila.
before noon, ami show rau-e. it any they have,
ziness, was aware only when the thing
Mate of Maine. L A Colcord, cleared from
why the same should i,■ *t ta proved, approved
was done that he had kissed her.
New
ork April 2«» for Amov : spoken June [ and allowed.
«• CO. E.
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1>VU.\ ISTRA nu\ s NOIU’K
In-rebv iiivt-s notice that 'hr
.<t the.--

appointed administratrix
A

HR IE E. MOREY, late

t

the Founty of Waldo, iiereas.
bonds as the law directs. Ad peimands against the estate ot >a:
desiied to present the same lot s
all indebted thereto are requestment immediately
SABIN \
Belfast. July 8. 11"cj.
111

Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within amt for
the County of Waldo, on the Sth dav of Jui\,
A. D. 1902.
ARLES F. CLP MMER. guardian of George F.
\J Plummer, a minor of Montville. in sain County of Waldo, having presented a petition praying
for a license to sell at public or private sab-ami
convey certain real estate ot said minor described
in said petition.
At a

4

in the
bonds

1

\H.M

j

a
for

The subscriber hereduly ap-

pointed

«

1N 1ST R ATKIN’S NOTH

F

hereby ^ives not u «■ hat
appointed administratrix of U

July,

NOTICE.

~

!

At

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she has been
Executrix of the last will and

ot
Wald*.. dr
the law direets.
\i;
t
against tie estate
desired to present the same lot
all indebted thereto are request
ment immediately.
OH ARLES I
Si arsmoiit:. July 8. 1 o»>2.

Founty

is

mauds

<•

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within ,nd
the Countv ot Waldo, on the sth da\ >t
A. 1>. 1902.!
VTELL1E F. DICKEV. administratrix <>f the os11
tale "I Walter Dickey, late of Beiiast. in said
County of Waldo, t.eoeased. having presented a
petition praying for a license to sell at public or
private sale and convey ceitain real estate of said
deceased described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for saitl
County, on the 12th day of August, A. D. 1902,
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy
Attest:
f has. P. Hazkltine, Register.

I

cives notice t!

pointed administrator wit h the
the estate of
ELISHA S. FI SH M AN. late

pH

Ordered, That the said petitioner give imtn to
all persons interested by causing a copy --i 'Ids
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to beheld at Belfast, within ami tor said
County, on the 12th day of August. \ D. It*"-,
at ten id t he clock befon noon, andslmw mi use. it
any they have, why the prayer ol said pet i: loner
should not be granted.
GKO. E JOHNSON, Judve
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazfltink. Register,

1 > >1 IN ISTRA TOR’S NOI IFF

A hereby

ARTHUR (>ORlM iN. late
in the Founty
ot
\\ aldo, no
bonds as the law direct^. All p•
mauds against tin* estate of saio
sired to present the same tor si
indebted thereto are requeue.’
HRl Sll l.A
immediately.
Bi unswick, July 8.

TAXES OF 19-:
COLLECTOR'S \Oi'l<

I

A discount ot four per cent, w le i"
all taxes for 1‘HVg paid on or hrfoi.
UHL*, Commencing Monday. Align-'
at m> other in Memorial building
o’clock
M. to 12 mand from
to
for tile purpose of receiving tax*
>

m.

c. mi.i

Belfast, .Inly 23, 1902.—30

testament

of

EUNICE L. CAIN

DOWNES, late of Palermo,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and Given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make pavment
LYDIA M. BELDEN.
immediately.
Prentiss, July 8, 1902.

Strayed

or

Stolen

From pasture duly lltli. a dorse}
color, black points, long switch, prom
with tip* sawed oil. Any one iin-im.
will be rewarded by notifying the own<
ALBKftT S. N ICKKKs
3w29*
Swanville M
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that tie-up! Hunch*
ruitch ami runch !
does me

mm

.:

hone>t critters:
'••m munch.

i•!
f-.ti

we wear

-»•

COLD CURE

patches—honest

.h, and neat,
i ;t\e the patches than to
w hat w e eat.
:.d grub to back
,'ieMmie creed :

ye—that’s

a

■

hat’s my motto—give tlie
they need.
ve ve greetin' w ith their
*

it

morning’s, ah, there’s

•’

■

id, in that.
-metimes noticed, when

'•

>■ a man

neighbors size him up
plan.

nothin' better than this
o. lerstand
—! ei itters owe their coni'ami."

tEverybody's Magazine.
Til'N H I' Nil

K

great reading public
around and bought

c

cd

That does not prove
better story than
it proves simply that a
to
a brown hackle
rise
1. ai nothing but a white
m:
and that when the
age grew tired of realis-omebody yawned and
aid called on a romanti
one stage of culture,
for stories as naive, as
i \ e in their stark savagdie saga: another age,
nay, the whim that
us between
one ot
•. coning,
chooses stories
id

a

consciously, artificial as
Both
House of (’slier.

irable each in its own
both stii the imagitintypes will come and go.
but the human hunger
o
sou is never sated.
s :c:tl phases of the art
> as one may, there
li one is tempted to
oilins that the w hole
e
n: he summed up in three
'em laugh: make 'em
•va t."
The August \t■

n
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a

itM

Relieves the head. nose, tnroat ana lungs
almost Immediately. Cures new colds, old
®olds and obstinate cold*. It breaks up any
kina of a cold in a few hours, and prevents
Pneumonia. Bronchitis. Grippe or other
disease of throat or lungs.
Munyon's Witch Harel Soap makes the
•kin «nft as velvet. 15c. Sold everywhere.
Mnnrrtn't Inhaler Cures Catarrh.
Bond for Qntde to Health Book fro*.

l:I:'

.<!'.

llic New
] ipp'ues-r
as his ups and dim ns,
ouiairements. mingled
::odi >t successes, lake
he lias times when lie
:
;s oi all lots most
si*
iu mined to nil re
u know he is. and the
:s ot the day ot labor
\ ature is at his heels
drought, with threat
Master
nd op the soil.
in one respect: in annul, is more a slave than
that champs in the row
a dumb t\ rant to hold
-.
\ attire's moods must
t! fully, for her smiles
re to lie turned to the
: he husbandman who is
alert.
: e beneath the sun. his
encompassed hy sweet
nostrils the fragrance,
.is tin* melody of nature.
dors are bowed and his
ii and galled. Ids face is
tin- farm
c crass odor of
To his
from ids fibre
! rst fruits and the best
of the earth, yet. The
o rive'
him to unending
to win Ids harvest and
she sends to teach him

well-bred article for public

ami
one which enables him to fulfill agreeably that law of his being which suggests that he should always be putting
something in his mouth.
At a college ball-game not long since,
where, as is usual on such occasions,
clouds of incense were rising to the
heavens from the male portion of the
spectators, I amused myself by observing a young man who sat in a’carriage
near me. and who while the game was
in progress smoked a pipe three times
and filled in all the intervals with cigars
and cigarettes.
I knew something
about him, and had frequently heard
him referred to as "a lirst-rate fellow,”
but if anybody had asked him if lie believed himself capable of a single pure
impulse of the soul, entirely unmixed
with bodily sensations, he would have
stared in amazement.

■

industry.

season, duties jostle,
tasks, work beckons ever
: here is no hour when he
a*, e done!" until Death
nub and calloused hands
andle.- Ilolman F. Day.

ows

Magazine.
I N I N-TKI

Tl.Il.

tl.t* echo o1 the guns ot
w a>. says Martha Baker
oust Atlantic, before the
'In- howl of the kinduipathetic, the unstren-

they asked, lias
nation for going to
.dally in a quarrel not
cation,

,u"

suit liisown purposes,
lib y insisted upon war.
seled a country possessperate climate as the
! ecu given the soldiers to
.-Ives with suitable trous;it>t this delay have been
government for the manimluiehes in readiness for
!.es tu be served during
i, the held of battle?
'"limg and much enduring
*
to expect such common
cognition of his services
mer, prepared promptly,
Is the “poor soldier”
nt?
■1 when he calls for clean
opportunity to run up a
■

■

voice of the people sugmust war, let us see
dieted regularly and inorbloodshed or confusion,
ms be provided to feel the
daily and keep down all
lever in the veins,
ippeiied that while we were
r
newly acquired heroes
heir pedestals, and our
were quarreling over the
giory. and mothers of volu ritiiig to the newspapers
that the tastes of their
\er been consulted in re
g oatmeal for breakfast,
'• cs of
investigation were
.■Ming at all the army stores
nosed, there were one or
less important facts that
tpe general cognizance.
n we

n'lsKAcnidUft

do some

things

is to do

nicy founded on fact.
.id is the result of a limited
envies

Love,

and Love

: nation.

not ignorance: it is taste in
of experience,
is made for man to come hack
>n Wells in the August (’en-

s

"ii

1

Ills

'">t

AND

C0( KT A IDS.

hero of the popular short

or drinking, he is
Martha Baker I)uun in
e>t Atlantic.
His chronicler
i'
pages with tobacco smoke
'■i nates them with cocktails,
n
sorrow, in the most romanlimn the most commonplace
'he hero “lights another cigK motion unaccompanied by
s
something' of which lie evi-

eating

ivs

is

1 e

I,
c

,

(ir'uj

no

conception.

same, too, with the up to
‘"c nian in real life. lie knows,
's been
properly trained, that
1
‘othpick should be indulged in
'hat spot to which Scripture enretire when we are about to
1
meerschaum pipe is a perfectly
i

wear,

PROMISES.
Once when I
A ini doctor

>ick.
thought I’d -i <•.
And mother could'n smile at im*
I’.tit it just turned to cr\.
That was the time for promises
You should have heard them ted
The lots of good things I c-ould have,
If l'il get well.
was ver\

Hut when the fever went awaj.
And 1 began to mend,
And begged to eat the goodies
That Grandma Grown would send,
The\ said beef-tea was better,
A ml gave m\ grapes to \ •-■].
And

laughedand

Augusta
tury.

■

I'll l:

New York.

K.

ail no sooner proved, a
that a certain form of
anally evolved type in

i.i

Francis

Jeffrey

Saiil

said : “You'remiglm eross
Mnee you got weii."
Kortreeht in the August Cen-

Ft:HUM!

tiir

-m< k.

The old New England stock fanners
believed ill "feeding well."
i'liat is a
chore that eonies lirst of a!!. So Farmer
.1 on: s ? ets his lant ei i! on a beam, pushes
bis forkful aftci foikful of rust ling hay
into the mangers, and pours the sweetiliisied mfeal and cracked corn before
ti e drooling creatures that are snorting
and scuttling in hungrv anticipation.
Then he sits down in the dusky linter,
blow against the warm ftank of a cow.
and drums steaming criss-cross .-.treams
into the pail that neither keeps so spotlessly shining. A farmer wh enjoys
the companionship ain't comfort of his
beasts can get plenty oi comfort for
liimself out ot the contented riot of
teeth along tile lows of the stanchions,
as
he sits there and milks.
There's
something in the sound that gives him
a relish for his own breakfast that
mother is setting on the table- fried
ham and warmed-over biscuit and
steaming coffee. Holman F. Hay. in

August Everybody's Magazine.
"naki-

it

catiikiiim-:!"

The following
liiography of a

anecdote is from "The
l’rairie <!irl,” in the
The writer,
Century for August.
Kleanoi Hates, has been describing the
differences of opinion in a Dakota farmer's household as to the choice of a
child
name l'or a
differences which
have delayed the christening for several
months, and which the army chaplain
had made the subject of tiis evening
prayer on his visit to the farm.
When the chaplain stopped on his return-trip, lie found that the christening
was 'till agitato g the farm-house, the
big brothers having formed a triple alliance in favor of Elizabeth, while the
little girl s mother w as adhering more
So lie
warmly than ever to Victoria.
spent the evening in renewed argument
and
offered
Catherine
as a
and prayn.
compromise, lint the little girl's mot tier
attached no importance to his suggestion, knowing that Catherine was tlie
name of his wife.
liefore starting for the reservation in
tlie morning, as lie sat upon his pony
with the family in a circle about him,
tie communicated a notable piece of
Some time during June of tlie
news.
coming year the good bishop, who was
greatly beloved by the Indians, would
visit the post to marry tlie general’s
daughter to the major. The wedding
would take place in the sod church, and
would be followed by a sermon.
And then,” added the chaplain,
“could come the baptism."
The little girl's mother was delighted
with the idea, and decided on the spot to
delay the baptism until June. The administering of the rite by the good
bishop would give it a certain pomp,
while ids presence would insure the attendance of every woman on the plains,
and tlie robe and the shoes would receive due parade and admiration.
The chaplain, satisfied at having accomplished even so little for peace, cantered off the family looking after him.
lint when he readied tlie reservation
road he came to a sudden halt, wheeled
sharply, and raised Ids hands to his
All
face to make a funnel of them.
fell into silence and listened for his
parting admonition.
".Make it Catherine!" lie shouted, and
cantered on.
Women love a dear, healthy complexion.
I’ure blood makes it. Burdock Blood Bitters makes pure blood.
Pat—Poor Mike is did.
Terry—Yis; he niver aven lived to injoy
his life' insurance.
wheelman's tool bag isn’t complete
without a bottle of l>r. Thomas’ Kclectric
Oil. Heals cuts, bruises, stings, sprains.
Monarch over pain.
A

“You admit you stole the horse?”
are extenuat-

“Yes, your honor, but there
ing circumstances.”
“What are they ?”

“I stole the horse for my starving family,
your honor.”
Ten thousand demons gnawing away at
one’s vitals couldn’t be much worse than
the tortures of itching piles. Yet there’s a
cure.
Doan’s Ointment never fails.
Teacher—For what is the city of Lynn
noted ?
Small Boy—For its great amount of seed.

Teacher—Oh,

no.

Small Boy—Then where does linseed come
from?
A boon to travelers. Dr. Fowler’s Extract
Cures dysentery,
of Wild Strawberry.
diarrluea, seasickness, nausea. Pleasant to
take. Perfectly harmless.

She—I’m delighted to know you, but
surprised to find you so tall; your
brother, the poet, is unusually short.
lie—I would’nt say unusually short.
“No?”
“No; he is usually short.”—Philadelphia Record.
I’m

to

Be Father of

the

HUlSb.

Charles Dickens' office table, chair
and looking class and another high-back
chair he used in the editor's office of All

Craft.
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LITERARY NEWS AND

--

[ From the London Globe. [

The editor as lie is now best known_ the Year Round were sold at auction in
the responsible conductor of a news- London lately for *-pJ\
They were
paper or periodical—is a comparatively given at Dickens' death to his housea
collector.
recent product of civilization. lie is, keeper and sold by him to
indeed, but little more than a century
Maine is a great literary centre a
old. The word is much older, for it has
been in use for nearly 800 years; but it present. Aside from her Do me talent,
such
famous authors as Charles Major,
originally meant, like the French “ediAnd an editor of author of “When Knighthood Was in
teur”—publisher.
that kind was sometimes even called an Flower,” is at l’oland Springs: Wil“editioner" -a particularly ugly word. liam D. Howells. Mark Twain and
This use of the term, however, soon be- Thomas Nelson Rage are at York;
Thomas Bailey Aldrich is at his sumcame obsolete, and from the beginning
of the eighteenth century the world of mer home at ‘Tenants Harbor; Kate
readers has been familiar with the edi- Douglass Wiggin is at her Berwick cottor of the second kind—that is, one who tage. And there are others.
prepares or revises and annotates and
Robert Barr. Quiller-Conch, K. F.
arranges the work of another, or of
Benson, Harriet Prescott S potto rd,
others, for publication.
Marion Hill, Onoto Watanna and HarThis species of editor has undergone
vey ,1. O'Higgins are some of filenames
a subprocess of evolution on his own
on tlie title
page of the August fiction
account.
Between the conceptions of
number of Leslie's Monthly. The short
editorial duty as understood by. say,
story by Benson is the best tiling he lias
l’ope and Johnson in their work bn done since
“Dodo” created such a senfor
and
those
of
Shakespeare,
example,
sation. and Robert Barr's love story,
a present-day scholar who, under the
tliat revolves around a new and most
auspices of such a body as the Claren- attractive Marconi invention, is as surdon Press, or one of tiie book-publishprising as it is delightful. The Japaning societies or clubs, prepares a new
ese story of Onoto Watanna with its
edition of a classic, or reprints manumixture of Eastern and Western sentiscript material with a wreath of critical ment against the background of Japan
in
the
of
introduction offers an
apparatus
shape
interesting contrast to O’Higand notes and appendices—between
gins’ story of a Xew York engagement.
these notions of editorial duty there is
a great gulf lixed.
The History of Sanford, Maine, by
the late Edwin Emery, published last
WlilTKIiS AMI KIUTOUS.
A learned editor of the modern vari- year, covering the period from Kitll to
ety has lately laid it down that "a good moo, has been one of the most successwriter will he a bad editor, and a good i ful selling works among town histories,
editor a bad stylist:" and his own use of and the edition is nearly exhausted.
the odious word “stylist" may be held An order was received not long ago
from a bookseller in Paris, an unusual
to go some way to prove the truth of bis
1»uf the statement is too compliment to be paid a hook of this
diction.
sweeping to be accepted as it stands, character. The author, after devoting
it contains, of course, a measure of the leisure of twenty yars to painstruth, for the qmflities required for ef- taking researches into the history of
fective textual criticism, for the patient I his native town, died before placing the
collection of texts and authorities, and | material in shape for publication, that
fortlie various other kinds of detailed : task falling upon his sun. William M.
work regarded by modern scholarship ! Finery: of the stall of the Fall River
Mass. Evening Xevvs. who now has
as editorially important, are very differcut from those needed for original com- other literary work in contemplation.
position. Mich considerations as these, I The
August Everybody's is an ideal
however, never occurred to the writers 1
is compoundand publishers of the eighteenth cen- mid-summer magazine. 11
A man made his name known by ed chielly ot fiction, the lightest and
fury
his writings, and then put money in iiis blithest of tales against a background
of charming and interesting pictures.
p.mch by his editing -his name being a There
are six short stories, a little
marketable commodity- although the
actual editorial work might lie hut poetry, a line, humorous study of the
New England firmer, by Holman !'.
slight and perfunctory, as was tiie
Hay. who is called the poet laureate of
case with Johnson's work on ShakesMaine. ;t noble description of the growpeare.
ing of wheat, '‘Blade and Sheaf.” byKIllNlIl null KIVl’KlV.
Martha McCulloch Williams: A. Radis
there
the
third
Then
kind of editor j clylie Dugmore tells of the “Sheep
-the responsible conductor of a journal Hog Trials at Troutbeek," which sugor periodical
who is hardly traceable gested to Alfred Ollivant the grand
much beyond the beginning of the nine- scene in “Bob. Son of Battle": Arthur.
It is curious to recall ; E. Johnson describes the remarkable
teenth ci ntury.
now the primitive nature of the ediail cooling machine invented by l’rof.
to rial arrangements which were made ; Willis .1. Moore. There are the usual
when the Edinburgh lieview was start- departments, "How to Make .Money."
ed. The small hand of northern scholars and “Little stories oi
People and
who cultivated literature on a little Things." and a most interesting deoatmeal seem to have thought that a scription of the “Customs and Cosreview could he
satisfactorily con- tumes at French Watering Places.”
ducted by a committee of nearly a 1 Altogether a capital and beautiful
dozen.
l!ut this was soon found to be number of the magazine.
an
impracticable arrangement, and
The August Atlantic is largely and
the responsible authority was lodged 1
Besides
in the review's first real editor. Francis seasonably a iiction number.
Jeffrey. Somewhat similar attempts containing the continuation of the
have been made occasionally in later Harmless von Hutton's delightful story.
days to place the editorial authority Our I.ady of the Beeches, it opens
with a powerful “lislier" story by Nor
more or less in commission, so to speak,
though with not such a naive ignoring man Duncan. In the Fear of the Lord,
of possibilities as characterized the and includes attractive and entertain
start of the Edinburgh, but such ex- ing complete stories and sketches by
periments have not usually been very Arthur Colton, .lack London, Alice
successful.
Brown, and Annie II. Donnell. Filter
Francis Jeffrey, in charge of the tabling iiterary contributions arc also
Edinburgh Review, was tlie real father a noteworthy feature of the number.
Fdnnuid (iosse contributes a timely
of all who have since occupied the
editorial chair of paper or periodical. paper on The Revival of Poetic Drama;
It may be objected that magazine edi- ! Martha Baker Dunn, a characteristors existed before Jeffrey's day: but it tically amusing study of The Browning
would be hard to show that any so- Tonic. There are also valuable literary
called editor exercised functions really essays on Bret llarte and Edward Rowcorresponding to those of his present- land Sill, and an editorial disquisition
day successor. Forster, in his "Fife of on Tlie Short story: what it is. what it
Goldsmith." speaks of Smollett as the means, and how to make it. The '‘outeditor of the once famous Critical door" paper for the month is a profound
Review, but this is not strictly correct. 1\ imaginative essay on The Desert by
Reviews of Rooks
Smollett was the mainstay, from the Yerner Z. Heed.
literary point of view, of that maga- New and Old. with especial reference
zine. hut the responsible charge rested to summer Iiction. unusual poems by
with its founder and proprietor Archi- Harriet Prescott Spofford and Duncan
bald Hamilton, the hook-seiiler. This (\ Scott, and a lively Contributor’s club
was the usual arrangement.
The con- complete a brilliant and attractive summer number.
ductor was the publisher.
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Goldsmith w as for a while the chief
writer in the rival review, the Monthly. He did hack work of every kindwork which in later and more prosperous days he never cared to claim as his
own, for it was written under hard and
degrading conditions; but tlie real con- ;
ductor ol the Monthly was its proprietor, Griffiths, the bookseller, whom
Smollett dubbed “illiterate,” and whose
power was shared by his wife. Gold- i
smith complained that all he wrote was
tampered with by these worthies, who
jointly filled the editorial chair. Gave,
the bookseller, again, who founded tlie
Gentleman's Magazine, was also its re-

sponsible conductor.

And in those cases where a magazine
or other
periodical publication was j
identified, not with a bookseller or publislier, but with a well-known writer’s
name, the writer was not an editor in
the modern sense: for his business was
to write, for the most part, his own I
paper, not to accept or reject, sift and |
arrange and correct the contributions i
It was in this way that
of others.
Defoe conducted his Review, Steele !
and Addison tlie Tatler, Spectator and
j
Guardian, Fielding the Govent Garden
Journal and Johnson the Rambler and i
I Idler. Occasional numbers of one or
i other of these papers, or of tlie many
other periodical publications—the Con! noisseur, World, Adventurer and tlie
i like
-might he written by a casual contributor, but in tlie main they were
written, in each ease, by tlie one or two
men who started, and if the expression may he allowed, “ran” them.

j
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Johnson uid much toabolish the days
and traditions of Grub street and to
enhance the dignity of the profession
of letters.
Francis Jeffrey first invested the editorial chair with an authority
which commanded respect. But for
editors in general, and especially for
the editors of newspapers, contempt
was long the prevailing feeling in “polite society." A newspaper editor was
In
to many a pariah, a social outcast.
Waverley Scott makes Col. Talbot say,
when an unpalatable newspaper paragraph was put into his hand. “I wish
to heaven these scoundrels were condemned to be squeezed to death in their
own presses.
I am told that there are
not less than a dozen of their papers
now published in town, and no wonder
that they are obliged to invent lies to
find sale for their journals.” Xot less
than a dozen! What would the gallant
colonel say now, could he revisit this
Still more signundane sphere?
nificant was a remark made by a
scribe, who wrote an account of the
life of Dr. Dodd, the forger, for an edition of that worthy’s “Thoughts in
Prison,” which was issued in 1818, “he
(Dr. Dodd) descended so low as to become the editor of a newspaper!”

OASTOHIA.
Bun the
_,^Ttte Kind You Haw Always Bought

t*r

Mother

Always Keeps It Untidy.

“My mother suffered a long time from distressing pains and general ill health due
primarily to indigestion,” says L. W. Spalding, Verona, Mo. “Two years ago I got
her to try Kodol. She grew better at once
and now, at the age of seventy-six, eats
anything she wants remarking that she

fears no bad effects as she has her bottle of
Kodol handy.” Don’t waste time doctoring
symptoms. Go after the cause. If your
stomach is sound your health will be good.
Kodol rests the stomach and strengthens
the body by digesting your food, it is
nature's own tonic.
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sometimes

given to what
the BAD DI3It is not confined to dens rf

name

generally known
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as

EASE.
vice or the lower classes. The
purest
HAIAA n ?nd best people are sometime*
'nfecied with this awful
malady
r vlovll through handling the clothing,
drinking- from the same vessel®.
°r °thenviSe
COmin® m contact with Person,
it

_
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lilllllll
”■ V v \l
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atSerupt^’b^aksou^on

groins.

S°re’ ^

“

SWe,li^

in th*

I contracted aHd can
or i>iooa Poison. I was
under tr€atmenf
of a physician until I found that
he could
do me no erood.
Then beg-an taking
1 commenced to
improve at ono»

the body, sores and ulcers appear
in
in tne tnnnfti
throat becomes
mouth, the ft,.
ulcerated, the hair, eye brows and
lashes fall out; the blood becoming1

ofmoJrn”,!8”

snwhcTta,iinatr1,
co,or4
splotches and pustularcopper.
and
eruptions

ties and today am sound and well,
^■ Wall, Morristowu, Tenn.
appear upon different parts of
the body, and the poison even
the bones.
destroys
S. S. S. is a Specific for this loathsome
disease, and cures it eves in tha
worst forms.
It is a perfect antidote for the
sores

powerful virus that pollutes
the blood and penetrates to all
parts of the system.
I nless you get this
poison out of vour blood it will
you, and

children, for

l°ctlilt'-

...

but

is

guaranteed

jVlnlte

for

131
Blood
Poison.

and

our

charge

after his Inauguration in March, 1897,
President McKinley appointed Colonel
Ayme consul to the island of Guadeloupe, and he has since served in that
(capacity. Colonel Ayme is a linguist.
He has translated considerably, espe- ;
eially from the French and the Spanish.

ruin

your

bring disgrace
it

S. S. contains

no

home treatment book and iearn
OUTr/ree
If you want medical advice

physicians will furnish

and disease upon
1 parent
mercury or potash,

be transmitted froi

can

strictly vegetable compound.

a

give

us a

all about

history of

Contagious
your case

all the information you wish wit! out
any

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

whatever._THE

CURED OF LI GRIPPE.
Xo disease of modern

trees

has cat sed so

la G-’.ppe and its after
effects. BLOOD B i X V. is the only medici te sold
which goes to the rch .if the trouble and
cleanses the blood cf L.i Grippe germs, rr.aki: r
much

Cemetery Crudities.
What is more sadly comic or incongruous than the imposing medley of
stone and marble in a great cemetery?
The towering columns loom over the
resting-places of such small citizens.
The "dove of peace” alights where it
would never have brooded of its free
will. The guardian angel bends over
the vixen's tomb, while mediocre bits
of slate denote the graves of many
saintly and gifted pilgrims.

sufleri: g

as

» 11,134 Xewt
a cure certain.
John A
'•
A xmc
Street, Lawrence, Mass., •.-.rites:
1
year ago I had a s-v .•••< at:I: cf l a

:i
a

pud fea red that dread disc o •-, consumption.
our,on.led BI'iiiD XVIX 71. arm
after taking live b tries I am entirely cured.

"My druggist

I recommend i.t to:

ruricreis .com La

BLOOD
IS

These awkward blocks and heathen
mns and dreadful graven images are
the expression of living human hearts.
This mournful medley of badly sculptured marbles is but their pitiful endeavor to render final tribute to their
beloved ones, and to insure perpetual
remembrance of names and dates that
mean so much to them.
The monuments have naught to do
with those that rest beneath them;
they speak not of the travelers gone,
but of those left behind. These blocks
and columns belong not to the city of
the dead, but are the property of living
architects. They tell us not of the departed. but merely something of his
triends.
Have they good taste? Much
money? Are they pretentious or sentimental?
so with the epitaphs.
We read them
and take note that tiie remaining relatives were l'mid of scriptural quotations
or poetry.
I his composition was done
to show the rhymer's skill rather 'ban
to set forth the merits of the dead.
These sorrowing friends doted on decorative scrolls, those upon ornamenral
lettering. The owner of this lot does
not forget to bring his individual offering of potted plants, while the proprietor of that grand iron-fenced inclosure
leaves the selection of Mowers to the

A.

HOWES &

A.

FOR

Grippe.”

WINE
BY

SALE

CO., DRUGGISTS.
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gardener.

I .ft him who gazes at the innumerable
monuments of stone and marble fail to
exclaim, "liehold the city of the dead!”
I lather let him muse on this curious description of the surviving multitude.
1 his inartistic ami conglomerate mass
of ogiy slabs voices their sentiment and
pictures them alone.
These are their crude and primative
devices. Some day they will perchance
look back upon il all and wonder. -'The
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Reduced to FIFTY
CENTS

August Atlantic.

A

YEAR

Farm and Garden
Market IP ports
I'ruit Culture
Meehan ie il Devices
Fashions and I anrj V\
'.s.
b
Feeding and Breeding:
Apiary
Talks xv it h Our Lawyer News nt tii
Day
liairv ami Creamery
ll.oi-» Ind.i
it a res
Tin Poultry Yard
The truest i.e.
Plants and Flower*
The Venn, ary
The llorse
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New Idea
j|
Woman’s i

Noted

Presbyterian Preacher.
Rev. Dr. floury Van Dyke, the new
'moderator of the Presbyterian general
.assembly, is one of the most popular

Formerly

I

Magazine
is the
eupes:
THISFashion
Magazine

a n.d

best
now
before the America:, public. It shows
New Ideas in Fa.
,s. in Millinery,
in Em broidery. :n. Cooking in
Woman’s Work a:.a n Reading;
beautifully illustrated in colors and
in black and whAbove all, it
shews the very fa-»h: nable New Idea
Styles, made fr-m N w Idea Patterns, which cost c: :y lOc. each.
.•

F. K. Thomas of
Bang ok, July 2-.’.
Exeter said today that Frank B. Brown
of South Brewer, who disappeared at
Pushaw lake on July ti, was living probably at 2t> Winter street, Lawrence,
Mass., with Mrs. Thomas, and that the
Thomas stated
couple had eloped.
that Brown’s disappearance was part
of a plot to secure $2,000. life insurance
from the Brewer lodge of the Ancient
Order of United Workmen which he
joined a short time ago. A demand for
the amount of the policy has been
made on them by Mrs. (ieorge White,
Brown’s mother. Thomas has begun
proceedings for a divorce.
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PI B. CO.. Belfast

for a single cc-yof t. ? Nk-.v Idea Woman's
Magazine:, a:: see what great value
for the money it can give you.

A FREE PATTERN

THE NEW IDEA PUBLISHING CO
636 Broadway. New York. N
Y.
nrr:—

(your

own

to every subcents a year.

selection!

Only 50

scriber.

_.--

MS CALL'S^
MAGAI1NEW

Division.

A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.
SUMMER

SERVICE.

A r;m; beautiful colored plates; latest
fashions; dressmaking economics fat y
hub■;*. household hints, fiction, etc
scribe to day, or, send cc for lat *t copy
Lady agents wanted Send tor terms.
Stylish Pp’irtblP. Stmnlp. TTt>-t<v
date. Economical ami Absolutely
Perfect-Eittiutf Paper Patteru9.
>*

Six

Trip*

a

Week to fioston.

CALL
MSBAZAR*
L
**

Patterns
Commenriin: Monday. Mav5tn, steamers least
Belfast:
For Boston, via Camden and Korkland. Monn. \i.. other days, except Sumlav. al
days at

5.oil

All
Only

Ask

|\ M.

For Searsport. Buekspnrt. "
den ami Bangor, dailv. ex *ept
7.4a A. M.

and

interpoit. HampMonday, at about

Seams Allowed and all Bastlno
and Sewino Lines shown.
and is cents each—none higher.
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town,

in

or

by

S.-ld in nearly overy
mail from

city

THE McCAi.1 CO..
113-115-117 West 31st St., NEW YORK.

ltKTl KN in<; :

From Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 5.0ui*.m
From Kocklau d. via Camden, daily, except Mon
dav, at about 5.00 \. m.
l*Vom Bangor, via way-landings. Mondays a
12.00 m.. other week days at 2.00 i\ si.
FRED W. POTE. Agent. Belfast.
A. II. II ANSI OM. (. I*. A T. A.
CALVIN Al'STIN.
Vice President and Ceneral Managei.
308 Atlantic Avenue, Boston.

LIVE
SOLD

ON

STOCK
COMMISSION.

Tin* IJrpuhlieaii Journal aiul M. Cali
with tirr Oat trill-. Will hr >rill olir
a.lili r>S-J.lli ill ntlvsmrr
p;
lit v. Jm i;n v

Zllir

M^u.i
>«

tr

tor

Ci

r»rlta>t. .M-

and FAFKR HANOKR. will paper for you

a

room

$2 25,

FOR
furnishing paper and all.
I WO

Ceilings whitewashed.

FOR 75c.

RECEIVERS OF...
I give a guarantee
first-class jot*. Address.
A. 151.00 v|. ;i> High St.. Belfast. Me
l:'tf*l *t
Drop a postal card and 1 will call.

Fainting at lowest price

New Milch

Cows, Veal Calves, Beel of

every description, and
Sheep and Horses.

also

Special attention to New Milch Coyys.
Veal Calves sold on their merits.
Hogs sold at market price.
Quick returns and market values.
Have had 15 years’ experience.
Write or telegraph for information.
BEfr-Stock shipped from Burnham every Monday
LIBBY, B. & A. Stock Yards,
ly7*
Brighton, Mass.
F. L. LIBBY. Burnham, Me.
Direct all inquiries to
LIBBY BROTHERS,

for

hogs.

E. L.

The Governor’s Council has set Aug.
6th for the hearing of the petition
of John C. Best, the murderer of
George E. Bailey of North Saugus, for
the commutation of his sentence.

Is the
1S

m

whoghaveeScomnetra0cted

(inc of tlie books oi the year for
Maine is the “Life of Captain Jeremiah
O'Brien of Maehias" which is now
Rev. Andrew M. Sherman is
reat.y.
the author and he has done a splendid
of
work for American history,
piece
(.‘apt. O’Brien was the commander of
our living squadron, the improvised
lleet that captured the armed British
vestel Margaretta in
Maehias
bay.
It was our first naval victory against
the mother country and its chief hero
was a figure well worthy of being written about as Mr. Sherman has done.
Ex-secretary John I). Long in writing
of him says: "O’Brien’s brilliant feat in
capturing the Margaretta has, however,
this special significance, that it was not
merely the personal heroism of a single
encounter, but was the first challenge
of the infant American navy to the giant
and almost omnipotent naval power of
Great Britain. Independence spoke in
tlie voice of its cannon and in tlie very
It
word of command of its captain.
was the first in the series of tlie gloripreachers In the colleges of the land,
ous victories of the Yankee sailor, and
a
O'Brien, full Yankee, though of Irish one of the best known writers and
descent, deserves to rank with our •j friend to more young men perhaps
than almost any preacher in the denaval heroes.
IIis career, like that of
was full of
so many a sailor-man,
'nominatiou.
usual
vicissiromance.
He shared the
tudes of fortune, was taken prisoner
on the sea, subjected to the honors of
Spider-Web.
the “Jersey" prison-ship, taken to
England and incarcerated there, though A slender filament is yon
aftei a year affecting his escape. The Bright- bit of gossamer whereon
story of O’Brien’s later life as a citizen, The sunlit spider swings- what if he fair.'
A conch of grass is all.
the
as collector of customs, and in
usual duties of a foremost man of his ; A dozing architect, he lays
11 is a type of His skillful courses on my ways—
section is interesting.
the strong, earnest forceful New Eng- But see how idly ! For with one light blow
1 la> his rafters low.
land character in the early days of the
republic. He was evidently one of Yet he’ll go building still, as 1,
those masterful leaders who in war or Whose castles oft in ruins lie,
Begin and spin anew' my filament
peace, in the social or political arena,
By some vast Being rent.
were always at the front, the recital of
whose lives is an education in strenuMayhap, because I choose to lay
to
incitement
an
ous. citizenship and
My daring rafters on His way,
the efficient discharge of the duties of lie sweeps his vexed forehead with a frown
And strikes my castles down !
the patriot.” Mr. Sherman’s volume
is a valuable contribution to revolu- —James Herbert Morse, in the Atlantic.
tionary history and biography. It is of
300 pages with 25 illustrations and an
Thomas’ Story For It.

introduction by ex-See retary Long.
Mr Sherman is now a resident of Morristown, X. J.

■m* AUlAfliAlIC

Cou«nl at Guadeloupe.
Colonel Louis H. A.vme, United States
consul to Guadeloupe, who sent the
first news of the St. Pierre disaster,
was first appointed to the consular
service by James G. Blaine.
Shortly

Burnham,

a

Cottage

for Sale

AT SWAN LAKK.
I will sell one of my cottages at Swan Lake at
bargain, as poor health prevents me entertaining large parties, both ottages were built with
Open fire place,
many modern conveniences.
cooking apartments, and stable separate. Terms
easv.
Apply in person or by letter to
a

Met
Or at Rock wood

MRS. A N.WKM WORTH.
Box 1‘21 Searsport. Maine,
Cottage. Swan Lake.
3t30j

choir; solo, Miss Jane Curtis; address of
welcome. Rev. T. P. Williams; music; response to address of welcome by Rev. Mr.
( apt. Natl. Gilkey is at home for a time.
Smith; solo, followed by two minute speechDr. W 11. Waters spent Sunday in town.
The music
es, closing with “America.”
for
a
Kev. T. 1\ Williams is ir Winslow
will be under the supervision of the followfew days.
ing committee: Rev. T. P. Williams, F. 11.
Capt. W M. Tupper is at the Devereaux Park, Miss M. E. Shute, Miss Janie Curtis
homestead.
Wednesday there will be drives to swan
Mrs. Lucy Adams returned to Bangor Lake and other points of interest, and in
the evening a union prayer meeting. ThursWednesday.
athletic sports, with a ball game in the
1. F. Wallace has accepted a good posi- day
afternoon. It is rumored that the ladies
tion in 1 nity.
will repeat Thursday evening, by request,
Mrs. B. M. Plummer of Camden was in the farce of “The Musical
Bouquet,” given
town last week.
here last winter.
Friday there will be a
M >s Kthel Nichols is at home for a few basket excursion to Bangor on steamer City
weeks vacation.
of Bangor,with a visit to Riveside Park and
dinner in the grove. Friday evening there
Mes>r>. Salter and Wallinger were in
will probably be a social hop, Saturday,
town Thursday.
family reunions, Sunday, a union service at
Miv (icmgie Ford returned from Squirrel
the M. E. church, arrangements to be made
island iasLweek.
by the clergymen.
Mi>. Win. (5 etc hell and family returned
to Augusta Monday.
NOKTI1 SKAKsrOKT ITEMS.

MORRILL.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

M

Adelaide True of Waterville returnby train Friday.

ss

ed h*

Miss Gagie Chapin is visiting in Caimlen.

me

Mi'S Marion Whittum is attending
iimss college in Augusta.

a

Mrs. A. O. Spaulding is visiting in stock-

bus-

tun

springs.
Charles Gray of Prospect was in town
last Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Hills and family returned

F.

V Park of Bangor is visiting his
mother, Mis .1. II. Park.
B. McDonald

W.

Mevens t<c.

-f Malden

was

at

the

and Mrs. E. AY. Carter are visiting at
tie* old homestead.
Mr.

.lann-s Mc'nmgai! is at the Thurston
homestead for the season.
Mi

Miss Lillias N clmls
M iss

phot s.

■

with her friend

is

E.

Frankfort.

ui

at Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. AYebb Perkins of Frankfort
visited at Asa Carter's last Sunday.

Maur.ce D" liver and sister Inez are visitnil'.';*'

ing

f

*

Will George with a crew of men is cutting Berton George's hay in Prospect.

Ti-mu wife and son are the guests
and Mrs. Forest; Treat.

dm-.

>

Kendnskeag.

-a

a|

E. E. Stinson succeeded m landing two 5pound salmon from Swan Lake last week
AY. T. C. Ruuneils, wife and daughter
called on friends in this place last Sunday.

\Vi 1.t• and wife liave returned to
from a short visit in town.

\"\v. ;;

Km

\

je Heed of Vassal-boro is the guest
of Ins aunt, Mrs. Georg" Merrithew.

i

!

ack
<

v»*m

1 it>

s

F

*U"i

.<•:

Bert Moody of Swanville was in town
last Sunday visiting his sister, Mis. E. E.
Clements.

of Kvei ett, Mass., is ■'pendwith his f«»mil> in town.

'll

si

David Moody of Swanville is helping E.
Clements cut his hay.

Mrs. E. K. Nickerson, who has been visiting here, has returned to Belgrade.

ss‘F‘1'M, Noble Fan.urn of Brooklyn is
Leib’s for the season.

M

last week.

home

few days.

a

Dean, apt. Batchelder.
d paving for Newark, N. .1
v

Mr. and Mrs. L.

B. Gritlin of Stockton

springs were in town last Sunday visiting
i.awreiico was recently called to | her father, T. E. Dorr.
1 ’:e aiejic--. K. 1., by tic- illness of her
R. B. Filing wood, who has been visiting
brother.
u. Fernald's, leit for his home in
at <
R*-v U
iin
ashing Adams occupied Leavenworth, Kansas, Tuesday.
:litin- '.st Congl. church on Suni :
Miss Agnes Murray arrived by
M

s'

Sunday’s

day morning.

boat, from Boston and will board a few
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Win, J. Mathews.

Ni' h ils ami family from NorthMass., are the guests of Mrs.
1 .Alias Nichols.
P

m

Miss Hazel Colson was presented last
week with a nice organ by her brother < >tis,
who is in the employ of llervey Partridge
of Prospect.

('apt \ inson. Ford, Mrs. W. K. Palmer,
F.V"i> n an < 'atlnmme, arri ved by steamer
Git) of Bangor Frida.* morning.

Mrs. C. E. Hills and family of south Nai\. Mass., who have been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J. Mathews, have

th

Wade of

tin* Revere House, Beiast. ai d M>s [ ma Bc"d, spent Sun*la\ in
town, ‘he _tii"sisof Mr<. George Merrithew.
Aide!

«

mi

:•

tril

returned home.
Mr-

Luella Carter and (laughter. Miss
of Nortliport avenue, Belfast,
were in town last Sunda\. the guests of
Mrs. Marion Mathews.

"dors foj tie* Maine Home and ForMissions desire that all promised cont-ons

Foil

thcomlng before August

be

1st.
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a

arm

ot"

w.-ath.-r uni lie is
iB*

tx
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a.

1-poi
1"- 'h.
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ami

his

i"tail

—

o:

bogilsh liave
:iU" catclies
load of bn\ s
those who have
:i

b -a:

i

natchinga

adies of the 1st Congl. church lield
th-:
tnnual bazar in I'nion Hall last
dl.ai'ia) ami it proved a success both
1
ami financ a! y.
’1'lie proceeds
wi-:-i"j;
The ladu-s are also to be congraMi ated on the charming decorations.
d. B. Miedd has been
employ"*! in regu1

The social hop at Mai 'leu’s hall last satur
da v night was well attended.
Thirty
couples were in attendance and danced to
the .-xceEcnt music of Mr. and Mis. P.D. 11.
< alter of East Belfast.
There will he another danc.- in the same hall n* \t Saturday
night, with the same music, and icecream
and cake v. ill be served.

ami

mm

and

vers

i-.-nHy received

-i.oidook
tin

The spiritual Progressive s<>eiet\ of
North Sear.-port have chosen "liio-i s tor the
ensiling yearns follows: President, E. B.
Ci!!! vice president, T. E. I »nrr ; secretai \,
M: -. E. B. Giitlin. treasurer, Mis. E. G.
ymart
c•nimitn-e. M -. i. B. Gritlin, Mrs.
Cii- >ter 1 oisoii, Mr-. E. (E Smart and Mr.-.
Nettie Prescott.

iinpri.iviiig rapid-

s

•!•!■•!'

.i-■.

ak-

til" p.'"t *dlice is

Pi .ng the night
.li-.iil.

i •-bn-.lies.,
m-amd.

••:

In

\

■

•'
ii
t the
gear
mi
h Winiami has sm*<*"eded in ad/usling it <o
:•-.) tliat the launch is making anpre••d"iite*l records if speed. She cant" from
uk. down around the tsmub. up into the
'la'Pmu' and across t<> steamboat wharf in 50
.miimites last Saturday.
••••

M"d.

Ga«*sts at the >e®jirsport House
F. B.
i! an eck, Boston; Mrs. A. J >. More), son
\\ id" a ml daughter Lillian of
Roxbury,
Mil"-

M

A. Lovelace, Poston: H. H.
G. Part illy and F. Alley, prospect. -1. W. (Purity and d. B. Lewis, Bans'i : M. D. Brown Monroe: G. T. Foss,
P* Mei:d
Mis. H.
Howard, Miss Klizabeth Denni", Mms Maria Marston, Brock’■'•n, Mass.: N. 1*. ( arver and wife, Boston:
F.
M
A. Carter, Quincy: Mrs. ,L N.
Nichols, Dorchester ; Mr. W. Grinned, Camden.

l.d'b;,,

c.

ait-T.

Mi.-s Addie S. Mathews arrived from
York Beach last week and is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Marion Mathews. Miss Mathews is a teacher in one of the schools in
Everett, Mies.

Tin- Sears port post
onners, May F. Clark,
1 Staples, M T
v, Ma

v;c-

1

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

MON KOI-:.

Rev. James 1 diigwei. of An.e-bury. Mass.,
join his wife and children, who
have been here a few weeks ...Mrs. Smith
and daughter from New Jer>* \ are visiting
at Barker Piper's.... Mrs. Kale Hetherington and child fiom Fall River, Mass., are at
Frank Bowden’s to spend the summer....
Mrs. Abbie sewall and her friend Mrs.
I Bryant, from Roxbury, Mass., are in town.
• —Mr. Edwin Lufkin was quite
badly hurt
by a cow last week. He is somewhat lame
but it is hoped he will soon recover. ...Mr.
George Walker, who had a shock last week,
1 remains
about the same and some hopes are
entertained of his recovery_M.O. Brown,
j
i M. D., from Dover has bought the practice
of Dr. Holt and settled here. Dr. H< It will
j go to a larger place. Dr. Brown is highly
recommended.Dr. and Mrs. Holt are
i
in Lamoine visiting his mother. Many
friends regret liis departure from Monroe
and wish him success wherever lie goes.
-Mrs Maria Atwood died July iMtli, aged
| 77 years, 10 months. Obituary later.
is in town to

|

in. I'. P. Nichols is making extensive repaws on the yacht “Bowery Girl"and will PKOSPKl’T
LKK V.
shortly place her in commission. One of
Capt. Ralph Morse and wife of Stockton
ot.i sea captains, well skilled in
yachts and Springs and Capt. Win. Hichborn and wife
yachting, who knew the boat in her painty j of
Searsport visited Capt. W. H. Harriman
days before her mast was shortened, says: | and wife one day last week.Mrs. Orilla
"No boat on the bay or river had any bu.siMcMann and her granddaughter, Medora
ness with her under a free sheet and
plenty ! A. f ierce, visited Capt.and Mrs.A.J.Crocker
of w ind in those days.'' And he is ready t.,
and Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hill in Winterport
speculate that in her kind of weather now last week
X. 11. Miles and wife returned
there are few boats, large or small, that she to their
home in Providence, R. I., July 27th.
cannot outsail in a beat to windward and
On their wa\ home they visited relatives in
return.
Brooks and Belfast.
I Winterport, Burnham,
Omitcary.
Died in Searsport, July Aid, ! —Archie
Harding, formerly of this place,
Ellen M. Sweeney, aged r.4 years and 11 met with a serious accident in
Worcester,
months. Mrs. Sweeney was a daughter of
| Mass., July lsth. While working on a buildthe late .Josiah and Lydia Colson, and the ;
ing a derrick broke, hitting him, and befell
widow of the late \Y. N'. Sweeney, who was a distance of 45
feet, striking on his face.
A!
lost at sea
years ago, leaving to her the His jaw was broken, several teeth knocked
rearing of two children, to whom she has out and two arteries severed in his arms,
been a devoted and loving mother. She be- with other injuries, lie was taken to the
came a member of the Methodist Church
hospital and everything that human power
early in life and has lived an exemplary could do was done for him. It was thought
life, and bore the uttering of a long sick- at first that lie could not possibly live, but
ness with Christian fortitude.
She leaves a he rallied and at this writing is doing well.
daughter, Lizzie M., a son, Williarti A., one It is thought at the hospital that he will
sister, Mrs. Sarah A. Bradford of Boston, come out all right, and his many friends
Mass., and two brothers, James A. and Wil- here hope to see him home before the sum
son A. Colson of Searsport.
The funeral mer is gone.
He will come to see his
services took place from her late home Fri- mother, Mrs. Jessie Harding, as soon as he
day and were conducted by Kev. G. II. is able—Mrs. W. C. Harding went to WorHamilton. The interment was in the village cester, Mass., last week
Mrs. Celia Herrick of Stockton Springs is visiting her
cemetery.
Oli» Home Week.
At a mass meeting | cousin, Mrs. Eugene Barnes....Mrs. E. W.
!
entertained the Helping Hand
in Sargent block Tuesday evening the pro- Grindle
Club July 23d—A picnic will be held here
gram was arranged and a reception and j
general information committee selected as | at the same place as last year, Tuesday,
There will
follows: Blanche Nickels, Blanche Ross, Aug. 5th, weather permitting.
Louise Leib, Jessie Black, Maud Colcord, be an entertainment at the school house in
Joan Colcord, Emma Hiehborn, Linda Col- the evening. All are cordially invited to
cord, Pronell Gilkey, Louise Bailey, Sadie attend_Mrs. Frank Curtis of Sandypoint
Marks, Maude Dutch, Robert Nichols, Fred visited Mrs. Hattie Kenney last week
Rlack, Fred Park, Lincoln Colcord, Frank The funeral services of Ashton Leach were
Gross, Sidney Sargent. The committee will held from his father’s home July 23d, Rev.
; Robert Sutcliffe of Bucksport officiating.
greet our guests on their arrival.
to Penobscot for
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday will be de- His remains were taken
He was a young man who was
voted to social gatherings.
Tuesday even- burial.
he was known. His family
ing a grand reception will be held in Union liked wherever
Hall, with the following program: Prayer have the sympathy of a large circle of
by Rev. G. H. Hamilton; music by Union friends.
—

—

j

—

1

halldale.
It is expected that Fred M. Poland will
Misses Ada Blood and Emma Mureh are
at home for a two weeks vacation from the preach here Sunday forenoon, Aug. 3rd....
Maine Insane Hospital, where they are em- Enos Emery appears to be gaining slowly.
ployed_Mrs. Sarah Jackson of Rockland ••••Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Hall of Lowell,
Mr. Richard Mass., is visiting his father, Elias li. Hall.
is v.siting relatives in town
Merriam is at home from Providence, K. I., freedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Trafton
for a vacation
Prof. A. E. Linscott returned home last
Hatch have returned to Syracuse, N. V_ Monday and will spend the remainder of
Mrs. George Clark and daughter from New his vacation in Freedom
Mr. and Mrs.
Haven, Conn, are at Mrs. E. E. Mears— Edward Sibley of Belfast spent Sunday
Mrs. John Nash and little daughter from with Mr. 1). \V. Dodge....Mr. and Mrs.
j
Lawrence, Mass., were the guests of Mr. Clarence Johnson of Waterville are spemlI ing a two weeks vacation with Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Theodore Thomas last week
Mr. and Mrs. George Weymouth from lsle- Gustavus
Bellows. ...There will be a
boro are at his father’s during the month of I rubber social at the home of Mr. J.
July_Misses Bertha and Maggie Wood W. Libby next Thursday evening. All
I
are spending a fortnight at Northport CampIce cream and
are cordially invited.
ground_Mrs. Abbie Sheldon and son cake will be served.... Master Harry Sprowl
Austin are visiting in Massachusetts—Mr. of Pittsfield is spending a few days with
liosea R. Robinson has been having a se- his cousin, Phil J. Libby— We regret that
vere illness_Mr. Increase Robinson and
j Mr. Newell White, our popular printer, is
family of Waterville were in town Friday. is so soon to leave us. He and his family
_There were 1-5 at Sunday school last will be great',} missed in Freedom. They
Sunday_At the class convention held | go to Cherrylieid next week, and will carry
here Saturday Elisha Merriam was nomi- I with them the best wishes of many friends,
nated as candidate for Representative to i
Mrs. Anna Stephenson and daughter
L. C. ! Jennetta are the guests of Mrs. Nellie Macthe Legislature by acclamation.
Morse was chairman of the convention and Grey of
Unity_Miss Gertrude Knowlton
T. E. Gusliee, Sec'y.
spent Sunday with her Freedom friendsMr. and Mrs James Elliot returned to
SWAXVILLK.
We are glad to announce that Rev. Ash- Lynn. Mass., Saturday, after a week's visit
ley A. Smith of Belfast will speak at the with friends i i; Fteedom ami adjacent towns.
Union church Sunday, Aug. nd, at il _Mr. and Mrs. Perkins left Freedom
o'clock, standard time. Mr. smith is a line Monda\. The, will spend the remainder of
speaker ami we hope to see a large attend- their vacation u Aroostook Count;, ..Mr.
A cordial invitation is extended to
ance.
in Morrill.
| Willard Brown spent Sunday
all...-Mr. K. U. Goldsmith of Springfield is I •sKA ItSMON
the guest of his brother, Mr. Albert GoldMr. ami Mr-. W. M. Thayer and Miss
smith. He is a dealer in graphaphones,
Ft hei Thayer -i Belfast and Mrs. Henry
and last Thursday evening gave a fine con- Barker of
Camden were in town last Suncert to a large and very appreciative audiday.Mrs. Fdwin Moody and daughter
It “if is more blessed to give than to
ence.
and Mrs. Hauled Weed of Oakland, Califorreceive" he must be a very happy man for
nia, are gue>t> of Mr. and Mrs. \\ Bickto
so
so
much
many
pleasure
having given
ford.... Mr. sanborn McFarland of llico,
people_The past week of dull weather Colorado, arrived home last week after an
1
has thrown a wet blanket on haying
absence of twenty-one years... Mr. C. W.
Master Ralph Cunningham met with a seri
s. Gunn of Bennington, N. IF, was in town
ous accident by running against a ladder 1 last week.... Mr. Beniamin Fowler of Bath
hook ai d driving it into his foot. Dr. Ham 1 is
visiting his lather. Rev. F. M. Fowler_
was called to dress the wound, and In* is do
Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. Rixley of Worcesing nicely.... I’au. and Bertha Bradford ter, Mass., an* guests of the McFarland
have returned from a visit to their father in ; sisters ...Mr. Fdwin II. l»yer of I.awMrs. i
Bangor and are at F. M. Stevens'
rence, Mass., wa> in town last week-Rev.
Jane Dow us cut her right hand quite badly W.
:
Berkeley i> away for a week’s vacation,
last week ...Miss Littlefield of Watervilie, The
Fool will be held here at
Sunday
j
and a friend of her.-, are guests of her uncle. logo
a. mM ij,.\t Sunday, as there will be no
i
A.
Ross
M.
Nickerson
Mr. F.
Stevens....
Miss Ruth I C and Master
pl ead:. ng serve
caught the largest fish ever taken from swan Winth’up Sargent of Lawrence, Mass., are
Lake last Monday. It was a nine and onespending the summer at their uncle's, (L B.
lialf pound salmon.... Mr. Henry <». Nicklayer's. Mi>> Annabel Bierce lias recovered
It from
erson lost a valuable sheep last week.
her critical illness and returned home,
in
the
found
dead
was
pasture—Master she was accompanied by her sister, Mrs.
Fdwin Greeley is the guest of his grand- .John
Thompson of Augusta, who called upparents, Mr. and Mr.-. Alonzo Holmes, dur- on old friend" in town last week
Chiling haying.... 1‘early and Grace McKeen of dren’s Hay, which was postponed on acWoburn, Mass., are guests of Mr. ami Mrs
count of diphtheria in dune, was observed
John Morrill.
The pastor preached in the
last Sunday.
THORN DIKE.
morning, taking i• >i his subject The safety
Geo. F. File.- and Joseph I'reiiti>s had of the V'-uiig.
The Sunday school gave a
several sheep and lambs killed by dogs hut concert o the «.*\cuing... Mr. Matthew I.asweek.... M r. and Mrs. Henry Parsons were sell i> recoverin
from his recent illness.
j
1;
called to Vassalhoio Nat unlay by the
Slot K io> "11. I\«.".
ous illness of their d;iughtm\ Mrs. Arthur
Mrs. Hairy Wiu.-iow and little son Farle
Jack.-on—Mr.-. Hattie Foster of Rockport
| of (jaincy, Ma>" arrived early last week
is tin* gue.-t of he.- parent.-, Mi. and Mr.-. I
to spend the remainder of the summer with
Joseph Higgins. ...Mrs. Julci Leighton he parent". Mi and Mrs. Simeon Fllis. at
and Miss Hattie Wren of iig .^m were
! the In-me oi hei grandfather, ( apt. 1 honias
guests of Mrs. "aiaii Wren Ha\
.inly J.'th. i c!iii'<>r<l.... M: < lAther Webber and chilMi.-- Grace Hunt, who ha- been stepidreaof Belfast "pent tile past week with
ping v.t!i Mrs. F. I
her aunt, M io
ohn Randell.... Mrs. Maria
n— d In
ther... .Mrs.
me
the
ii’.dicharti returned last week from visits
j 1
Phi brook, wbo ha
been pa.--ing several
I t«' relatives iii various towns in Massachusmonths with rel;iti\-*- .m Mu-.-ichu-**tts, rej otts. she was accompanied by Mrs. Fdturned t«* ln-r daughter's. Mrs. Ftta Woig.
; ward Mouitoii, who i." the guest hereof her
Mrs. (
iml Mr?
July
! husband s mother, Mrs Henry MoultonJoseph Farwell pas.-ed Nituniay in Watei- 1 Mrs. nlivia Ryder and daughter of Bangor
}
and Mrs. \\ 1 ia
II
a:
\i". ii-: her mother, Mr.". Havid Berry.
Ki.ov were gue.-ts last week oi Mr. ami
.....Mr. .lolin.i. \\ ai mw.mI, wile
'lauguMrs. Willard sparrow— V. N. Hig-iins ter.-. Mi '. E!i«.'handler and Mi>s \ol
and wife received a pe asant call from Mr. Bneklami. visited Mr. and
Mrs. J«>iin
|
and Mrs. o-inoml Par.-ms July _'7th..
! I.aiie,i>:i-r the pa>t. week
(.'apt. WiBn-r.
Mrs. Donald Chase of Unity, aecompanie.j i(i.
Hichborn, wife, and daughter, Mi-s
by Mrs. Biair and Miss .•sibyl Berry of i Emma, of Searspurt were with h;.- umther,
Mas.-aeim-ett >. u ere gue.-t s of Mrs. < Paries Mr-, llnbeit llichbi.rn, a
p*>nj<•;s <>{ last
l’ar.-oiis Wedne.-day afte: noon-M1 >. !i. week... Mrs.
Henry J. Hall and >ous, Mr.
;
F. Mailt ial ami son, Maynard W'nitm-y, of
B.Tph and Ma>ter Henry, arrked from
Brooks are passing the week with her
Guincy, Mass., ia>t Thursday and are at
mother. Mrs. J. G. Whitney —Mrs. Myrtie Mr>. A M. Gardner’?* fur
xt month.
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FRANCES MATOON.

MRS.

r

Mrs. Frances Matoon, Treasurer of the
Minneapolis Independent Order of Good
Templars writes from 111 Sixth Street,
Minneapolis, Minn., as follows:

of

“Last winter I had considerable
trouble with my kidneys brought on
after a hard cold which / had neglected.
One of my lodge friends who called wh n
I was ill told me of a \\ underfill :u- ! ieiue
called lVruna. 1 liad no faith in it. ut
my husband purchased me a bottle, and
asked me to try it. It brought me most
satisfactory results. I used thre ! -ttles
\:i
before I was completely
l. but I
have bad good eausete.be grateful, for
not only did my kidney trouble disappear, but my g .o ral health improved
and I have been in g< .„l health ever
since. I would not lie without it for ten
times its cost.'
FKANCl s MATOON.

accompanied her for

a short vi.Mt
Mr.
Mrs. Hickson of Brooklyn, N. V.. w*vo
the guests of Miss Clara Knowles a few
days last week. Miss Knowles lelt Saturday for Fairtield, where she will attend the
annual assembly at the <mod Will Farm....
Philo l
Blaisdell and family arrived from
Bradford, Penn., and have gone to Northport to spend the rest of the summer at
their cottage—Miss Kdna Smith has returned from her visit to Bangor.... Mrs. 1.
J. Dunham arrived from Boston on Saturday \s boat, accompanied by her grandson,
Master Horace Dunham
Percy Campbell
of Boston is spending a short vacation at
his old home ...Col.and Mrs. Fred AtwuVid
Mrs. L. A. Stokell and Mrs. F. M. Littlefield have gone to Dark Harbor for a week
or two-Miss L. A. Urindle has returned
from Castine, where she spent the winter
Mr. and Mrs. Miles of Providence wrere tl

This

and

been repeated
hear of such cases
has

experience

many times. We
nearly every day.
Mrs. Matoon had catarrh of the kidneys. As soon us she took the right
remedy she made a quick recovery.
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Peruua

catarrh wherever located.

cures

Peruua is
specific for the catarrhal
dcrangem- iM- f women. Address Thr
Peruua M- 'ii- >n»
Columbus, Ohio,
'for fn t" -k on catarrh written by Dr.
S. B. Hartman.
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Kobie Smith h at work for shanm Robduring the haying season.

erts

Ira M. Grady of Belfast is working for
.John li ving in his blacksmith shop
to

Hon. A. W Rich and Earle Bes?n*\ went
Augusta ia.-t Friday to hear Bryan.

Bail Brackett of Newport is visiting her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. II. 11. Villej.
IF B. Buzzell and wife were guests of F.
\V. Brown, Jr., last Friday and Saturday.
Rev. F \V. Barker and family are expected to return from their vacation this week.
Mrs. Martha Fenlason, widow of the late
\Y. A. Fenlason, has been granted a State

pension.
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Clark’s Island. .Inly j!
'-hltrotu I.onu
Cove, sell. Win. slater, Newai
h-. Fdllrunswiek. La..duly Jr sld.
ward 1. Stotesbur \, New N -r k
i /./le 15
\\ illey, do ; Jii. sld. sell. W in. I
>wne-.
Fall ILvei -J7, ar. sell. Abbie
siabbs,
Philbrook. Ne
Haven.
Fernand na, duly J:s. sld. sell. Win. I!
Sumner, Pendleton. New York.
Pensacola, duh
Cld, sell. Iluin.uoi-k,

Philadelph a.
(iaiveston, .July

J!.

Ar,

Pevelin. lialtiinoie.

Norfolk, duly

*J7.

-el

.John

his first trip of the season through
Knox and Lincoln Counties. Mrs. Carpenter accompanies him and they will be

absent about two weeks.

Monhegan.

Sld, sell. Alice

Pascagoula.
Barbados, duly 14. Ar, bark Hiram
Finery, Trinidad.
Turks island, dulys.
\r, sch. rdz./.ie F.
Dennison.
Thompson, Martinique and
sailed 12th for Portland >; ITtluar,Mabel dordan. Brown, Philadelphia: 27, ar, sell. Star
of the Sea, Providence

<

will load and

lake Advantage or a B. i
Experience Before It’s

1

bii»ok, iJaimor;
G. W. Spence and Mrs. Suzannie
.o
.sin, sens,
rwoiirngion, ..n\ _i.
Mrs.
been
I
K. F.ldridge, M\ionus. K (i Whiliden an
of
Boston
have
visiting
Lyman
all
foi
\evv
Fihenian.
Yoi
k.
|
F. K. York.
Hall (plan \, .1111 \ 21. Sid, sell. Brigadier.
('. F. Lane and wife arrived home from Maker, Philadelphia.
s. «
Jul\ go
Charleston,
\r, seh. Helen
Presque Isle Saturday night and will be G Mose
1". : ide
phia.
here about ten days.
\
Newport News,
a., Jul> 2*..
Ar, sell.
Geo. Y. Jordan, lloiden. Boston.
Mrs. A. B. Huff is with her husband in
Perth Ambo\, N. J.. Jul\ 28. Sid, seh.
Boston, where lie has been since last spring Flora Condon, Sellers. Bangor.
Port Townsend. Wash., Jul\ 27.
working at his trade of brick-mason. She
Sid,
ship Y J. Fuller, Haskell, Cape Town.
will be absent several weeks.
sell.
B.
Washington, 1>. C Jul\ 2ii.
\r,
Charles Bessey, who has been at work for F. Pettigrew, Hodgkins. Port Spain. Trinidad
his uncle, C. F. Bessey, at Barre, Yt., since
Portland, Me., July 28. Ar, sell. Natl. T.
last fall, is helping Prince Pessey cut the Palmer, Norfolk : chi, sell. J \ Welling
ton,
Kennebec and New York 2i‘. eld, brig
hay on three farms in this vicinity.
Havilah. New York.
Cape lleiuy, July 28. Passed sell. AuMrs. Annie M. Ilealey returned to State
gustus Welt, Norfolk tor Bangui
Farm, Mass., Monday. Her mother, Mrs.
Bridgeport, Ct., July 28. Ar, seh. F.agle,
Mary J. Lane, is much better, and is now Bangor.
out
of
he
to
danger.
.laeksonville, Jul\ 2*. Cld, sells. John <
thought
practically
Smi:!i. Wyman. New York: Fdward ’stewAt a Democratic caucus Saturday night art, Winslow, Portland.
Dr. A. E. Kilgore, W. H. H. Roberts and
FOKLlON
l’OHTS.
W. B. Iugersoll were chosen delegates to
\’ U-toria, B. (.1 uly 21. Ar, ship I Ani 1 \
the County Convention to be held in Bel- lb*«*d, Baker. Kahuiui.
\ewca>th*. V >. W dune is. Shi, hark
fast Aug. 1st.
Gen. Fairchild, Honolulu ; 2oth, ship Joseph
B. Thomas, do.
E. A. Carpenter, representing the F.
Colon, dul} 14. Sld, sch. Lena K. Storer,
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Buenos Ayres, duly 24.
Ar, bark Willard
Mudgett, Portland via Bahia.
Matanzas, duly 1'*. Ar, sch. Kate Feore,

'i

IHui't wait ‘till ba.-k aehe !>•
1 1 serious kidney troubles

j

DON'T I'OUtiK !’ Til I
PI
White and Blue W indmill. up —'

turn.

Our fishermen
iness just now.

s.

|

C

W.

V

hv

Pascagoula.
Calais, duly 11. Shi, ship Aryan, Pendleton, Philadelphia.
There are at present about UK) summer
Newcastle, N. S. W., dune i». Sld, ship
visitors on the island, and still they continue Great Admiral, Sterling, Guyaquil.
to come.
Rio Janeiro, duly 21. Sld, bark doseESTABLISHED IN is
ne^MeC lean, Baltimore.
Commodore Otis Ingraham of the Eastern phi
15
Tillie F. I capital stock, $150,00 1
Honolulu,
duly
Ar,
ship
Steamship Company is on the island Starbuck, Curtis, do (todays, 18 hours pasfor a few days’ vacation.
sage. )
33,000
SURPLUS,
Capt. Simmons of Friendship, in his new
MARINE
MISCELLANY.
schooner
the
E.
callAnnie
gasoline
Geele,
DEPOSITS SO
ed here Sunday w'ith a party of 40 from
off
sch.
Spoken,
23,
duly
Cape Henry,
Waldo boro.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent at
|
doseph W. Hawthorne, Ilonses, from Port$5.00. $6.50 and $S OO a year
land (which way steering not stated).
Reunion.
Regimental
Newport, R. I., July 25. Schooner Druid, |
Capt. Hart of Thomaston, Me., Vinalhaven
The annual reunion of the Third Maine for New York with
Our vault is unequalled in F t-i
granite, was sunk last
Regiment will be held in Waterville, August night off Little Gull island, Long Island l'NKXCELLKI) in security
13th. A business meeting will be held in sound,
by steam yacht Felicia. Her crew j burglary in the country.
the hall at 10 o’clock and at 5 o’clock the was saved and landed here this
This signature is on every box of the genuine
morning.
Those renting boxes can havWoman's State Relief Corps will serve a The Druid was built at Mahone
Tablet.
Bay, N.
Laxative Bromo*Quinine
banquet, to which the veterans will be in- S., in 1883, registered 120 tons gross, 114 net, ! privilege of taking their boxes to
the remedy that cures a cold Id one day
vited.
75 feet long, 23 broad, nine deep.
j vault.
The fishermen are picking up plenty of
squid on the shore for bait.
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Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if it fails to
cure. E.W. Grove’s Signature on eachbox.
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the pleasantest social atlairs of
the season was the lawn party given by the
Fpwoith League Thursday evening. The
church lawn was enclosed with small tir
trees.
tall pole was erected and bunting
w as gravel nil; festooned to the four corners
of the lawn, and the whole place was made
brilliant with Japanese lanterns.
Seats
were provided and long tables spread, from
which lemonade, fruit and other refreshments wen* served. A musical program was
given, and the remainder of the time was
tided with ph-asing games an 1 social chat.
Tin* w hole ait air reflected much credit on
the young people who had charge of the
entertainment.. Miss Carson of Boston is
spending a lew weeks with Mrs. F.tiie MurMrs. Cowles has returned to Boston
ray
and her mother, Mrs. Benjamin Atwood,
(hie

attempt

lision the Bangor craft lost
had the cut ss ater damaged
ing other slight injuries.
temporarv pails hete sI
In r ilestination. A thick !*■_
da s forenoon and it ss as n
just a- l.ei e the 1 lammond i
pccted in* will he towed
the d;i\.
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\V. A. Brackett of Lowell, Mass., i> visit- !
i
ing his father. Key. D. Brackett.
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Gerrish of Unity pas.-ed .Nitunlay nigiit lm>bai’.d will
join her later.... Mr. lialpli
Sunday with Miss Jennie Cox.-.. ! Myers was the guest of Mi>. ‘■si rah Snell
Finery Whitten and B. A. Gowen went to I several days last week. He left >aturda\
Augusta Friday to hear Mr. Bry an speak. for Seai’sport. iiccompanieil b\ hi-sister and
-Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Howard have been husband, Mr. and Mrs. > Tifu.n sneli
passing a week with their son, Fred How- * apt. and Mi>. Balph Morse spent Friday
ard, and family in Belfast.Mr. and Mrs. and Saturday with relatives in Bangor....
Geo. Sherman of Burnham were guests of Mr.
George Moulton id’ iioston arrived last
Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Gilley July goth and
Friday for a visit to his Md home—The
27th—Mrs. J. C. Whitney and Mrs. B. F. ladies of the Matinee Whist
iub were very
stantial were guests Saturday of Mrs.
pleasantly entertained Friday afternoon by
Percy Crosby in Unity.Mrs. B. A. M '< Finiiiy Overlook, this being their lirst
Gowen visited relatives in Montvilie and
meeting since adjournment in the early
Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Morrill last week
spring-News of the decease of Mrs. HarCoffin were tendered a serenade last Satur- riet Lancaster was received here
FTiday
day evening by the young people at the evening, she passed quietly away after a
station. Carl was equal to the occasion
third shock of paralysis, at the home of her
John Morrill of Bangor arrived in town
daughter, Mrs. William H. Staples in BelMrs.
Annie
Gale
ami
morning....
Monday
fast, where she had b-en for several months.
son of Massachusetts are visiting Mr. and
The funeral took place Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Frank Hubbard.
The sons, Capt. Sewell of Searsport, Mr.
LINCOLNVILLE.
Edward of Camden, Mr. John of Stockton
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Tower, Miss Grace and Mr.
Manley of Bangor, with their wives,
Tower, Mrs. Albert Collett and children, were
present to pay their last tributes of
Edward and Vera, Mis. May Pierce and
loving respect to the mother to whom they
Miss Mary Hill of New Haven and David
had so thoughtfully ministered during her
Tower of New York are guests of Mr. and
long and tedious invalidism.... Mr. and
Mrs. M. V. Tower-Willie and Fred Snow Mrs. Josiali L. Lancaster and Mr. and Mrs.
left Friday for New York
Mr. and Mrs. Bierce 1). Lancaster came from Camden
Quinn and children and Miss Wood, who Sunday to attend the funeral of their
have been at the inn, left Monday.. .The
grandmother the following day in Belfast.
Misses Louise and Mary If rear, who for the Mr. and Mrs. Bierce I). returned
Tuesday,
past week have been at E. F. Carver’s, have but Mr. and Mrs. Josiah will remain fora
left. The Misses Peasley are now there, couple of weeks with the parents of Mrs.
having arrived .Sunday.Schooner Mill- L. Capt. and Mrs. Horace Gridin
Mr.
ville of Philadelphia is at the steamboat Luther of Attleboro, Mass., joined his wife
wharf loading paving for New York
and children Sunday morning at Mrs. A.
The social last Thursday evening given by M. Gardner’s—Dr. and Mrs. Herman G.
Good Will Circle was a great success. The Hichborn of Cambridge. Mass., arrived
Circle is well pleased with the proceeds. Sunday for their annual visit to the Dr.’s
Mrs. Todd, Miss Eaton and Mr. and Mrs, father, Capt. II A. Hichborn... Capt. and
Newman, who for the past four weeks have Mrs. George Skollield and children left
been at the “Montrose,’’ returned to their Monday for their home in Brunswick, Me.
W. li. Davis, A. 11. At- _Mr Bussell B. Goodhue left Saturday
home Friday
kins and C. C. Goehl are camping at Pitch- I for Boston.
Mrs. G. is to remain here
er’s pond—Mr. and Mrs. Childs, who through August—Mr. James II. Griffin
have been at Camp Rabbit, have returned arrived by Sunday's boat for a brief visit
home—Mrs. D. M. Dean and guests and to his mother, Mrs. Edward Hardman,
Mrs. Mary Dean and children are visiting leaving Wednesday to return to his busirelatives in the country this week—The ness—a prosperous grocery house in North
Misses Alice and Katherine Stevens are Adams, Mass. Continued success to our
Our
with the Misses Reed in the Drink water active, capable young townsman!
cottage.Edward and Joseph Ogier of people listened to a most excellent sermon
Bangor are visiting their grandparents, Mr. by Rev. A. A. Smith Sunday, supplemented
Mrs. Herbert Mc- by a line solo, “The Blains of Peace,”
and Mrs. E. P. Hahn
Cobb and children of Lincolnville Centre rendered by Mrs. Charles A. Soden in her
manner: both were
are guests of Mrs. Sarah McCobb—Quite customary pleasing
a number from here attended the sociable
highly appreciated by the congregation
at Lincolnville Centre Wednesday night Mrs. Lillie M. Hardman of Waterville, Me.,
and congratulate them on their success— and >Irs. Flora M. Myers and little son
Miss Mabel Ray returned to Revere Sat- Clifford of Boston, arrived Monday for a
urday_Mrs. Alice Fletcher is the guest short tarry at their old homestead—the
Moulton house... Friends of Mr. J. G.
of her mother, Mrs. Crehore, at the Trap
.Capt. Albert Gould is visiting his Lambert extend thanks for favors received
brother, Capt. Joseph Gould.Mr. and at his hands.
Mrs. Roscoe Hurd and Mrs. White and
daughter Isabel spent Sunday with relatives at the Beach.

was

—

Vesta Davis of I."Well, M i-s., i>
visiting friends in town.

and

Vineyard Haven, Mass.. JU1-,
received here Monday ..
collision between two schooner
day night which resulted in the
of one and minor injury to tie
Bangor schooner, W ebster |;.U
from Bridgeport for Bangui. ;
Monday morning to make
pairs, ( apt. Atwood :cpojt>
o’clock Sunday night wh.-n f,.
of Vineyard Sound iightslii).
weather he collided with the
|
1 lammond of Edgarton. \
Newark, V J., with a c..
The I lammond was disma-.
and was almost complete,
one \\as injured.
The Bat ai
fort to tow the lumbei man
onl\ a light southwest w

KIDNEY TROUBLE CURED.

who does not fear death in
any form should ask a farmer how the
Mrs. F.
present haying season suits him
A. Cushman had quite an ill turn last week.
Dr. S. W. Johnson of Belfast was at F.
A. Cushman’s and Geo. F. Allen’s last!
week.Miss Miriam Bartlett is at home
from Iiopedale, Mass., for the summer— I
Veterinary West of Belfast was here a few ^
days since to see some cows belonging to D.
B. Plummer. Two of them had died and
D-ur more were sick. Dr. West thought the
symptoms denoted poisoning-W. S. Davis
is at home from Camden for a time. He
finds his father, E. C. Davis, suffering from
a cancer on the lip
Frank Conroy of Boston is visiting his sister, Mrs. D. A. Poland.
....Mrs. Frank Poland and two children
and Mrs. Josie Ingham and son Wayland,
all of Providence, II. I., are at Sumner Poland's.. Prescott Palmer and wife of Lawrence, Mass., are visiting relatives in town,
-Charles Owen and wife and daughter,
Eben Hatch and Miss Eva Wood of Belfast visited their uncle, T. S. Hatch, last
Sunday... Mrs. Martha Hatch is quite sick.
She is attended by Dr. Thomas Pearson of
Morrill... Will Tobey is hauling red oak
logs to mill to be sawed into ship timber.
man
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